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Abstract

Large earthquakes rupture faults over hundreds of kilometers within minutes. Finite-fault models image these processes and

provide observational constraints for understanding earthquake physics. However, finite-fault inversions are subject to non-

uniqueness and uncertainties. The diverse range of published models for the well-recorded 2011 $M w$˜9.0 Tohoku-Oki earth-

quake illustrates this issue, and details of its rupture process remain under debate. Here, we comprehensively compare 32

finite-fault models of the Tohoku-Oki earthquake and analyze the sensitivity of four commonly-used observational data types

(geodetic, teleseismic, regional seismic-geodetic, and tsunami) to their slip features. We first project all models to a realistic

megathrust geometry and a 1-km subfault size. At this scale, we observe low correlation among the models, irrespective of

the data type. However, model agreement improves significantly with increasing subfault sizes, implying that their differences

primarily stem from small-scale features. We then forward-compute geodetic and seismic synthetics and compare them with

observations available during the earthquake. We find that seismic observations are sensitive to rupture propagation, such

as the peak-slip rise time. However, neither teleseismic, regional seismic, nor geodetic observations are sensitive to spatial

slip features smaller than 64˜km. In distinction, the seafloor deformation predicted by all models exhibits poor correlation,

indicating sensitivity to small-scale slip features. Our findings suggest that fine-scale slip features cannot be unambiguously

resolved by remote or sparse observations, such as the four data types tested in this study. However, better resolution may

become achievable from dense offshore instrumentation.
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Key Points:7

• We evaluate 32 finite-fault models of the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake, using re-8

alistic slab geometry and varying spatial resolution.9

• Models at the 64 km scale agree well with each other, indicating variability stems10

primarily from small-scale slip features.11

• Seismic observations show sensitivity to rupture propagation but not to small-scale12

slip heterogeneity.13
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Abstract14

Large earthquakes rupture faults over hundreds of kilometers within minutes. Finite-15

fault models image these processes and provide observational constraints for understand-16

ing earthquake physics. However, finite-fault inversions are subject to non-uniqueness17

and uncertainties. The diverse range of published models for the well-recorded 2011 Mw 9.018

Tohoku-Oki earthquake illustrates this issue, and details of its rupture process remain19

under debate. Here, we comprehensively compare 32 finite-fault models of the Tohoku-20

Oki earthquake and analyze the sensitivity of four commonly-used observational data21

types (geodetic, teleseismic, regional seismic-geodetic, and tsunami) to their slip features.22

We first project all models to a realistic megathrust geometry and a 1-km subfault size.23

At this scale, we observe low correlation among the models, irrespective of the data type.24

However, model agreement improves significantly with increasing subfault sizes, imply-25

ing that their differences primarily stem from small-scale features. We then forward-compute26

geodetic and seismic synthetics and compare them with observations available during27

the earthquake. We find that seismic observations are sensitive to rupture propagation,28

such as the peak-slip rise time. However, neither teleseismic, regional seismic, nor geode-29

tic observations are sensitive to spatial slip features smaller than 64 km. In distinction,30

the seafloor deformation predicted by all models exhibits poor correlation, indicating sen-31

sitivity to small-scale slip features. Our findings suggest that fine-scale slip features can-32

not be unambiguously resolved by remote or sparse observations, such as the four data33

types tested in this study. However, better resolution may become achievable from dense34

offshore instrumentation.35

Plain Language Summary36

Large earthquakes often rupture in unexpected ways across extensive areas of ge-37

ologic faults. Scientists use finite-fault models to resolve these processes in detail. These38

models use different observations to help us understand earthquakes and plan for future39

hazard mitigation and risk management. However, these models are not perfect: they40

are often challenging to resolve, and different models of the same earthquake can show41

very different results. For example, many different models have been published for the42

2011 Mw 9.0 Tohoku-Oki earthquake, each showing varying “slip features” of how the43

megathrust moved during the event. In this study, we compare 32 of these models with44

each other and with observations in a new and systematic way. The models show coher-45

ent features at a scale of 64 km while disagreeing on the smaller, fine-scale details. We46

find that such fine-scale features cannot be uniquely resolved by the commonly-used re-47

mote observations, such as geodetic, regional seismic-geodetic, teleseismic and tsunami48

data. Our study suggests that to gain a better understanding of large megathrust earth-49

quakes, dense networks of instruments placed directly offshore close to the megathrust50

are needed for robustly resolving their rupture processes.51

1 Introduction52

Large earthquake rupture can evolve rapidly, propagating hundreds of kilometers53

in complex ways (Ammon et al., 2005; Ide et al., 2011; Simons et al., 2011). Imaging earth-54

quake rupture processes is vital for understanding earthquake physics and the associated55

hazards (Tinti, Spudich, & Cocco, 2005; Uchida & Bürgmann, 2021). Finite-fault mod-56

els characterize the spatiotemporal slip distributions of large earthquakes (Ide, 2007),57

and these models can be developed using a range of datasets and inversion methods (Hartzell58

& Heaton, 1983; Ide, 2007; Ji et al., 2002; Jia et al., 2023; S. Minson et al., 2013; Yagi59

& Fukahata, 2011a). However, finite-fault inversion is often parameterized as an ill-conditioned60

problem with a large number of unknowns and a simplified, assumed fault configuration61

(e.g., Fan et al., 2014; Ide, 2007). Moreover, unknown 3D Earth structure leads to in-62

accurate Green’s functions, further hampering the robustness of finite-fault models (Beresnev,63
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2003; Gallovič et al., 2015; Wald & Graves, 2001). Dense, near-field geophysical obser-64

vations can offer critical constraints that help resolve finite-fault models with high fidelity65

(e.g. Asano & Iwata, 2016; Scognamiglio et al., 2018; Tinti et al., 2016). However, many66

earthquakes occur in remote regions where observations are scarce, such as in subduc-67

tion zones. Finite-fault models often significantly differ from each other for the same earth-68

quake (e.g., Mai et al., 2007; Razafindrakoto et al., 2015; Shearer & Bürgmann, 2010;69

K. Wang et al., 2020), and quantitatively comparing and differentiating these models re-70

mains challenging (e.g., Lay, 2018; Mai et al., 2016; K. Wang et al., 2018).71

The 2011 Mw 9.0 Tohoku-Oki earthquake is one of the best-observed megathrust72

earthquakes (Lay, 2018). The earthquake ruptured approximately 400 km along-strike73

and 220 km along-dip offshore the northern Honshu area in Japan (Kodaira et al., 2020).74

The event was well recorded by a dense and diverse set of observations, including on-75

shore geodetic data (Sagiya, 2004), offshore acoustic-GNSS (e.g., Kido et al., 2011; M. Sato76

et al., 2011) and pressure gauge data (e.g., Hino et al., 2011; Y. Ito et al., 2011; Maeda77

et al., 2011a), regional and global seismic data (e.g., Okada et al., 2004), and tsunami78

(e.g., Maeda et al., 2011a; Mungov et al., 2013) and seafloor mapping data (Fujiwara et79

al., 2011; Kodaira et al., 2012). These datasets facilitate the development of many finite-80

fault models of the Tohoku-Oki earthquake (Sun et al., 2017). However, these models81

exhibit significant differences in their slip distributions (Lay, 2018; Razafindrakoto et al.,82

2015). For example, maximum slip estimates at the trench range from 0 m to 80 m for83

an along-dip cross-section through the hypocenter of 45 published models (Sun et al.,84

2017). Similar variability exists along the strike direction, particularly regarding the north-85

ern rupture extent beyond 39.5◦N, which leaves the source of the Sanriku region tsunami86

a topic under debate (Du et al., 2021; Kodaira et al., 2020; Mori et al., 2011). The dis-87

crepancies among the finite-fault models of the Tohoku-Oki earthquake have given rise88

to several unresolved questions, including the tsunami sources and variability in megath-89

rust and off-fault rheologies (Kodaira et al., 2020; Lay, 2018; Ma, 2023; Sun et al., 2017;90

Tajima et al., 2013; Uchida & Bürgmann, 2021).91

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the92

32 published finite fault models analyzed in this study and introduce a new reparam-93

eterization framework to unify their model parameters for systematic comparison. The94

model comparison in Section 3 quantitatively identifies their coherent and unique fea-95

tures at varying spatial scales. We quantify the sensitivity of geodetic, teleseismic, re-96

gional seismic-geodetic, and tsunami data to the variability in the finite-fault models in97

Section 4. We discuss controlling factors of model variability and implications of our study98

as well as future opportunities in Section 5.99

2 Finite-fault Models of the 2011 Tohoku-Oki Earthquake100

We analyze 32 finite-fault slip models of the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake (Figure 1;101

Text S1). The models have been obtained using various inversion techniques and Green’s102

functions, which result from the fault parameterization and the Earth’s structure. The103

finite-fault models are inverted from a wide range of datasets and exhibit a wide range104

of slip features (Figure 2). Here, we focus on the final slip distribution of each model be-105

cause a large portion of the models are static. While we do not systematically compare106

available slip rate histories, we use them to investigate their impact on teleseismic and107

regional seismo-geodetic observations when available (Sections 4.2.3 and 4.3). We clas-108

sify the models into five groups based on the datasets used (Figure 1 and 2).109

The geodetic finite-fault group (in the following, labeled as “G”) includes nine mod-110

els that describe the static slip distributions of the Tohoku-Oki earthquake (Diao et al.,111

2012; Hashima et al., 2016; Iinuma et al., 2012; T. Ito et al., 2011; Pollitz et al., 2011;112

C. Wang et al., 2012; R. Wang et al., 2013; Xie & Cai, 2018; Zhou et al., 2014). These113

models are inferred from geodetic measurements, including both onshore and offshore114
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displacement acquisitions. The regional seismic finite-fault group (“R”) comprises four115

models (Lee et al., 2011; Suzuki et al., 2011; Wei et al., 2012; Yue & Lay, 2013), which116

were developed from data of onshore strong ground motion, broadband, and high-rate117

GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) stations. The teleseismic finite-fault group118

(“S”) contains six models (Ammon et al., 2011; Goldberg et al., 2022; Hayes, 2011; Ide119

et al., 2011; Kubo & Kakehi, 2013; Yagi & Fukahata, 2011b), primarily derived from tele-120

seismic body waves and surface waves recorded at stations located within the 30◦ to 90◦121

epicentral distance range. The tsunami finite-fault group (“T”) includes eight models122

(Fujii et al., 2011; Gusman et al., 2012; Hooper et al., 2013; Kubota et al., 2022; Romano123

et al., 2014; Satake et al., 2013; Saito et al., 2011; Simons et al., 2011), which are based124

on tsunami data from near-source pressure gauges, tide gauges, and open-ocean buoys.125

Six T models are obtained using geodetic data as well, but without using seismic data.126

Lastly, the joint tsunami seismic and geodetic finite-fault group (“J”) includes five mod-127

els (Bletery et al., 2014; Melgar & Bock, 2015; S. E. Minson et al., 2014; Yokota et al.,128

2011; Yamazaki et al., 2018). Models in this last group are required to incorporate geode-129

tic, seismic (regional and/or teleseismic), and tsunami datasets.130

2.1 Unifying Model Parameterization for Quantitative Comparison131

We design a unifying framework to consistently reparameterize the models, ensur-132

ing that they share the same geometric and subfault configuration. This unifying pro-133

cedure allows a quantitative and systematic comparison. We first project the finite-fault134

models onto the subduction interface using the Slab2.0 model to provide a realistic fault135

plane geometry (Hayes et al., 2018). Our projection method preserves the seismic po-136

tency of each subfault, which is defined as slip times rupture area. We align the shal-137

lowest subfault extents of each finite-fault model with the location of the Japan Trench138

(GEBCO, 2023; Hayes et al., 2018), which is situated approximately 7.65 km below the139

sea surface. We then project the depth-shifted models onto the subduction interface along140

the strike-depth plane, as defined by the Slab2.0 model (Hayes et al., 2018), but extend-141

ing it to the Japan Trench (Figure 3b).142

The Slab2.0 model maps the megathrust interface from 10 km to 150 km depth,143

omitting the shallowest near-trench geometry. Considering that the Tohoku-Oki earth-144

quake likely ruptured all the way to the trench (Lay, 2018; Uchida & Bürgmann, 2021),145

we here extend the Slab2.0 megathrust to the trench assuming a shallow megathrust dip-146

ping angle of 10◦. This extension is guided by the near-trench seismic reflection surveys147

(Y. Ito et al., 2011; Tsuji et al., 2011). We shift the Slab2.0 megathrust geometry to be148

0.5 km shallower for a smooth connection with the shallow extension to the trench. This149

0.5 km depth shift falls well within the depth uncertainty of the Slab2.0 model (Hayes150

et al., 2018).151

We densify the projected models to a grid with uniformly spaced points, set 1 km152

apart, following the scheme outlined in Tinti, Fukuyama, et al. (2005). We use a cubic153

spline interpolation to densify each model to 16 times the original number of subfaults,154

with four times each along-dip and along-strike direction (Figure 3c). This cubic spline155

interpolation process assures spatial smoothness without preserving the seismic potency156

distribution. Therefore, we calculate the sum of the interpolated seismic potency within157

the area of each original subfault and compare it with that of the original slip distribu-158

tion to compute the potency ratio per subfault with the ideal ratio as 1. We then use159

the potency ratio per subfault to scale the original slip for each subfault. We iterate the160

interpolation with the scaled original slip until the discrepancy in seismic potency be-161

tween the original and interpolated models falls below a 10% threshold, which typically162

takes 2–3 iterations. This iterative procedure effectively preserves the seismic potency163

of the original models while ensuring spatial smoothness in the interpolated models. With-164

out the iterative steps, applying the potency ratio to the interpolated models may re-165

sult in artificially sharp edges in the upscaled slip distribution due to the coarse param-166
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eterizations of the original models. We apply this densifying procedure to both the along-167

strike and along-dip slip to preserve the original rake at each subfault. Finally, we lin-168

early map the densified model to a set of grid points spaced 1 km apart horizontally, and169

their depths are defined by the megathrust geometry (Figure 3d). We apply this projection-170

upscaling procedure to all 32 models, leading to a collection of uniformly parameterized171

models that our following analyses are based on (Figure S1).172

Our projection scheme differs from the one outlined in Brown et al. (2015) (here-173

after referred to as the Brown method). The Brown method linearly interpolates a finite-174

fault slip distribution onto a set of dense grids that overlaps with the original finite-fault175

area, and extrapolates the slip towards the trench using values from the nearest neigh-176

bors. In contrast, our projection method adjusts the original subfault locations to align177

with the realistic megathrust geometry and trench location and interpolates the slip val-178

ues accordingly (Figure S1). It is important to note that both projection methods could179

distort the original slip distribution. For example, the Brown method could result in a180

20% increase in potency when projecting the planar G7 model onto the Slab 2.0 geom-181

etry, whereas our method causes a 2% potency difference compared to the original model182

(Figure S5). Additionally, the Brown method maps the downdip limit of the original G7183

model from 25 km to 38 km due to the increased dipping angle of the megathrust at depth184

(?, ?, Figure S5;)]hayes2018slab2.185

Therefore, the projection choice should be guided by the goal of the analysis. The186

Brown method prioritizes preserving the original fault location in latitude and longitude,187

whereas our projection emphasizes the megathrust geometry and subfault depth (Fig-188

ure S5). The emphasis on realistic geometry is important because of our focus on eval-189

uating data sensitivity including the static deformation comparison (Section 4.1). Dif-190

ferences in near-trench geometry, including depth, dip angle, and planar geometry, could191

lead to varying and even contrasting crustal deformation patterns (K. Wang et al., 2018).192

As an example, we compare the onshore and offshore crustal deformation using both pro-193

jection methods using the 3D velocity structure Green’s function in Figure S6. Because194

of the extrapolated slip towards the trench, the projected model obtained using the Brown195

method would lead to a greater overestimation of horizontal displacement compared to196

the offshore observations (Figure S6). We find that both projection methods perform equally197

well for most models with 3D geometry (Figure S7). Specifically, both methods can pre-198

serve the pattern differences among the models, albeit at varying levels. Therefore, our199

approach is adequate for identifying the variability in the finite-fault models.200

2.2 General Features of the Finite-fault Models201

The megathrust in the Japan subduction zone extends along the strike from the202

Ibaraki region to the Sanriku-Oki region. This area can be divided into three main sec-203

tions along-strike: the northern Sanriku-Oki region (ZN), the central Miyagi-Oki region204

(ZC), and the southern Ibaraki-Fukushima-Oki region (ZS). Following this geographic205

along-strike division, we further segment these three sections into six zones, using a depth206

of 20 km as an along-dip boundary (Figure 4). The 32 finite-fault models exhibit dis-207

agreement with respect to their exact rupture extents within these regions. We consider208

that a respective zone was ruptured during the Tohoku-Oki earthquake if it has ≥10 m209

slip.210

We summarize the characteristics of each projected slip model according to this211

six-zone division in Table 1 and indicate the zones for each slip model in Figure S1. Dur-212

ing the last 1,500 years, three M≥8 earthquakes occurred prior to the 2011 Tohoku-Oki213

earthquake in the same region. These include the 869 Jyogan M 8.3 earthquake in the214

central Miyagi-Oki region, and the 1896 Meiji Sanriku M 8.5 tsunami earthquake in the215

northern Sanriku-Oki region (Tanioka & Sataka, 1996; Imai, 2015) (ZN1, Figure 4). How-216

ever, no major earthquake with M8 or larger has been documented in the southern sec-217
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tion (Satake, 2015) (ZS1, Figure 4). The Tohoku-Oki earthquake was located in the cen-218

tral shallow zone (ZC1, Figure 4) and might have ruptured more than one section or zone.219

Approximately one-third of the models, including a joint inversion model, J5, show an220

extended shallow rupture in the Sanriku-Oki region (ZN1, Figure 4d). If true, the Tohoku-221

Oki earthquake may have re-ruptured the slip area of the 1896 Meiji tsunami earthquake,222

which may explain the exceptionally high tsunami heights of up to 30 m near the 39.5◦223

coast and the large tsunami runup extending up to 10 km inland (Mori et al., 2011). How-224

ever, this ZN1-slip feature is not present in all models. In addition, five out of the 32 mod-225

els suggest that the Tohoku-Oki earthquake penetrated a deeper portion of the megath-226

rust in the Sanriku region (ZN2; Table 1).227

All the projected finite-fault models suggest that the Tohoku-Oki earthquake rup-228

tured the central shallow part of the Japan trench megathrust (Figure S1), specifically229

in the Miyagi-Oki region (ZC1), at a depth of less than 20 km. Bathymetric surveys and230

acoustic ranging conducted before and after the earthquake identified a horizontal trench-231

ward seafloor displacement of more than 50 m at 38◦N (Y. Ito et al., 2011; Kodaira et232

al., 2012), providing definitive evidence of significant slip near the trench in the central233

section. However, the models differ significantly regarding the down-dip rupture extent,234

with around three-quarters of models indicating deep slip beyond the 20 km depth in235

the Miyagi-Oki region. Furthermore, the location of the peak slip varies from model to236

model, with 18 models placing the largest slip at the trench (e.g., G4 and T8 in Figure 4)237

and 14 models locating the maximum slip away from the trench (e.g., models R3 and238

J5 in Figure 2). These discrepancies imply contrasting rupture mechanisms and/or vari-239

ations in the material properties of the very shallow part of the Japan subduction zone240

(Sun et al., 2017; Ulrich et al., 2022). For example, the role of the shallowest megath-241

rust during the earthquake’s rupture remains debated. The large and shallow slip chal-242

lenges the previous paradigm that the near-trench rheology would prohibit large slips243

due to velocity-strengthening fault friction and weak impeding sediments (Kozdon & Dun-244

ham, 2013).245

The southern extent of the Tohoku-Oki earthquake rupture in the Ibaraki-Fukushima-246

Oki region remains ambiguous. For example, Bassett et al. (2016) and Liu and Zhao (2018)247

argued that an altered forearc structure might have controlled the frictional behavior of248

the megathrust, thus effectively limiting the rupture extent to the shallow Ibaraki-Oki249

region. In this scenario, the forearc structure at the shallow southern section (ZS1) acts250

as a barrier to halt southern rupture. However, approximately one-third of the models251

locate significantly large slip in ZS1, such as model R3 in Figure 4b. Moreover, about252

one-fourth of the models suggest deeper rupture in the southern section (ZS2; Table 1)253

in a potentially disconnected secondary slip patch triggered by the main slip in ZC1 (e.g.,254

G4 in Figure 4a).255

We derive a median slip model (M) by taking the median slip value at the along-256

dip and along-strike directions of the 32 finite-fault models at each subfault (Figure 5).257

The median model has a simple slip distribution with a smooth, circular patch up-dip258

of the hypocenter (ZC1). The lateral extent of the slip is predominantly confined between259

37◦ to 39◦ along the strike direction. Regarding the dip direction, the model suggests260

significant slip extending to the trench, although the maximum slip, valued at 38.0 m,261

occurs approximately 5 km away from the trench (Figure 5).262

The standard deviation of the 32 collected slip distributions highlights the variabil-263

ity among the finite-fault models (Figure 5). The standard deviation peaks at more than264

20 m near the trench in ZC1, suggesting that the shallow slip of the Tohoku-Oki earth-265

quake is poorly resolved. Depending on the inversion strategies, some models have likely266

tapered the slip towards the trench. Therefore, we categorize the models into two groups267

based on the near-trench slip (Figure 1) and compute their standard deviations sepa-268

rately. We find that the respective standard deviations within each of the two groups269

remain greater than 15 m near the trench, indicating variations in either the peak-slip270
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location or the peak-slip amplitude at the trench (Figure 5). The standard deviation dis-271

tributions and the relative standard deviation (defined as standard deviation over me-272

dian slip) also suggest widespread slip uncertainties–greater than 2.5 m and 100% me-273

dian slip–in the northern region up to 40◦ north, southern region, and down-dip regions274

up to 60 km depth (Figure 5b and Figure 5d), although the major slip area in the me-275

dian model has low relative standard deviation (Figure 5d).276

3 Model Comparison277

All finite-fault models suggest large near-trench slip in ZC1 (Figure S1), where a278

large slip deficit had been estimated prior to the Tohoku-oki earthquake (Hashimoto et279

al., 2012; Loveless & Meade, 2011). This slip feature is the most consistent attribute among280

the models, with primary differences arising in secondary features, such as slip distribu-281

tions in zones away from ZC1 (Lay, 2018). Within zone ZC1, model differences mani-282

fest as peak slip locations or variations in the heterogeneity of the slip distributions (Sun283

et al., 2017). We caution that peak slip may not be well resolved in these finite-fault mod-284

els due to varying fault parameterization and varying selected Earth structural models285

(Lay, 2018; K. Wang et al., 2018).286

The models obtained using single data types have different limitations, mainly re-287

flecting their sensitivities to offshore slip and network configurations (Lay, 2018; Uchida288

& Bürgmann, 2021). For example, geodetic models tend to have smooth slip distribu-289

tions with their peak slip patch located near the hypocentral region (K. Wang et al., 2018).290

Models using tsunami data may be influenced by spurious seafloor deformation and sec-291

ondary sources, including inelastic off-fault deformation and possible submarine land-292

slides (Du et al., 2021; Kodaira et al., 2021; Uchida & Bürgmann, 2021; K. Wang et al.,293

2018). However, tsunami data has an advantage over onshore observations due to its sen-294

sitivity to slip near the trench (Lay, 2018; Kodaira et al., 2021). Differential bathymetry295

and near-trench turbidities can directly constrain the occurrence and amplitude of the296

near-trench slip, and post-earthquake surveys suggest that the main coseismic slip was297

limited to the south of 39.2◦ (Ikehara et al., 2016; Kodaira et al., 2020, 2021). Models298

obtained from joint inversions using multiple datasets may best represent the various ob-299

servations of the Tohoku-Oki earthquake (Lay, 2018; Uchida & Bürgmann, 2021). How-300

ever, the slip distributions of the joint-inversion models are significantly more complex301

than those of other models. These complexities may be affected by incomplete isolation302

of the coseismic signals, inaccurate assumptions about signal sources, and the strategies303

of combining different geophysical datasets (Lay, 2018; K. Wang et al., 2018).304

Razafindrakoto et al. (2015) qualitatively compared the overall variability of 21 finite-305

fault models by computing multi-dimensional scaling statistics, including a grey-scale306

matrix. Their statistics show large variability among the models, likely reflecting the dif-307

ferent underlying dataset types (Razafindrakoto et al., 2015). Specifically, their grey-scale308

matrix suggests that models obtained using tsunami data are more variable when com-309

pared to models developed using other data types (Razafindrakoto et al., 2015). Since310

their model comparison is drawn from statistical metrics, it is challenging to delineate311

specific slip features, leaving the spatial differences of the slip distributions unclear. Sun312

et al. (2017) focused on the near-trench slip characteristics of 45 finite-fault models and313

compared an along-depth slip profile at 38◦N. Their comparison identified a high level314

of variability among the models (Sun et al., 2017).315

In this section, we design a new model-comparison framework to quantitatively ex-316

tract coherent and unique slip features of the finite-fault models at varying length scales.317

We also quantify the model variability of the five model groups by examining the wave-318

length power-spectral densities of their respective median models. Without certainty about319

the actual rupture process of the Tohoku-Oki earthquake, we consider all models equally320

feasible since they can explain their respective datasets; we do not rank the models.321
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3.1 Slip Heterogeneity322

To investigate variability in smaller-scale heterogeneity of the finite-fault models,323

we compute the spatial power spectra of each slip distribution. We apply a 2D Fourier324

transform to obtain a 2D power spectral density. By performing a circular mean over325

the wave number range (k =
√
k2s + k2d, ks and kd are the along-strike and along-dip326

wave numbers), we derive a 1D power spectral density of each slip distribution (Goda327

et al., 2014; Mai & Beroza, 2002). We then compute the respective median spectra for328

the five model groups. We use these median spectra to evaluate the variations in slip het-329

erogeneity associated with each data type (Figure 6). Their decay rates are related to330

the smoothness of the slip distributions and reflect the relative heterogeneity in slip dis-331

tributions at different spatial scales (Mai & Beroza, 2002).332

The power spectra density of the slip models show that the spectra variability in-333

creases with the wave number, suggesting an increase in model complexities with smaller334

features (Figure 6). The model spectra show good agreement in the wavelength range335

below 1/80 km−1, which reflects that all models have a significant slip patch approxi-336

mately 80 km in dimension. However, we find systematic differences in the spectra for337

different groups in the wave number range of 1/80 to 1/10 km−1 (Figure 6). This vari-338

ability in spectra results in different spectrum decay rates of the five groups, ranging from339

-2.1 to -3.0. The tsunami and joint-inversion groups have decay rates around -2.2, in-340

dicating that these models are enriched in heterogeneous small-scale features, such as341

more than one major slip patch or sporadic near-trench slip (Figure 2). In contrast, smooth342

models, such as those from the geodesy and regional-seismic data groups, are character-343

ized by faster spectra decays with corresponding rates around -3.0 (Figure 6). Models344

developed from teleseismic data have decay rates of approximately -2.7, reflecting their345

one or two major smooth patches with few secondary features. Within each group the346

variability of the spectra varies among different groups, indicating inconsistent model347

features even when using the same data type.348

3.2 Model Correlation at Multiple Scales349

We quantitatively evaluate the similarity between models by computing a corre-350

lation coefficient for each pair of models. This correlation coefficient is the inner dot prod-351

uct of two normalized slip-vector fields, which is the sum of each vector dot product. A352

slip-vector includes the along-strike and along-dip slip values, and a slip-vector field char-353

acterizes the final slip distribution of a finite-fault model. We define the correlation-coefficient354

Rij , similar to a Pearson correlation, as:355

Rij =
⟨Φi,Φj⟩√

⟨Φi,Φi⟩⟨Φj ,Φj⟩
(1)356

where i and j are model indices, and Φi and Φj are the corresponding slip models with357

the unified parameterization configuration. The resulting correlation-coefficient Rij ranges358

from -1 to 1: a coefficient of 1 indicates that the two slip-vector fields share an identi-359

cal spatial pattern, although their absolute values may differ; a coefficient of 0 indicates360

no correlation between the slip-vectors.361

Our unified models all have a subfault size of 1 km, and the model correlation-coefficients362

range from 0.61 to 0.95 (Figure 7) with an average and median value of 0.79 and 0.79,363

respectively. This broad range of values indicates clear differences in the slip distribu-364

tion among the models. Generally, the geodetic group (G) shows the highest coherence365

among their finite-fault models compared to other groups, with an average and median366

correlation value of 0.83 and 0.81, respectively. Most of these models consist of a smooth,367

single slip patch located at the up-dip area near the hypocenter, such as models G3, G5,368

and G6 (Figure 2), which leads to very high inter-model correlation. Model G2, how-369

ever, significantly differs from other geodetic models with an average correlation value370
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of 0.73 with other models. The model suggests a southern slip patch at the up-dip hypocen-371

ter region in zone ZC1. The regional seismic group (R) shows high coherence among their372

finite-fault models compared to other groups. In comparison, the teleseismic group (S)373

shows a broad range of correlation values, generally lower than those of groups G and374

R (Figure 2b). Teleseismic models show large variations in secondary slip features, such375

as the extended slip in different zones.376

Intriguingly, models developed using tsunami data, both T and J groups, show con-377

siderable variability within their respective groups and when compared to models of other378

groups. These models comprise a more heterogeneous slip distribution with complex slip379

features in their distribution and values, causing the observed low correlation values. We380

find that the median model, M, highly correlates with all other models, with a median381

correlation value of 0.89. This high correlation reflects that the main feature of the me-382

dian model–the slip in ZC1–is captured by all models. The results also suggest that the383

dominant slip area likely centers around a single slip patch in ZC1, since more complex384

slip features of the models do not impact the correlation values very much.385

Our 1-km model parameterization is much smaller than the typical subfault sizes386

used in finite-fault inversion (Ide, 2007). Subfault dimensions are often set to be around387

16, 32, and 64 km for geodetic, seismic, and tsunami finite-fault inversions, respectively388

(e.g. Iinuma et al., 2012; Wei et al., 2012; Satake et al., 2013). Therefore, we downscale389

the slip models to increase the subfault sizes from 1 km to 16, 32, and 64 km and then390

compare the variability of slip features at different length scales (Figure 8). We apply391

a 2D discrete wavelet transform to the slip distributions using the Daubechies’ first wavelet392

(Daubechies, 1990). The wavelet transform allows us to isolate slip features at varying393

spatial scales by filtering out higher-order wavelets (Figure 8). For example, inversely394

transforming a low-pass filtered wavelet spectrum results in a lower-resolution slip dis-395

tribution. This wavelet transform process is similar to an image compression technique396

using Daubechies’ first wavelet group (Daubechies, 1990). Importantly, our downscal-397

ing process preserves the overall moment, moment centroid location, and spatial distri-398

bution of the slip features at the selected wavelength scale.399

We apply the downscaling procedure to each 1 km subfault-size model to 16, 32,400

and 64 km subfault sizes, and process the slip distributions of the along-strike and along-401

dip directions separately (Figure S2–S4). The 64 km length scale approximates the wave-402

length of a 10 s period crustal P wave at subduction zones, and the displacements of these403

10 s period P waves are commonly used in teleseismic finite-fault inversions (e.g Ammon404

et al., 2005; Kubo & Kakehi, 2013; Yue et al., 2014). As an example, Figure 8 shows the405

slip distribution of model S3 and the median model at scales of 1, 16, 32, and 64 km. The406

original S3 model consists of two major along-strike slip patches shallower than 20 km,407

along with complex small-scale patches at around 40 km depth. These deeper patches408

have spatial scales of less than 32 km, and the 64 km scale model primarily retains the409

dominant, large-scale shallow slip features. Thus, our wavelet-based downscaling pro-410

cedure effectively removes the small length-scale features of the finite-fault models.411

The correlation coefficients between the models increase as the subfault size increases,412

confirming that the model variability primarily originates from small-scale features (Fig-413

ure 9a–c). At the 64 km scale, the median and average correlation-coefficients are 0.89414

and 0.88, respectively. This coherent pattern is present in all model pairs, regardless of415

the datasets used (Figure 9c). Much like at the 1-km scale, all models show a high cor-416

relation with the median model at larger scales (Figure 9d). Our results reveal a coher-417

ent pattern emerging among all the projected models: a primary slip patch that occurred418

up-dip of the hypocenter around 10 km depth during the Tohoku-Oki earthquake. How-419

ever, the model features are inconsistent at the 16 and 32 km length scales, either in their420

locations or amplitudes. The correlation results from 1 km to 16 km scales largely re-421

main the same (Figure 7,9), indicating that the original model resolutions were limited422

to around 16 km.423
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4 Model Validation424

Previous model-comparison studies primarily focused on identifying coherent and425

unique slip features (e.g., Ide, 2007; Razafindrakoto et al., 2015; K. Wang et al., 2018,426

2020). Here, we systematically examine the sensitivity of four commonly-used datasets427

to the variability in the finite-fault models (Figures 10–16), including geodetic (Section 4.1),428

teleseismic (Section 4.2), regional seismic-geodetic (Section 4.3), and tsunami data (Sec-429

tion 4.4). We compute synthetics for all models using the same Green’s functions. Then,430

we compare the synthetics with observations using the correlation-coefficient and variance-431

reduction metrics. We test the models not only by comparing their respective data types432

used in obtaining the models but also by inspecting the fit to datasets not included in433

their finite-fault inversions.434

Our comparison evaluates both the data sensitivity to model variability and the435

data capability to resolve smaller-scale features. We examine the data sensitivity to the436

slip features identified in Section 3, including the contrasting rupture extent in differ-437

ent zones. Additionally, we compare synthetics with observations, as well as with each438

other, using slip distributions at varying scales.439

4.1 Onshore and Offshore Geodetic Data440

We test the geodetic data type using both onshore and offshore static-displacement441

measurements. We compute the synthetic static displacements for each site using Green’s442

functions from Hori et al. (2021), applied to models at the 16, 32, and 64 km spatial scales.443

These Green’s functions are numerically computed using a 3D velocity structural model444

and realistic topography at approximately 1 km resolution of the Japan region. Specif-445

ically, we compute the synthetics for the onshore GEONET network, which includes 365 sta-446

tions, and the eight offshore GNSS-A sites (Table S1; M. Sato et al., 2011; Kido et al.,447

2011). Additionally, we examine vertical displacement data recorded by six pressure gauges448

operated by Tohoku University (Hino et al., 2011; Y. Ito et al., 2011) and the Univer-449

sity of Tokyo (Maeda et al., 2011b). Our primary focus are the correlation-coefficients450

between the synthetics and observations instead of the variance reduction metric. The451

variance reduction metric is strongly influenced by synthetic amplitudes, which depend452

on the assumed velocity models and the finite-fault parameterization. For example, us-453

ing a 3D velocity structure to compute synthetics from models obtained using 1D struc-454

tures may reduce the overall amplitudes (K. Wang et al., 2018). The correlation-coefficient,455

on the other hand, evaluates the coherence between synthetic and observed displacement456

fields and is better suited to compare slip distributions with large spatial heterogeneities.457

However, the variance reduction metric can be a useful tool for differentiating models458

as long as the models are resolved using the same Green’s function for an objective com-459

parison (e.g., Figure S8).460

We find that neither the onshore nor the offshore geodetic observations can distin-461

guish between the slip models at the same scale (Figure 10). For example, the four mod-462

els in Figure 10 at the 16 km scale, including the median model (M), can all explain the463

observed displacement fields well, with correlation-coefficients greater than 0.91 between464

their synthetics and the observations. The median model has a simple distribution with465

only one slip patch in ZC1 (Figure 10d), while the other three models have distinct, in-466

coherent features, such as model R3 ruptures in ZS1 (Figure 10e), model J5 ruptures in467

ZN1 (Figure 10f), and model S3 ruptures in ZC2 (Figure 10a), respectively. For the on-468

shore stations, the limited data resolution likely results from the 150 km distance between469

the epicenter of the offshore earthquake and the nearest coastal station of the GEONET470

network. Even for models with significant down-dip slip in ZC2, the coastal GEONET471

stations remain too far to resolve the down-dip slip features conclusively due to the in-472

creasing depth of the megathrust (Figure S9).473
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The offshore geodetic network, consisting of GNSS-A and pressure gauge stations,474

cannot resolve the differences in the slip distributions or the peak-slip locations (Figures 10h,475

S9–S10). For example, models G3 to G6 can all generate synthetics with correlation-coefficients476

≥0.97. However, some models locate the peak slip near the trench (G4), whereas oth-477

ers place the peak slip around the hypocenter (G3, G5, and G6). Additionally, secondary478

slip features, such as slip in ZS1 and ZN1, do not impact the offshore synthetics signif-479

icantly. The median model and model J5 can explain the offshore displacements equally480

well, while model J5 is remarkably more heterogeneous than the median model. The lim-481

ited resolution of the offshore geodetic network is likely due to the fact that most of its482

stations are located in the central Miyagi-Oki section. Only 13 stations were deployed483

in this 150 km by 150 km area prior to the earthquake. This offshore network configu-484

ration determines that the offshore observations were primarily controlled by the slip di-485

rectly beneath these stations. Given that all projected models coherently resolve a large486

slip patch in ZC1, they can all reasonably explain the offshore observations. We empha-487

size that the location of the offshore geodetic network covered the center of the Tohoku-488

Oki earthquake rupture area, playing a critical role in resolving the largest slip patch,489

although its sparse configuration limited its capability in resolving secondary slip fea-490

tures.491

We find negligible differences in the geodetic synthetics among the same models492

at the 16, 32, and 64 km scales. The correlation values between the observations and the493

synthetics remain consistently high (> 0.90) for all models across all scales, for both on-494

shore and offshore geodetic data (Figure 10). These results suggest that the resolution495

of the geodetic dataset is likely lower than 64 km for the offshore slip distribution and496

that the data cannot differentiate slip features at smaller scales. For example, the syn-497

thetic onshore-geodetic static displacements from model S3 show no differences across498

the three scales (Figure 10a–c, synthetics in red and observations in black). The offshore499

synthetics show similar patterns, suggesting marginal resolution differences across scales,500

even though all models inverted from geodetic datasets included part or all of the off-501

shore data and their original models have subfault sizes much smaller than the 64 km502

scale.503

We compute the variance reductions for the finite-fault models with respect to the504

geodetic datasets (Figure S8). The variance reduction metric shows a higher sensitiv-505

ity to slip distribution variability than the correlation coefficient. Most of the models have506

≥80% variance reduction, with the exception of four models. The variance reduction pat-507

tern of the onshore geodetic data shows a similar pattern as the model correlation with508

the median model (Figure 9d). This suggests that onshore geodetic data can generally509

well-resolve slip features at the 64 km spatial scale. In addition, there is a difference in510

variance reduction for offshore data between the 32 and 64 km scales for most models.511

However, these differences in variance reduction are negligible when comparing the same512

models at the 16 and 32 km scales. These results show that the amplitudes of offshore513

displacement under the present conditions are sensitive to localized slip features, sug-514

gesting that the offshore geodetic data might have higher spatial resolution than 64 km515

when evaluated using the variance reduction metric.516

4.2 Teleseismic Data517

Teleseismic waves are one of the most commonly used observations to invert finite-518

fault models of large earthquakes (e.g., Ji et al., 2002; Yagi & Fukahata, 2011a; Okuwaki519

et al., 2020). They have relatively simple waveforms and can effectively characterize the520

temporal evolution of earthquake rupture processes (Okuwaki & Fan, 2022). Different521

from computing geodetic synthetics, both the slip distribution and slip-rate functions522

are required for synthesizing teleseismic waveforms. Slip-rate functions characterize the523

temporal moment release for each individual subfault (Ide, 2007). To focus on compar-524

ing the slip distribution variability, we first test, validate, and identify a slip-rate func-525
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tion type. We assume a single-time-window slip-rate function with a uniform duration526

for all subfaults. We test a range of slip-rate functions, such as the cosine and Yoffe func-527

tions, and then apply the best-performing one to all models to compute teleseismic syn-528

thetics. The best-performing slip-rate function is defined as the one resulting in the high-529

est variance reduction in fitting teleseismic P waves. With this replaced uniform slip-530

rate function, our comparison focuses on the impact of the slip distribution variability.531

The slip-rate function is paired with the peak-slip-rate time (PSRT) distribution from532

model S3 to synthesize teleseismic seismic waves, including both body and surface waves.533

The peak-slip-rate time distribution of model S3 is used because the model is obtained534

using the single-time window method and inverted from both body waves and surface535

waves. We justify the procedure in Sections 4.2.1–4.2.3.536

We compute teleseismic synthetic displacement waveforms using Instaseis (van Driel537

et al., 2015). This method uses pre-computed Green’s function databases, calculated us-538

ing the anisotropic version of the Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM) and the539

AxiSEM method up to 2 s period band (Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981; Nissen-Meyer540

et al., 2014). The teleseismic synthetics are compared with three-component broadband541

records at 40 stations from the II and IU networks, located within an epicentral range542

of 30◦ to 90◦ and covering all azimuths (Figure 11a; see Open Research for details). We543

remove the instrument response from the observations, integrate velocity waveforms into544

displacement waveforms, and decimate the data to a 1 Hz sampling rate. Both the ob-545

servations and synthetics are filtered using a 4th-order Butterworth band-pass filter to546

the appropriate period band before the comparison: body waves are filtered in the 10–547

150 s period band and surface waves are filtered in the 100–200 s period band. We com-548

pare the windowed body waves from -20 to 230 s relative to their PREM-predicted ar-549

rival times and surface waves from 500s to 3300 s relative to the Tohoku-Oki earthquake550

origin time. These frequency ranges are comparable to the teleseismic analysis used in551

the S models, as well as in teleseismic finite-fault models of the Mw 8.8 Maule earthquake552

and the Mw 9.1 Sumatra earthquake (e.g. Ammon et al., 2005; Kubo & Kakehi, 2013;553

Yue et al., 2014). Before comparing the waveforms, we cross-correlate the synthetics with554

the observations and apply an empirical time correction to account for the arrival time555

uncertainty due to the 3D Earth structure. We adopt the same correlation value met-556

ric to compare the waveforms and use the median correlation value for each wave type557

as a representative metric to compare the finite-fault models.558

4.2.1 Geometric Effects559

We explore and validate the effects of fault geometry on teleseismic synthetics. We560

use model S3 as an example and compare the synthetics obtained from the original multi-561

planar fault configuration and the projected S3 model onto a realistic megathrust ge-562

ometry. The projected model has the same number of subfaults as the original model,563

and the slip-rate functions of the subfaults remain the same. The synthetics from both564

models are nearly identical, leading to almost the same correlation coefficients of 0.90565

with the observations. For example, the P wave synthetics (blue) using the realistic megath-566

rust geometry, those from the original configuration (red), and the observed P waves (black)567

share a high resemblance, as illustrated in Figure S17. We conclude that the projection568

scheme does not significantly impact the teleseismic synthetics (Table S2). This exer-569

cise validates the idealized planer parameterization in most finite-fault models of the Tohoku-570

Oki earthquake. The results suggest that the 2011 Tohoku-Oki teleseismic waves are not571

very sensitive to geometry changes, likely due to that the majority of the observations572

are located far away from the nodal planes with down-going rays (Figure S14). We ex-573

pect insignificant geometric effects on geodetic observations as well because all the mod-574

els can explain the observed offsets equally well with high correlation values (Figure 10).575
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4.2.2 Slip-rate Function Effects576

The original model S3 uses a cosine function as its slip-rate function, with rise times577

varying from 6 to 24 s and durations ranging from 12 to 48 s. We replace these origi-578

nal slip-rate functions of the projected S3 model with a regularized Yoffe function (Tinti,579

Fukuyama, et al., 2005; Yoffe, 1951), characterized by a rise time of 16 s and a duration580

of 40 s for all subfaults to compute teleseismic synthetics. The rest of the finite-fault pa-581

rameters remain the same to isolate the effects of a chosen slip-rate function. We select582

the regularized Yoffe function as the slip-rate function because it is compatible and con-583

sistent with the traction and slip evolution of the dynamic propagation of earthquake584

ruptures (Tinti, Spudich, & Cocco, 2005). The varying rise time and decay rates of the585

Yoffe function resemble the results from both dynamic simulations and laboratory ex-586

periments (Ohnaka & Yamashita, 1989; Tinti, Spudich, & Cocco, 2005).587

The two sets of synthetics are nearly identical, and they both can satisfactorily ex-588

plain the observations (Figure S18). The synthetics obtained using the replaced slip-rate589

function have fewer high-frequency signals compared to the synthetics using the origi-590

nal model (Figure S18), likely due to the absence of rise-time variations. Nonetheless,591

the model adopting the replaced slip-rate function can fit the observed seismograms with592

a median correlation coefficient of 0.84 for P waves (Table S2). Similarly, the SH and593

SV waves with the uniform slip-rate function can fit the observed seismograms with a594

median correlation of 0.77 and 0.81. These findings validate our proposed strategy of com-595

puting teleseismic synthetics.596

We explore a range of slip-rate functions, including cosine, triangular, and differ-597

ent Yoffe slip-rate functions with durations of 40 and 55 s (Text S2; Figure S16). The598

teleseismic synthetics are insensitive to these variations, and the median correlation co-599

efficients are all greater than 0.82 for the P waves (Table S2). Furthermore, we test vary-600

ing durations for the suite of slip-rate functions and find that the slip-rate duration does601

not significantly impact the synthetic amplitudes as long as the duration is less than 40 s602

for the given subfault parameterization (Figure S18 and S20). For longer durations, the603

associated synthetic body waves have lower amplitudes than those using slip-rate func-604

tions with shorter durations (Figure S21). With the same spatial configuration, the vari-605

ation in duration relates to the variation in the apparent rupture-front propagation, the606

effects of which will be evaluated in the next Section 4.2.3. Overall, the results confirm607

that the chosen regularized Yoffe function, with a rise time of 16 s and a duration of 40 s,608

can effectively represent the slip-rate functions for computing and comparing teleseis-609

mic synthetics from the set of finite-fault models.610

4.2.3 Rupture Propagation Effects611

The earthquake rupture propagation significantly impacts teleseismic synthetics612

(Figure S19). To evaluate this effect, we vary the rupture propagation parameters to com-613

pute the onset times of each slip-rate function and corresponding teleseismic synthet-614

ics and keep the remaining finite-fault setup the same as the original model S3. We first615

assume a constant rupture velocity, resulting in a circular rupture front as shown in Fig-616

ure S14c. With an assumed rupture speed of 2 km/s, the synthetic P waves cannot ex-617

plain the observed waveforms between 30 to 80 s (Figure S19), and the median corre-618

lation value drops to 0.65 for P waves (Table S2). We then assume a slower speed of 1.5 km/s619

for the first 100 km of rupture propagation and a rupture speed of 2 km/s for the remain-620

ing rupture process, following finite-fault inversion schemes used in some of the teleseis-621

mic models (e.g., Ammon et al., 2011; Lay et al., 2011; Shao et al., 2011). Teleseismic622

synthetics obtained using this two-step rupture propagation cannot explain the obser-623

vations either, resulting in a median correlation value of 0.65 for P waves (Figure S19).624

In our experiment in Section 4.2.2, we use a single, regularized Yoffe function con-625

strained by the S3 onset time distribution for computing teleseismic synthetics. Here,626
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we align the onset times of the slip-rate functions with the peak-slip-rate times (PSRT)627

in model S3 for each subfault. The associated synthetics are nearly identical to those from628

the original S3 model, with correlation-coefficient differences less than 0.02 (Table S2).629

The PSRT configuration improves the data fitting to the observed waveforms more than630

the original onset time configuration when using the uniform, single slip-rate function631

approach (Figure S18). Specifically, the PSRT synthetics can produce the high-frequency632

waveforms that is missing in the onset-time synthetics (Figure S18).633

We validate our approach using slip distributions and peak-slip-rate times from other634

finite-fault models. To test the effects of different PSRT distributions, we also apply the635

PSRT approach to models S6 and J3 using their respective distributions (Figure S23).636

This analysis yields satisfactory P-wave data fitting with correlation coefficients of 0.75637

and 0.75 for the two models (Figure S24), respectively, while synthetics from their orig-638

inal models have correlation coefficients of 0.71 and 0.73 with the observations, respec-639

tively. We then use the S3 PSRT and slip distributions from models S6 and J3 at the640

16 km scale to generate teleseismic synthetics (Figure S22). The synthetics can explain641

the observations with correlation coefficients of 0.77 and 0.76 (Table S2), which are around642

0.05 different from those of the model S3 synthetics at the same scale (Table S2). This643

validation demonstrates that the model S3 PSRT distribution can be used to pair with644

other slip distributions to compute teleseismic synthetics. Therefore, we use the model645

S3 PSRT distribution and the selected single Yoffe slip-rate function to compute tele-646

seismic synthetics for all 32 finite-fault models. We note that our analysis does not con-647

sider complex rupture propagation effects, such as multiple slip episodes inferred from648

multiple time-window slip inversion (Lee et al., 2011; Melgar & Bock, 2015; Yue & Lay,649

2013) or in dynamic rupture scenario simulations informed from local strong ground mo-650

tions (Galvez et al., 2016, 2020).651

4.2.4 Sensitivity of Teleseismic Data to Finite-fault Model Variation652

We compute teleseismic synthetic waveforms using the final slip distributions at653

the 16, 32, and 64 km scales of all models. We employ the same procedure, using the model654

S3 PSRT distribution and a regularized Yoffe slip-rate function with a rise time of 16 s655

and a duration of 40 s, to compute the synthetic waveforms. When generating teleseis-656

mic synthetics with spatial scales greater than 16 km, the 32 or 64 km size subfault are657

divided into 16 km subfaults and each 16 km subfault has the same slip as the 32 or 64 km658

size subfault. We then use the same slip-rate and PRST distribution with this slip dis-659

tribution to generate synthetic waveforms. The synthetics include both body and sur-660

face waves. As an example, Figure 11 shows the resulting synthetic teleseismic waveforms661

from 16 km scale models at the II.BRVK, IU.COR, and IU.HNR stations, representing662

azimuths of 312◦, 51◦, and 158◦, respectively. Figure S11 and S12 show the resulting syn-663

thetic teleseismic waveforms from 32 km and 64 km scale models. For a quantitative com-664

parison, we compute correlation coefficients between the synthetics and the observed wave-665

forms for five wave types from each model, including the P, SH, SV, Rayleigh, and Love666

waves (Figure 12).667

We find that none of the five types of teleseismic waveforms is sensitive to varia-668

tions in the slip distribution (Figure 11c). Synthetic seismograms for the same stations669

are highly coherent with each other (red lines in Figure 11c,d). For example, Figure 11c670

shows body wave synthetics from all 32 finite-fault models and the median model at the671

16 km scale at stations II.BRVK, IU.COR, and IU.HNR, which are nearly identical to672

each other. These synthetics can all satisfactorily explain the body wave phases, such673

as fitting the complex P wave phases correctly. It is worth noting that these synthetics674

can achieve comparable misfit reductions (waveform fittings) to other teleseismic finite-675

fault inversion studies (e.g. Kubo & Kakehi, 2013; Yoshida et al., 2011). The S wave syn-676

thetics have similar correlation coefficients with those of P waves (Figure 12), and the677

two phases do not show distinctive sensitivities. Similarly, the surface wave synthetics678
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from different models are coherent with each other and can all explain the observations679

(Figure 11d and 12). These synthetic surface waves tend to have higher amplitudes than680

real observations, likely due to our simplistic 1D Green’s functions. In addition, we also681

find that the associated moment-rate functions of the models share a similar function682

shape (Figure 11b). We further compare the teleseismic synthetics with 32 and 64 km683

scales in Figure S2 and S3 and observe similar waveform fits. The synthetics of the five684

types of teleseismic waves show minor variations with different slip models. Our results685

reveal that with the same temporal evolution of the rupture propagation, variations in686

the slip distributions do not significantly impact the moment-rate function or teleseis-687

mic synthetics.688

We further quantify the sensitivity of teleseismic waves to the same slip models at689

the 16, 32, and 64 km scales. For each model, we compute the synthetics using three dif-690

ferent length scales and correlate the synthetics with the observations to examine their691

sensitivities (Figure 12). We find little difference in the synthetic waveforms for differ-692

ent scales, and they all correlate well with the observations. For example, the P wave693

synthetics have consistent correlation values around 0.70–0.80 for the same models at694

all scales. Similarly, the S waves and surface waves cannot resolve slip models at finer695

scales either (Figure 11). These results indicate that teleseismic finite-fault models likely696

have a spatial resolution of around 64 km for the Tohoku-Oki earthquake.697

4.3 Regional Seismic and Geodetic Data698

The 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake was recorded by densely distributed regional strong699

ground motion seismic and high-rate geodetic stations. Using regional seismic and geode-700

tic data often led to finite-fault models with a higher degree of rupture complexity, in-701

cluding multiple rupture episodes near the hypocenter (e.g., Lee et al., 2011; Melgar et702

al., 2013; Bletery et al., 2014). We follow the same setup as used in Section 4.2 to com-703

pute the regional seismic and geodetic synthetics and evaluate the sensitivity of the re-704

gional data to rupture propagation and slip distribution variations. We focus on 30 high-705

rate GNSS time series (Figure 13) from the GEONET network of the Geospatial Infor-706

mation Authority (GSI) of Japan and 25 K-NET and KiK-net three-component strong707

motion stations (Figure 14) from the National Research Institute for Earth Science and708

Disaster Prevention (NIED) data center. All stations are located within 350 km of the709

epicenter of the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake.710

We first validate our projection method by comparing the synthetics resulting from711

the original and projected model J4 (Supplementary Text S3). We find that the orig-712

inal and projected synthetics agree well when using the J4 original slip-rate functions,713

with the strong ground motion comparison in Figure S35 and high-rate GNSS compar-714

ison in Figure S39. This exercise validates the projection procedure for examining the715

two regional data types.716

To compare to high-rate GNSS data, we focus on horizontal components and low-717

pass filter the GNSS time series at 10 seconds. We compute high-rate GNSS synthet-718

ics following the same procedure as for obtaining the teleseismic synthetics (see Supple-719

mentary Text S3). We use the regularized Yoffe slip-rate function and the model S3 PSRT720

distribution (Section 4.2). This procedure is applied to each of the 33 slip models at the721

16, 32, and 64 km scales, respectively (e.g., Figure 13). The high-rate GNSS synthet-722

ics from different models share similar waveforms but have different amplitudes, includ-723

ing different static offsets. The amplitudes of the synthetic static offsets, here using the724

Instaseis method with a 1D velocity model (van Driel et al., 2015), are comparable to725

the results computed using the 3D Green’s function in Section 4.1. For example, Fig-726

ures S38 and S39 illustrate the agreement between the 1D and 3D synthetic offsets as727

well as between the observed and synthetic offsets for model J4. Figure S40 compares728

the variance reduction for static offsets at the 30 GNSS stations for all models at 16, 32,729
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and 64 km scales using 1D and 3D synthetics. We find that the variance reduction met-730

rics are different for the 33 models, although the correlation values are largely compa-731

rable.732

The static-offset differences between synthetics from the 33 models are highlighted733

in Figure 13. These synthetics correlate well with the observations with correlation co-734

efficients exceeding 0.9 on average. However, when their amplitudes are normalized, the735

high-rate GNSS synthetics are almost identical (Figure S41). This result indicates that736

the high-rate GNSS data may not be able to distinguish the small-scale spatial variabil-737

ity among the slip models. The amplitude differences primarily result from the varia-738

tions in the total seismic moment and in slip in the down-dip regions (e.g., ZC2). Mod-739

els with larger moments lead to higher static offsets in the synthetics (Figure S9). We740

note that the similarity between the normalized synthetics stems from using the same741

set of slip rate functions and PSRT distribution.742

We find that regional strong ground motion data may be more sensitive to the de-743

tails of earthquake rupture propagation than other regional observations. The coastal744

strong ground motion records have complex waveforms, and the vertical seismograms745

cannot be easily explained by the assumed, simplified model. In the 10-to-100-second746

period band, the original model J4 that includes re-rupturing episodes near the hypocen-747

ter can explain the three-component displacement records at the 25 strong motion sta-748

tions. The corresponding vertical synthetics have an average correlation value of 0.86 with749

the observations (Figure S35). In contrast, the assumed, simplified model using the J4750

slip distribution, the S3 rupture propagation without re-activation, and the regularized751

Yoffe slip-rate functions leads to an average correlation value of 0.65 between the asso-752

ciated synthetics and vertical observations (Figure S36). In distinction, the horizontal753

component strong motion data can be explained by the assumed, simplified model with754

an average correlation coefficient of 0.7, including stations MYGH03, MYGH08, and FK031755

that are close to the earthquake epicenter (Figure 14).756

To isolate the sensitivity of strong ground motions to the slip distribution variabil-757

ity, we compute three-component synthetics (10-to-100-second period band) using the758

same simplified rupture propagation and the slip distributions of the 33 models at the759

16, 32, and 64 km scales (e.g., Figure 14, Figure S43 and Figure S44), and then compare760

the synthetics with those from the median model (M). At the same spatial scales, the761

three-component synthetics have similar waveforms to those from the median model (Fig-762

ure 14d). For example, models J3 and J4 have distinct slip complexities (Figure S3 and763

Figure S4), but they generate similar synthetic waveforms. Additionally, the horizon-764

tal synthetics can match the observed displacement waveforms in the same period band.765

We find that the same slip models at 16, 32, and 64 km scales result in similar synthetic766

waveforms, with correlation values exceeding 0.9 on average (Figure 14d, Figure S36 and767

S37). These synthetic waveform tests indicate that the strong-ground motion records are768

less sensitive to small-scale variability in the slip models (Figure 14d).769

Our analysis implies that strong motion stations within 200 km of the 2011 Tohoku-770

Oki earthquake are likely most valuable in resolving both the earthquake rupture prop-771

agation and slip distribution. When comparing the synthetics with observations at dif-772

ferent distances, we find that the sensitivity of regional strong motion records decreases773

with increasing epicentral distance (Figure 15). The observations can be well explained774

by the synthetics obtained assuming the simplified rupture propagation model once the775

epicentral distance is larger than 300 km, with their correlation coefficients greater than776

0.7 on average, including the vertical components. These waveforms are less complex,777

comparable to those of teleseismic observations (Figure 14). In contrast, waveforms at778

stations within 200 km epicentral distance are complex and are challenging to model even779

when multiple rupture episodes are permitted, such as in the original model J4. While780

this model is obtained using the regional seismic observation and the multi-time-window781

method, its synthetic waveforms have an average correlation value of 0.71 for the ver-782
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tical component observations in comparison to a value of 0.95 for the east component783

(Figure S35).784

4.4 Tsunamigenic Seafloor Uplift785

The Tohoku-Oki earthquake generated a devastating and far-reaching tsunami across786

the Pacific Ocean. Tsunami data has a unique sensitivity to seafloor displacement, and787

the data recorded by offshore bottom-pressure gauges, Global Positioning System (GPS)788

wave gauges, and DART buoys are commonly used to invert for seafloor uplift models,789

which are then used to invert for earthquake slip distributions (e.g., M. Sato et al., 2011;790

Maeda et al., 2011a; Saito et al., 2011; Hossen et al., 2015; Dettmer et al., 2016; Jiang791

& Simons, 2016). This two-step procedure decouples the observed tsunami data from792

the assumed fault geometry and Earth structures, allowing the inverted seafloor displace-793

ment to be validated by other independent geophysical observations (Fujiwara et al., 2011;794

Kodaira et al., 2012).795

We take advantage of a published seafloor uplift model obtained using tsunami data796

(Jiang & Simons, 2016) and compute synthetics from the collection of slip models to com-797

pare with the smoothed uplift model of Jiang and Simons (2016). This model is obtained798

by inverting data from ocean bottom pressure gauges, seafloor cable pressure gauges and799

GPS gauges, and three open ocean DART tsunami meters. We use the smooth version800

of the seafloor uplift model (referred to as model SJS hereinafter) because of its reported801

lower uncertainty. This model shows a broad uplift region at the major slip area shown802

in the median model, albeit with a more heterogeneous spatial pattern (Figure 16a). Us-803

ing the procedure outlined in Section 4.1, we compute the vertical seafloor displacement804

at the same set of model grid points as in Jiang and Simons (2016). The displacements805

are obtained using the same Green’s functions from Hori et al. (2021) as we used for com-806

puting the onshore and offshore geodetic synthetics. We then compare the seafloor up-807

lift synthetics with model SJS by calculating their correlation-coefficients. We apply the808

comparison procedure to finite-fault models at the 16, 32, and 64 km scales for all 32 mod-809

els and the median model.810

The seafloor-uplift synthetics show clear differences among the finite-fault models,811

suggesting that seafloor uplift observations can distinguish their major features. For ex-812

ample, seafloor-uplift synthetics from five models in Figure 16 at the 16 km scale have813

large variations, reflecting the variations in their corresponding slip distributions (Fig-814

ures 16 and 2). In addition, models at different spatial scales would cause different seafloor-815

uplift fields, indicating that this type of data may have a spatial resolution of 32 km for816

the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake, such as the model J5 example in Figure 16. However,817

seafloor-uplift fields cannot distinguish the secondary features of the slip models, such818

as the contrasting shallow and deep rupture patches in the southern section of models819

R3 and G4, respectively (Figures 4 and 16). The southern secondary slips of both mod-820

els exceed 10 m. However, the corresponding seafloor uplifts are less than 2 m, an up-821

lift amplitude within the absolute uncertainty range of model SJS (Jiang & Simons, 2016).822

Despite the seafloor-uplift synthetics showing a clear distinction among different823

slip models, the synthetics do not correlate well with model SJS, with an average correlation-824

coefficient of 0.6. These low correlation-coefficients stem from the variability of the finite-825

fault models and may also reflect significant uncertainties in the tsunami-inferred seafloor826

uplift (Jiang & Simons, 2016). The variations in synthetics lead to a large range of cor-827

responding correlation coefficients comparable to the variations in the slip models. Our828

synthetic analyses also indicate that a well-resolved seafloor uplift field has the poten-829

tial to determine finite-fault slip distributions at a 32 km scale, a higher resolution than830

those of the teleseismic or geodetic datasets.831
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5 Discussion832

5.1 What Controls the Finite-fault Model Variability?833

We quantitatively compare the collection of finite-fault models for the Tohoku-Oki834

earthquake and find that they share a consistent feature regarding the location of the835

largest slip patch, updip of the hypocenter in the Miyagi-Oki shallow region (ZC1). At836

a spatial scale of 64 km, these models have an average correlation coefficient of 0.88. We837

generate a static net slip median model that effectively captures this coherent slip fea-838

ture, with correlation-coefficients ≥0.80 compared with other models at all spatial scales,839

from 1 to 64 km (Figure 9d). Furthermore, the median model does not have secondary840

features in other zones, and its 10 m slip contour only extends 220 km along the strike841

direction. Our data validation analyses show that the median model can explain the on-842

shore and offshore geodetic observations (Figure 10). The model can also explain tele-843

seismic observations when paired with an appropriate PSRT distribution (Figure 11–16).844

The excellent performance of the median model results from the averaging procedure,845

which can reduce both model-induced and data-induced errors (S. Minson et al., 2013).846

The averaging procedure is particularly effective when a large set of models obtained from847

a diverse set of datasets is available (Twardzik et al., 2012), as the Green’s functions lin-848

early connect the model to the data.849

Our model comparisons reveal considerable variability in secondary slip features850

among the models. Specifically, slip features with spatial extents less than 64 km are dis-851

tinctive across different models. We find that the degree of variability seems to corre-852

late with the types of data used in developing the models. Most models in groups R and853

S are characterized by one or two large slip patches in ZC1 without significant secondary854

features. This characteristic is reflected in the model correlation-coefficient histograms855

in Figure 7b, which display smaller spreads than other groups. Models in group G can856

vary greatly, leading to two separate subgroups, as shown in Figure 7b. Models in group857

T are highly heterogeneous, and their secondary features do not agree with each other,858

leading to nearly uniform correlation-coefficient distributions within the group and with859

other groups (Figure 7b). Models in group J are inverted from a variety of datasets, but860

they all have included tsunami and seismic data. These models show the least coherence861

within their group or compared to models of other groups (Figure 7b). As shown in Sec-862

tion 4, the available geodetic and seismic observations can constrain the models to ap-863

proximately a 64 km scale, while the tsunami data might provide sensitivity at a spa-864

tial scale of 32 km. This discrepancy in sensitivity may contribute to the observed com-865

plexities in the models developed using tsunami data, which is also reflected in the power866

spectra of the slip models in Figure 6.867

The rupture extent of the models differs among the five groups. The G, R and S868

groups have an average along-strike extent of 250 km for the 10 m slip contour, whereas869

the rest of the groups show rupture extents up to 300 km for the same slip contour range870

along the strike direction. The extended slip areas are shown as secondary slip features871

in models from the T, and J groups. The limited sensitivity of geodetic, regional seis-872

mic and teleseismic data to these small-scale features may account for these differences.873

However, secondary slip features in the T, and J group models disagree, and no consis-874

tent rupture extent can be extracted from these models, even within the same model group.875

Even though tsunami observations may have higher sensitivities to smaller slip patches,876

the inconsistent model features cannot support the notion that they are superior to those877

from the geodetic, regional seismic, or teleseismic data. Joint inversion of multiple datasets878

may balance the complementary sensitivities of different datasets to resolve more accu-879

rate finite-fault models. However, the localized, small-scale features in the J models are880

notably different from those of models from other groups, casting doubt on their relia-881

bility in capturing small-scale features.882
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The sensitivity of tsunami data to small-scale features likely results from the slow883

propagation speed of tsunamis. Assuming a tsunami wave speed of 200 m/s, a 32 km884

separation of slip patches would lead to an 1800-second separation in the recorded tsunami885

waves for an instantaneous rupture scenario. This temporal separation in the record would886

allow the tsunami data to record small-scale slip features. However, due to the space-887

time trade-offs for large earthquakes, the number and azimuth distribution of tsunami888

observations have critical controls in determining the seafloor displacement, which could889

cause model disparities when the observations are sparse.890

In addition, the inversion of tsunami data often involves multiple steps, which in-891

clude translating the recorded tsunamis into seafloor deformations, followed by invert-892

ing slip at the megathrust interface using the deformation estimates. For example, Hossen893

et al. (2015) and Dettmer et al. (2016) demonstrate that tsunami dispersion effects and894

accounting for source kinematics may lead to differences in the imaged seafloor uplift,895

notably in the northern region with extended uplift near the trench. Other timing dis-896

crepancies in the tsunami far-field may stem from solid Earth elasticity and ocean wa-897

ter compressibility (Tsai et al., 2013). Differences in model setup, effectively different898

Green’s functions, have strong controls in the seafloor deformation response, consequently899

resulting in discrepancies in the inverted slip distributions. K. Wang et al. (2018) un-900

derscores the influence of model assumption in the slip models, and the poorly constrained901

near-trench fault geometry and bathymetry would lead to large uncertainties in the mod-902

eled seafloor deformation.903

Another potential factor that may cause the large variability in models obtained904

using tsunami data is the possible existence of unaccounted secondary sources, such as905

submarine landslides, localized off-fault deformation, or splay fault slip, which can am-906

plify coseismic seafloor displacements and contribute to generating tsunamis (Y. Ito et907

al., 2011; Ide et al., 2011; Tsuji et al., 2011; Ma & Nie, 2019; van Zelst et al., 2022; Biemiller908

et al., 2023; Ma, 2023). The collection of finite-fault models assumes that all geophys-909

ical signals are solely stemming from earthquake slip across the megathrust. If subma-910

rine landslides or other events occurred during or shortly after coseismic rupture, they911

may bias the inferred slip models. In this case, strong additional sources would yield co-912

herent secondary slip features in the models derived from the tsunami data. However,913

our analyses show that the T and J groups contain the least coherent models at small914

scales. This observation does not appear to confirm the secondary source hypothesis.915

In addition to the data types, finite-fault inversion methods have a strong impact916

on the resulting models. For example, the collection of models shows pronounced dif-917

ferences in slip distribution near the trench. Some models feature tapered slips near the918

trench, potentially due to no-slip boundary conditions employed during the inversion.919

The peak-slip location is influenced by boundary conditions. For example, Zhou et al.920

(2014) demonstrated that the peak-slip location would shift away from the trench if a921

no-slip boundary condition is imposed during the inversion. For example, models T1 and922

S3 demonstrate strong taper slips to zero near the trench. Conversely, a free-slip bound-923

ary condition would lead to the peak-slip location being placed near the trench, includ-924

ing models G4 and G7 (e.g., Figure 1). Inversion techniques also influence the model vari-925

ability (Figure 2). Particularly, models from full Bayesian methods without employing926

smoothness or spatial correlation priors are more heterogeneous, such as models T1 and927

J2 in Figure 2, and averaging ensemble models does not equal to a smoothness prior (D. S. Sato928

et al., 2022; Yagi & Fukahata, 2011b; Zhou et al., 2014).929

The finite-fault model configuration, such as the fault geometry and subfault pa-930

rameterization, and the adopted velocity structures directly impact the model variabil-931

ity (K. Wang et al., 2018). Our analysis assumes a fixed fault geometry from Slab2.0 and932

uses a 1D velocity structure to compute Green’s function. This procedure allows us to933

explore the data sensitivity to different slip distributions but does not examine model-934

induced uncertainties, which may have contributed to the model variability (e.g., Bletery935
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et al., 2015; Funning et al., 2014; K. Wang et al., 2018; Ragon et al., 2018; Halló & Gallovič,936

2020; Agata et al., 2021).937

5.2 What Does the Variability Imply?938

The exact rupture extent of the Tohoku-Oki earthquake has both scientific and so-939

cietal implications, particularly the extent and amplitude of potential secondary slip fea-940

tures in the northern and southern sections. Based on the rupture extents of historical941

earthquakes, the Japan subduction zone was estimated to be capable of generating earth-942

quakes of a maximum magnitude of 8.2 prior to the Tohoku-oki earthquake (Uchida &943

Bürgmann, 2021). Ten of the 32 finite-fault models suggest that the Tohoku-oki earth-944

quake ruptured into zone ZN1 in the Sanriku-Oki region, which may have hosted the large945

tsunamigenic 1611 M8.5 Sanriku earthquake (Kawakatsu & Seno, 1983; Imai, 2015). Rup-946

ture in ZN1 has important implications for our understanding of the recurrence pattern947

of large earthquakes in the region. In the southern section, contrasting frictional and ma-948

terial behaviors of the upper plate may act as rupture barriers and limit the rupture ex-949

tent to the shallow Ibraki-Oki region (ZS1) (e.g. Bassett et al., 2016; Liu & Zhao, 2018).950

Subducted seamounts leading to a rough subduction interface at around 36◦N may also951

terminate the southern rupture (K. Wang & Bilek, 2014). However, 7 out of 32 finite-952

fault models show extended southern extended deep rupture (ZS2), and 11 finite-fault953

models show extended shallow rupture in the southern section (ZS1). The varying south-954

ern deep extended rupture may also penetrate the three 1936, 1937, and 1978 M7 or above955

Fukushima Shioya-Oki earthquake rupture areas (Abe, 1977; Yamanaka & Kikuchi, 2004;956

Simons et al., 2011; Nakata et al., 2016). Given the variability and uncertainty of the957

finite-fault models, and a lack of certainty of the mechanics of how earthquakes arrest958

(e.g., Kammer et al., 2015; Galis et al., 2017), physical controls of megathrust earthquake959

rupture extents are yet to be confirmed in the Japan subduction zone and globally.960

The scale and distribution of slip heterogeneity may reflect fault-zone heterogeneities,961

including in the pre-earthquake stress distribution, fault frictional properties, fault ge-962

ometry and roughness, pore fluid pressure or fault zone materials (Bassett & Watts, 2015;963

Gallovič et al., 2019; Moore et al., 2015; Madden et al., 2022; Tinti et al., 2021; K. Wang964

& Bilek, 2014). The observed slip complexities in the suite of models, if true, suggest that965

the seismogenic zone composes of a wide range of heterogeneity with spatial scales reach-966

ing tens of kilometers. Specifically, the J models suggest highly complex slip behavior967

in the hypocentral and near trench regions, which would require either very high initial968

stress build-up, strong co-seismic weakening, or other mechanisms to sustain the nucle-969

ation and dynamic rupture propagation (e.g., Goldsby & Tullis, 2011; Di Toro et al., 2011;970

Viesca & Garagash, 2015). However, we show that these small features cannot be con-971

fidently confirmed by the commonly used datasets. Future physics-based dynamic rup-972

ture or seismic cycling simulations are needed to explore these features in a self-consistent973

way.974

5.3 How to Better Evaluate Finite-Fault Models?975

Even though the collection of models suggests a variety of slip distributions, their976

moment-release distributions may bear a higher resemblance with each other (Lay et al.,977

2011). Slip distributions are impacted by the Green’s functions used in the finite-fault978

inversion, and there are trade-offs between the assumed velocity structure and the final979

slip distributions (Gallovič et al., 2015). The moment-release distribution is a compos-980

ite model that includes both the slip distribution and the local velocity structures, and981

it is better resolved in finite-fault inversions. Lay et al. (2011) compared two contrast-982

ing slip distributions, one obtained with and the other without shallow, weak sediments983

(a low shear modulus layer) near the trench. The model obtained with a low shear mod-984

ulus layer has a significantly larger slip near the trench, an effect confirmed in 3D megath-985

rust dynamic rupture simulations (Sallarès & Ranero, 2019; Ulrich et al., 2022). How-986
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ever, the moment-release distributions of the two models are almost identical. Compar-987

isons based on the moment-release distributions may lead to more consistent interpre-988

tations of the rupture process. However, such comparisons would require detailed doc-989

umentation of not only the finite-fault models but also the associated Green’s functions990

and near-source velocity structures.991

Our investigation of both the teleseismic and regional seismic synthetics shows that992

the spatial complexity in the final slip distribution does not significantly impact the wave-993

form fitting (Figures 12 and 14). However, the temporal evolution of the rupture front994

plays a critical role in explaining the data, and it cannot be approximated as a smooth995

propagation with one or two rupture speeds for the Tohoku-Oki earthquake. Specifically,996

we find that both regional seismic and teleseismic observations are highly sensitive to997

the peak-slip-rate-time distribution. We find that the peak-slip-rate-time distributions998

from different kinematic models agree on major slip episodes when using similar tele-999

seismic datasets. For example, Figures S14 and S15 show that peak-slip-rate-time from1000

models S3, S6, and J3 can explain the teleseismic observations equally well. These peak-1001

slip-rate-time distributions can also be represented as slip-rate snapshots in kinematic1002

finite-fault models, and Gallovič and Ampuero (2015) reported similar findings: finite-1003

fault models developed using seismic data agree well on their spatiotemporal evolution,1004

even when the final slip distributions are distinctively different. Additionally, regional1005

seismic observations, particularly the vertical component of the strong motion records1006

of the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake, are also sensitive to the slip-rate functions. A sim-1007

plified rupture propagation model with a single-time-window slip-rate function is insuf-1008

ficient to reproduce the observed strong motion waveforms.1009

5.4 Future Opportunities1010

Our seafloor uplift synthetics suggest that the seafloor displacement field can re-1011

solve megathrust slip distributions at a spatial scale of 32 km. The resolution can dis-1012

cern detailed slip patterns, which can provide critical insights into rupture dynamics and1013

faulting conditions. Although the offshore geodetic measurements during the Tohoku-1014

Oki earthquake can provide the most accurate displacement measurements, their sparse1015

distribution limits their resolutions to less than 64 km.1016

The Seafloor Observation Network for Earthquakes and Tsunamis along the Japan1017

Trench (S-net) has the potential to resolve future megathrust earthquakes in great de-1018

tail (Nishikawa et al., 2019). The S-net was developed after the Tohoku-Oki earthquake1019

and it covers the entire Japan subduction zone with 150 colocated pressure gauges and1020

accelerograms with a nominal inter-station interval between 30 and 60 km (Mochizuki1021

et al., 2018). It is a cabled network and transmits data back to onshore in real-time. The1022

network configuration suggests a high sensitivity to megathrust slip distributions. We1023

conduct a synthetic analysis following the procedure outlined in Section 4.1 to compute1024

static displacements at each S-net station. Specifically, we calculate the vertical uplift1025

synthetics using all slip models at different scales and compare the synthetics to those1026

from the median model at the corresponding scales. The correlation coefficients of the1027

synthetics show the sensitivity of S-net data to variations in slip features relative to the1028

median model.1029

We find that S-net can distinguish variability in the slip distributions (Figure 17).1030

The seafloor uplift synthetics in Figure 17 show clear differences among six example mod-1031

els at the 16 km scale. The synthetics can directly contour slip areas with slips of 5 m1032

or above. This resolution can accurately resolve secondary slip features that do not sig-1033

nificantly impact the geodetic or teleseismic synthetics. The synthetics vary for the same1034

model at different scales (e.g., Figure 17), suggesting a possible resolving ability of 16 km.1035

This resolution results from both the dense spatial coverage and the uplift amplitude sen-1036

sitivity of the instruments. Our synthetic experiment shows that large-scale, dense off-1037
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shore networks are critical to constraining megathrust slips and mitigating the associ-1038

ated hazards.1039

We find that teleseismic data are highly sensitive to the spatiotemporal rupture pro-1040

cess, such as the peak-slip-rate-time distribution. However, the data seems to have lim-1041

ited resolvability for small-scale slip features. This apparently paradoxical sensitivity is1042

likely due to the fact that the observed teleseismic displacement P-wave waveforms are1043

dominated by signals in the 20–30 s period band. In this case, the characteristic wave-1044

length of the waveforms would be around 120–180 km, and such long wavelengths limit1045

the data resolution. Therefore, higher frequency teleseismic observations may better con-1046

strain the spatial-temporal evolution of megathrust earthquakes. Specifically, velocity1047

P-wave waveforms have higher frequency signals than displacement records, and they1048

may potentially resolve the small-scale slip features at higher resolutions (Yagi & Fuka-1049

hata, 2011b). To explore this hypothesis, we conduct a similar teleseismic validation ex-1050

ercise using velocity waveforms at the same set of stations (Figures S23-S24 and Text S3).1051

We find that the synthetics do not correlate with the teleseismic velocity records as well1052

as the displacement records, suggesting a possible higher sensitivity to variations in the1053

finite-fault models. Similarly, we find that regional strong motion seismic records are sen-1054

sitive to the earthquake rupture propagation, and exploiting these observations, partic-1055

ularly observations within 200 km epicentral distance may yield finite-fault models with1056

an improved resolution.1057

6 Conclusion1058

We quantitatively compare and validate 32 finite-fault models of the 2011 Tohoku-1059

Oki earthquake. We first design a reparameterization framework to unify the models us-1060

ing a realistic megathrust geometry while preserving potency distribution at a 1 km scale.1061

We then downscale the models to 16, 32, and 64 km scales to compare their coherent and1062

unique features. We find that the models agree well at the 64 km scale but do not agree1063

on small-scale features, either regarding their locations or amplitudes. All unified mod-1064

els suggest that the Tohoku-Oki earthquake ruptured the updip megathrust near the hypocen-1065

ter in the Miyagi-Oki region, and large slip occurred near or at the trench. This coher-1066

ent feature is reflected in the median model, obtained by averaging the collection of mod-1067

els. We examine the sensitivity of the commonly used geodetic, teleseismic, regional seis-1068

mic and geodetic, and tsunami seafloor uplift datasets to the variability in the finite-fault1069

models. Our results suggest that geodetic. regional seismic, and teleseismic data have1070

a spatial resolution of 64 km for the final slip distribution, while the tsunami data might1071

have a higher sensitivity to slip features at 32 km scales. We find that both regional seis-1072

mic and teleseismic observations are highly sensitive to the earthquake rupture process.1073

However, teleseismic data are less sensitive to the slip-rate functions at each subfault.1074

We calculate synthetic vertical uplifts at the S-net offshore in Japan, and the results sug-1075

gest that the network can resolve megathrust earthquake slip distribution at a high spa-1076

tial resolution of 16 km. Our results show that near-field and uniformly gridded dense1077

offshore instrumentation networks are crucial for resolving complex earthquake rupture1078

processes and assessing their associated hazards.1079
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Figure 1. Thirty-two finite fault models used in our analysis, arranged by dataset type and

publication date (see Text S1 for details). Color blocks in the left-four columns indicate datasets

used to obtain each finite fault model with the color indicating the five model groups. Right-four

columns describe the fault geometry, Green’s function (HS: halfspace model, 1D: one-dimensional

velocity model, 3D: three-dimensional velocity model, EGF: empirical Green’s function), parame-

terization used and near-trench slip features (T: tapered slip, F: free slip to trench) of each finite

fault model, respectively.
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Figure 2. Slip distributions of the 32 finite fault models. Slip distributions and slip directions

are shown as color contours and vectors, respectively. Grey dots indicate the centers of each

model’s subfaults. USGS hypocenter location is shown as a white star. Slab2.0 megathrust ge-

ometry from Hayes et al. (2018) is shown as dotted contours with a 20 km depth interval. Japan

trench is shown as a black solid line and the Japanese coastline is shown as a grey solid line. All

model acronyms are defined in Figure 1 and detailed in Text S1.
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Figure 3. Illustration of the upscaling and projection scheme for an exemplary finite-fault

model, S3. (a) Original slip distribution and subfault parameterization of the planar fault geome-

try. (b) Projected model using the slab 2.0 megathrust geometry. (c) Up-scaled slip distribution

with densified subfault along dip and along strike four times respectively. (d) Final projected and

up-scaled slip distribution at a 1 km spatial scale. Numbers on the legend indicate the subfault

size.
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Figure 4. Division of the Japan megathrust into six zones and zone categorizations of four

example finite-fault models. Zones with ≥10 m slip features are highlighted using red dashed con-

tours. Table 1 summarizes the models with respect to their major slip features in each associated

zone.
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Figure 5. Median and standard deviations of the 32 finite-fault models. (a) Median model

slip distribution at 1 km spatial scale. (b) Standard deviation of slip distribution for all mod-

els. (c) Standard deviation of slip distribution for models with tapered slip towards the trench.

(d) Standard deviation of slip distribution for models with a free-slip boundary condition at

the trench. Number of models included in the groups are shown in subtitle parentheses. (e)

Standard deviation over median of the slip distributions. Solid black line delineates the region

below 1. Colored dotted lines indicate a 10m contour of the median slip distribution. Artifacts

in the standard deviation distributions are due to the original coarse fault parameterization of

the finite-fault models. Grey dotted lines indicate the zones listed in Figure4. Similar averaging

finite-fault models approach are also applied in K. Wang et al. (2018) .
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Figure 6. Normalized wavenumber (k) power spectra of the 32 finite-fault models and the

median model. (a) Color solid lines are the respective median spectra of each five model groups

and the grey dotted line is the spectrum of the median model (Figure 5). Power spectra of the

(b) geodetic group, (c) regional seismic group, (d) teleseismic group, (e) tsunami group and (f)

joint-inversion group. Color-shaded areas are the range of the minimum and maximum respec-

tive spectra of the models in each group. Solid colored line is the median spectra of each model

group. Grey lines represent the spectra of all 33 slip models. Decay rates of the models range

from -2.0 to -4.0, with -3.0 for the geodetic group median, -3.0 for the regional-seismic group

median, -2.8 for the teleseismic group median, -2.3 for the tsunami group median, and -2.1 for

the joint-inversion group median.
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Figure 7. Correlation coefficients for finite-fault models at a 1 km scale. (a) Correlation coef-

ficients matrix of the 32 finite-fault models and the median model, with each entry representing

the correlation coefficient between two respective models. Background color of each entry indi-

cates the correlation coefficient value. Matrix rows follow the same sorting order as in Figure 1

with the last row added+ for the median model (M). (b) Correlation coefficient histograms of the

five model groups and the median model: solid lines show the correlation coefficient distribution

of models within the group; filled histograms show the correlation coefficient distribution of mod-

els with other model groups. Light grey solid lines indicate the median value of the correlation

coefficients within the respective group and dashed grey lines indicate the median value of the

correlation coefficients with other model groups. Median model histogram shows its correlation

with the 32 finite-fault models. Median values of the correlation coefficients within the groups:

Geodetic (G), 0.81; Regional seismic (R), 0.81; Teleseismic (S), 0.78; Tsunami (T), 0.78; Joint

(J): 0.75. Median value of the correlation coefficients with the median model is 0.89.
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Figure 8. Example slip models at the 1, 16, 32, and 64 km spatial scales. (a) Model S3 at

the four spatial scales. (b) Median model at the four spatial scales. Models at larger spatial

scales lose fine-scale features, but the centroid locations are preserved. Hypocenter and centroid

locations are indicated as white and red stars, respectively.
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Figure 10. Onshore and offshore horizontal geodetic displacement observations (black arrows)

and synthetics (red arrows), and their correlation coefficient values. (a)–(c) synthetic (black) and

observed (red) horizontal geodetic displacements of model S3 at the 16 (a), 32 (b), and 64 km (c)

scales. (d)–(f) Geodetic synthetics and observations of model M (d), R3 (e), J5 (f) at the 16 km

scale. (g) Correlation coefficient values between the onshore geodetic synthetics and observations

at the 16, 32, and 64 km scales. (h) Correlation coefficient values between the offshore geodetic

synthetics and observations at the 16, 32, and 64 km scales.
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Figure 11. Comparison of teleseismic observations and synthetics at 16 km slip model scale.

(a) Map view of 40 II and IU stations used in the analysis. Red triangles are the stations in (c).

Dotted circles show epicentral distances of 30◦ and 90◦, respectively. (b) Normalized moment

rate functions of the original S3 model (blue), the 32 unified finite-fault models, and median

model (grey). (c) Synthetic and observed teleseismic waveforms. Black lines are the observed

waveforms; red lines are the synthetic waveforms from the 32 finite-fault models and the median

model. Five rows are P wave, SH wave, SV wave, Rayleigh wave, and Love wave, respectively.

Amplitudes of the observed waveforms are labeled at the lower-left corner of each waveform plot.
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Figure 12. Correlation coefficient values between the teleseismic observations and synthetics

at the 16, 32, and 64 km scales. (a) P wave. (b) SH wave. (c) SV wave. (d) Rayleigh wave. (e)

Love wave. Median correlation values between the synthetic and observed teleseismic waveforms

at the 40 teleseismic stations are taken as the characteristic correlation coefficient values for each

model. Three markers indicate the characteristic median values for models at the 16, 32, and

64 km scales. Error bars represent the associated standard deviation of correlation coefficient

values of the 40 stations.
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Figure 13. Comparison of high-rate GNSS observations and synthetics at 16 km slip model

scale. (a) Map view of the GEONET stations used in the study. Red triangles are the stations

in (b). Beach-ball focal mechanism represents the centroid location of the median model. Dotted

circles show the centroid distance of 250 km (b) Synthetics and observed waveforms. Black lines

are the observed waveforms; Red lines are the synthetics from the 32 finite-fault models and the

median model at the 16 km scale. (c) Correlation coefficient values between the observations and

synthetics at the 16, 32, and 64 km scale. Markers indicate the median correlation values of all

stations, with an error bar indicating the associated standard deviation.
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Figure 14. Comparison of regional strong-ground motion records (displacement) with syn-

thetics at 16 km slip model scale. (a) Map view of the strong-ground motion stations used in

the study. Red triangles are the stations in (b). The beachball focal mechanism represents the

centroid location of the median model. Dotted circles show the centroid distance of 250 km (b)

Synthetics and observed waveforms. Black lines are the observed waveforms; Red lines are the

synthetics from the 32 finite-fault models and the median model at 16 km scale. (c) Correlation

coefficient between the observations and synthetics at the 16, 32, and 64 km scale. (d) Cor-

relation coefficients between the median synthetics and all models at 16, 32 and 64 km scale.

Markers indicate the median correlation values of all stations, with an error bar indicating the

associated standard deviation.
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Figure 15. Strong ground motion synthetics correlation with respect to station distance.

Synthetics correlation at (a) East component, (b) north component, and (c) vertical component.

Colored error bars represent the median value and standard deviation of the correlation coeffi-

cient of all 33 model synthetics at each station. Cross and circle grey scatters are the correlation

coefficients of the J4 model original synthetics and projected geometry synthetics.
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Figure 16. Seafloor uplift model of Jiang and Simons (2016) (model SJS), seafloor uplift syn-

thetics from the finite-fault models, and their correlation coefficient values between the synthetics

with model SJS. Grey dots show the modeled grid points. (a) Model SJS. (b)–(d) Synthetic

seafloor uplift of model J5 model at the 16 (b), 32 (c), and 64 km (d) scales, respectively. (e)–(h)

Synthetic seafloor uplift of the median slip model, models G5, R4, and S3 at a 16 km scale. (i)

Correlation coefficient values between model SJS and synthetics of the 32 finite-fault models and

the median model at the 16, 32, and 64 km scales.
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Figure 17. S-net seafloor uplift synthetics and their correlation coefficient values with the

synthetics of the median model. S-net stations are shown as grey dots (Mochizuki et al., 2018).

(a) Synthetic coseismic seafloor uplifts of the median slip model at the 16 km scale. (b)–(d) Syn-

thetics seafloor uplifts of model S3 at the 16, 32, and 64 km scales. (e)–(h) Synthetics seafloor

uplifts of models G5, R4, T8, and S3 at the 16 km scale. (i) Correlation coefficient values be-

tween synthetics of the median model and the 32 finite-fault models at the 16, 32, and 64 km

scales.
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Table 1. Finite-fault model features in rupture zones

Zone (counts) Models

ZN1: Sanriku - shallow (10) R1, R2, R3, T5, T6, T8, J1, J2, J4, J5
ZN2: Sanriku - deep (4) G7, R4, S3, T1
ZC1: Miyagi - shallow (32) All models
ZC2: Miyagi - deep (26) G1, G2, G4, G6, G7, R1, R3, R4, S1, S2, S3,

S4, S5, S6, T1, T2, T3, T5, T6, T7, T8, J1,
J2, J3, J4, J5

ZS1: Ibaraki-Fukushima - shallow (11) G9, R1, R3, S3, T1, T5, T7, T8, J2, J3, J4
ZS2: Ibaraki-Fukushima - deep (7) G4, R5, S2, S4, T1, T5, J2

7 Open Research1081

The 32 finite-fault models are retrieved from a subset of Sun et al. (2017) collected1082

models, the SRCMOD database (Mai & Thingbaijam, 2014), online datasets shared with1083

referenced papers, and from authors sharing them directly. The GEONET GNSS data1084

was provided by the Geospatial Information Authority (GSI) (Sagiya, 2004). We com-1085

pared the teleseismic synthetics with the teleseismic data obtained from the Federation1086

of Digital Seismic Networks (FDSN) through the Incorporated Research Institutions for1087

Seismology (IRIS). Figures are generated with the python Matplotlib package (Hunter,1088

2007). We use SimModeler of the Simmetrix Simulation Modeling Suite to create the1089

geometry of the slab interface. We use Python throughout the analysis (Van Rossum &1090

Drake Jr, 1995). The median slip model is shared as Data Set S1.1091

The Green’s function library for subduction zones are provided by Hori et al. (2021),1092

which was created by JAMSTEC’s own modification of a computer program under de-1093

velopment by Earthquake Research Institute, The University of Tokyo. The library in-1094

cludes data modified from Japan Integrated Velocity Structure Model version 1 (JIVSM)1095

(Koketsu et al., 2009, 2012) and the Earth Gravitational Model 2008 (Pavlis et al., 2012).1096
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Key Points:7
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slip heterogeneity.13
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Abstract14

Large earthquakes rupture faults over hundreds of kilometers within minutes. Finite-15

fault models image these processes and provide observational constraints for understand-16

ing earthquake physics. However, finite-fault inversions are subject to non-uniqueness17

and uncertainties. The diverse range of published models for the well-recorded 2011 Mw 9.018

Tohoku-Oki earthquake illustrates this issue, and details of its rupture process remain19

under debate. Here, we comprehensively compare 32 finite-fault models of the Tohoku-20

Oki earthquake and analyze the sensitivity of four commonly-used observational data21

types (geodetic, teleseismic, regional seismic-geodetic, and tsunami) to their slip features.22

We first project all models to a realistic megathrust geometry and a 1-km subfault size.23

At this scale, we observe low correlation among the models, irrespective of the data type.24

However, model agreement improves significantly with increasing subfault sizes, imply-25

ing that their differences primarily stem from small-scale features. We then forward-compute26

geodetic and seismic synthetics and compare them with observations available during27

the earthquake. We find that seismic observations are sensitive to rupture propagation,28

such as the peak-slip rise time. However, neither teleseismic, regional seismic, nor geode-29

tic observations are sensitive to spatial slip features smaller than 64 km. In distinction,30

the seafloor deformation predicted by all models exhibits poor correlation, indicating sen-31

sitivity to small-scale slip features. Our findings suggest that fine-scale slip features can-32

not be unambiguously resolved by remote or sparse observations, such as the four data33

types tested in this study. However, better resolution may become achievable from dense34

offshore instrumentation.35

Plain Language Summary36

Large earthquakes often rupture in unexpected ways across extensive areas of ge-37

ologic faults. Scientists use finite-fault models to resolve these processes in detail. These38

models use different observations to help us understand earthquakes and plan for future39

hazard mitigation and risk management. However, these models are not perfect: they40

are often challenging to resolve, and different models of the same earthquake can show41

very different results. For example, many different models have been published for the42

2011 Mw 9.0 Tohoku-Oki earthquake, each showing varying “slip features” of how the43

megathrust moved during the event. In this study, we compare 32 of these models with44

each other and with observations in a new and systematic way. The models show coher-45

ent features at a scale of 64 km while disagreeing on the smaller, fine-scale details. We46

find that such fine-scale features cannot be uniquely resolved by the commonly-used re-47

mote observations, such as geodetic, regional seismic-geodetic, teleseismic and tsunami48

data. Our study suggests that to gain a better understanding of large megathrust earth-49

quakes, dense networks of instruments placed directly offshore close to the megathrust50

are needed for robustly resolving their rupture processes.51

1 Introduction52

Large earthquake rupture can evolve rapidly, propagating hundreds of kilometers53

in complex ways (Ammon et al., 2005; Ide et al., 2011; Simons et al., 2011). Imaging earth-54

quake rupture processes is vital for understanding earthquake physics and the associated55

hazards (Tinti, Spudich, & Cocco, 2005; Uchida & Bürgmann, 2021). Finite-fault mod-56

els characterize the spatiotemporal slip distributions of large earthquakes (Ide, 2007),57

and these models can be developed using a range of datasets and inversion methods (Hartzell58

& Heaton, 1983; Ide, 2007; Ji et al., 2002; Jia et al., 2023; S. Minson et al., 2013; Yagi59

& Fukahata, 2011a). However, finite-fault inversion is often parameterized as an ill-conditioned60

problem with a large number of unknowns and a simplified, assumed fault configuration61

(e.g., Fan et al., 2014; Ide, 2007). Moreover, unknown 3D Earth structure leads to in-62

accurate Green’s functions, further hampering the robustness of finite-fault models (Beresnev,63
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2003; Gallovič et al., 2015; Wald & Graves, 2001). Dense, near-field geophysical obser-64

vations can offer critical constraints that help resolve finite-fault models with high fidelity65

(e.g. Asano & Iwata, 2016; Scognamiglio et al., 2018; Tinti et al., 2016). However, many66

earthquakes occur in remote regions where observations are scarce, such as in subduc-67

tion zones. Finite-fault models often significantly differ from each other for the same earth-68

quake (e.g., Mai et al., 2007; Razafindrakoto et al., 2015; Shearer & Bürgmann, 2010;69

K. Wang et al., 2020), and quantitatively comparing and differentiating these models re-70

mains challenging (e.g., Lay, 2018; Mai et al., 2016; K. Wang et al., 2018).71

The 2011 Mw 9.0 Tohoku-Oki earthquake is one of the best-observed megathrust72

earthquakes (Lay, 2018). The earthquake ruptured approximately 400 km along-strike73

and 220 km along-dip offshore the northern Honshu area in Japan (Kodaira et al., 2020).74

The event was well recorded by a dense and diverse set of observations, including on-75

shore geodetic data (Sagiya, 2004), offshore acoustic-GNSS (e.g., Kido et al., 2011; M. Sato76

et al., 2011) and pressure gauge data (e.g., Hino et al., 2011; Y. Ito et al., 2011; Maeda77

et al., 2011a), regional and global seismic data (e.g., Okada et al., 2004), and tsunami78

(e.g., Maeda et al., 2011a; Mungov et al., 2013) and seafloor mapping data (Fujiwara et79

al., 2011; Kodaira et al., 2012). These datasets facilitate the development of many finite-80

fault models of the Tohoku-Oki earthquake (Sun et al., 2017). However, these models81

exhibit significant differences in their slip distributions (Lay, 2018; Razafindrakoto et al.,82

2015). For example, maximum slip estimates at the trench range from 0 m to 80 m for83

an along-dip cross-section through the hypocenter of 45 published models (Sun et al.,84

2017). Similar variability exists along the strike direction, particularly regarding the north-85

ern rupture extent beyond 39.5◦N, which leaves the source of the Sanriku region tsunami86

a topic under debate (Du et al., 2021; Kodaira et al., 2020; Mori et al., 2011). The dis-87

crepancies among the finite-fault models of the Tohoku-Oki earthquake have given rise88

to several unresolved questions, including the tsunami sources and variability in megath-89

rust and off-fault rheologies (Kodaira et al., 2020; Lay, 2018; Ma, 2023; Sun et al., 2017;90

Tajima et al., 2013; Uchida & Bürgmann, 2021).91

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the92

32 published finite fault models analyzed in this study and introduce a new reparam-93

eterization framework to unify their model parameters for systematic comparison. The94

model comparison in Section 3 quantitatively identifies their coherent and unique fea-95

tures at varying spatial scales. We quantify the sensitivity of geodetic, teleseismic, re-96

gional seismic-geodetic, and tsunami data to the variability in the finite-fault models in97

Section 4. We discuss controlling factors of model variability and implications of our study98

as well as future opportunities in Section 5.99

2 Finite-fault Models of the 2011 Tohoku-Oki Earthquake100

We analyze 32 finite-fault slip models of the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake (Figure 1;101

Text S1). The models have been obtained using various inversion techniques and Green’s102

functions, which result from the fault parameterization and the Earth’s structure. The103

finite-fault models are inverted from a wide range of datasets and exhibit a wide range104

of slip features (Figure 2). Here, we focus on the final slip distribution of each model be-105

cause a large portion of the models are static. While we do not systematically compare106

available slip rate histories, we use them to investigate their impact on teleseismic and107

regional seismo-geodetic observations when available (Sections 4.2.3 and 4.3). We clas-108

sify the models into five groups based on the datasets used (Figure 1 and 2).109

The geodetic finite-fault group (in the following, labeled as “G”) includes nine mod-110

els that describe the static slip distributions of the Tohoku-Oki earthquake (Diao et al.,111

2012; Hashima et al., 2016; Iinuma et al., 2012; T. Ito et al., 2011; Pollitz et al., 2011;112

C. Wang et al., 2012; R. Wang et al., 2013; Xie & Cai, 2018; Zhou et al., 2014). These113

models are inferred from geodetic measurements, including both onshore and offshore114
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displacement acquisitions. The regional seismic finite-fault group (“R”) comprises four115

models (Lee et al., 2011; Suzuki et al., 2011; Wei et al., 2012; Yue & Lay, 2013), which116

were developed from data of onshore strong ground motion, broadband, and high-rate117

GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) stations. The teleseismic finite-fault group118

(“S”) contains six models (Ammon et al., 2011; Goldberg et al., 2022; Hayes, 2011; Ide119

et al., 2011; Kubo & Kakehi, 2013; Yagi & Fukahata, 2011b), primarily derived from tele-120

seismic body waves and surface waves recorded at stations located within the 30◦ to 90◦121

epicentral distance range. The tsunami finite-fault group (“T”) includes eight models122

(Fujii et al., 2011; Gusman et al., 2012; Hooper et al., 2013; Kubota et al., 2022; Romano123

et al., 2014; Satake et al., 2013; Saito et al., 2011; Simons et al., 2011), which are based124

on tsunami data from near-source pressure gauges, tide gauges, and open-ocean buoys.125

Six T models are obtained using geodetic data as well, but without using seismic data.126

Lastly, the joint tsunami seismic and geodetic finite-fault group (“J”) includes five mod-127

els (Bletery et al., 2014; Melgar & Bock, 2015; S. E. Minson et al., 2014; Yokota et al.,128

2011; Yamazaki et al., 2018). Models in this last group are required to incorporate geode-129

tic, seismic (regional and/or teleseismic), and tsunami datasets.130

2.1 Unifying Model Parameterization for Quantitative Comparison131

We design a unifying framework to consistently reparameterize the models, ensur-132

ing that they share the same geometric and subfault configuration. This unifying pro-133

cedure allows a quantitative and systematic comparison. We first project the finite-fault134

models onto the subduction interface using the Slab2.0 model to provide a realistic fault135

plane geometry (Hayes et al., 2018). Our projection method preserves the seismic po-136

tency of each subfault, which is defined as slip times rupture area. We align the shal-137

lowest subfault extents of each finite-fault model with the location of the Japan Trench138

(GEBCO, 2023; Hayes et al., 2018), which is situated approximately 7.65 km below the139

sea surface. We then project the depth-shifted models onto the subduction interface along140

the strike-depth plane, as defined by the Slab2.0 model (Hayes et al., 2018), but extend-141

ing it to the Japan Trench (Figure 3b).142

The Slab2.0 model maps the megathrust interface from 10 km to 150 km depth,143

omitting the shallowest near-trench geometry. Considering that the Tohoku-Oki earth-144

quake likely ruptured all the way to the trench (Lay, 2018; Uchida & Bürgmann, 2021),145

we here extend the Slab2.0 megathrust to the trench assuming a shallow megathrust dip-146

ping angle of 10◦. This extension is guided by the near-trench seismic reflection surveys147

(Y. Ito et al., 2011; Tsuji et al., 2011). We shift the Slab2.0 megathrust geometry to be148

0.5 km shallower for a smooth connection with the shallow extension to the trench. This149

0.5 km depth shift falls well within the depth uncertainty of the Slab2.0 model (Hayes150

et al., 2018).151

We densify the projected models to a grid with uniformly spaced points, set 1 km152

apart, following the scheme outlined in Tinti, Fukuyama, et al. (2005). We use a cubic153

spline interpolation to densify each model to 16 times the original number of subfaults,154

with four times each along-dip and along-strike direction (Figure 3c). This cubic spline155

interpolation process assures spatial smoothness without preserving the seismic potency156

distribution. Therefore, we calculate the sum of the interpolated seismic potency within157

the area of each original subfault and compare it with that of the original slip distribu-158

tion to compute the potency ratio per subfault with the ideal ratio as 1. We then use159

the potency ratio per subfault to scale the original slip for each subfault. We iterate the160

interpolation with the scaled original slip until the discrepancy in seismic potency be-161

tween the original and interpolated models falls below a 10% threshold, which typically162

takes 2–3 iterations. This iterative procedure effectively preserves the seismic potency163

of the original models while ensuring spatial smoothness in the interpolated models. With-164

out the iterative steps, applying the potency ratio to the interpolated models may re-165

sult in artificially sharp edges in the upscaled slip distribution due to the coarse param-166
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eterizations of the original models. We apply this densifying procedure to both the along-167

strike and along-dip slip to preserve the original rake at each subfault. Finally, we lin-168

early map the densified model to a set of grid points spaced 1 km apart horizontally, and169

their depths are defined by the megathrust geometry (Figure 3d). We apply this projection-170

upscaling procedure to all 32 models, leading to a collection of uniformly parameterized171

models that our following analyses are based on (Figure S1).172

Our projection scheme differs from the one outlined in Brown et al. (2015) (here-173

after referred to as the Brown method). The Brown method linearly interpolates a finite-174

fault slip distribution onto a set of dense grids that overlaps with the original finite-fault175

area, and extrapolates the slip towards the trench using values from the nearest neigh-176

bors. In contrast, our projection method adjusts the original subfault locations to align177

with the realistic megathrust geometry and trench location and interpolates the slip val-178

ues accordingly (Figure S1). It is important to note that both projection methods could179

distort the original slip distribution. For example, the Brown method could result in a180

20% increase in potency when projecting the planar G7 model onto the Slab 2.0 geom-181

etry, whereas our method causes a 2% potency difference compared to the original model182

(Figure S5). Additionally, the Brown method maps the downdip limit of the original G7183

model from 25 km to 38 km due to the increased dipping angle of the megathrust at depth184

(?, ?, Figure S5;)]hayes2018slab2.185

Therefore, the projection choice should be guided by the goal of the analysis. The186

Brown method prioritizes preserving the original fault location in latitude and longitude,187

whereas our projection emphasizes the megathrust geometry and subfault depth (Fig-188

ure S5). The emphasis on realistic geometry is important because of our focus on eval-189

uating data sensitivity including the static deformation comparison (Section 4.1). Dif-190

ferences in near-trench geometry, including depth, dip angle, and planar geometry, could191

lead to varying and even contrasting crustal deformation patterns (K. Wang et al., 2018).192

As an example, we compare the onshore and offshore crustal deformation using both pro-193

jection methods using the 3D velocity structure Green’s function in Figure S6. Because194

of the extrapolated slip towards the trench, the projected model obtained using the Brown195

method would lead to a greater overestimation of horizontal displacement compared to196

the offshore observations (Figure S6). We find that both projection methods perform equally197

well for most models with 3D geometry (Figure S7). Specifically, both methods can pre-198

serve the pattern differences among the models, albeit at varying levels. Therefore, our199

approach is adequate for identifying the variability in the finite-fault models.200

2.2 General Features of the Finite-fault Models201

The megathrust in the Japan subduction zone extends along the strike from the202

Ibaraki region to the Sanriku-Oki region. This area can be divided into three main sec-203

tions along-strike: the northern Sanriku-Oki region (ZN), the central Miyagi-Oki region204

(ZC), and the southern Ibaraki-Fukushima-Oki region (ZS). Following this geographic205

along-strike division, we further segment these three sections into six zones, using a depth206

of 20 km as an along-dip boundary (Figure 4). The 32 finite-fault models exhibit dis-207

agreement with respect to their exact rupture extents within these regions. We consider208

that a respective zone was ruptured during the Tohoku-Oki earthquake if it has ≥10 m209

slip.210

We summarize the characteristics of each projected slip model according to this211

six-zone division in Table 1 and indicate the zones for each slip model in Figure S1. Dur-212

ing the last 1,500 years, three M≥8 earthquakes occurred prior to the 2011 Tohoku-Oki213

earthquake in the same region. These include the 869 Jyogan M 8.3 earthquake in the214

central Miyagi-Oki region, and the 1896 Meiji Sanriku M 8.5 tsunami earthquake in the215

northern Sanriku-Oki region (Tanioka & Sataka, 1996; Imai, 2015) (ZN1, Figure 4). How-216

ever, no major earthquake with M8 or larger has been documented in the southern sec-217
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tion (Satake, 2015) (ZS1, Figure 4). The Tohoku-Oki earthquake was located in the cen-218

tral shallow zone (ZC1, Figure 4) and might have ruptured more than one section or zone.219

Approximately one-third of the models, including a joint inversion model, J5, show an220

extended shallow rupture in the Sanriku-Oki region (ZN1, Figure 4d). If true, the Tohoku-221

Oki earthquake may have re-ruptured the slip area of the 1896 Meiji tsunami earthquake,222

which may explain the exceptionally high tsunami heights of up to 30 m near the 39.5◦223

coast and the large tsunami runup extending up to 10 km inland (Mori et al., 2011). How-224

ever, this ZN1-slip feature is not present in all models. In addition, five out of the 32 mod-225

els suggest that the Tohoku-Oki earthquake penetrated a deeper portion of the megath-226

rust in the Sanriku region (ZN2; Table 1).227

All the projected finite-fault models suggest that the Tohoku-Oki earthquake rup-228

tured the central shallow part of the Japan trench megathrust (Figure S1), specifically229

in the Miyagi-Oki region (ZC1), at a depth of less than 20 km. Bathymetric surveys and230

acoustic ranging conducted before and after the earthquake identified a horizontal trench-231

ward seafloor displacement of more than 50 m at 38◦N (Y. Ito et al., 2011; Kodaira et232

al., 2012), providing definitive evidence of significant slip near the trench in the central233

section. However, the models differ significantly regarding the down-dip rupture extent,234

with around three-quarters of models indicating deep slip beyond the 20 km depth in235

the Miyagi-Oki region. Furthermore, the location of the peak slip varies from model to236

model, with 18 models placing the largest slip at the trench (e.g., G4 and T8 in Figure 4)237

and 14 models locating the maximum slip away from the trench (e.g., models R3 and238

J5 in Figure 2). These discrepancies imply contrasting rupture mechanisms and/or vari-239

ations in the material properties of the very shallow part of the Japan subduction zone240

(Sun et al., 2017; Ulrich et al., 2022). For example, the role of the shallowest megath-241

rust during the earthquake’s rupture remains debated. The large and shallow slip chal-242

lenges the previous paradigm that the near-trench rheology would prohibit large slips243

due to velocity-strengthening fault friction and weak impeding sediments (Kozdon & Dun-244

ham, 2013).245

The southern extent of the Tohoku-Oki earthquake rupture in the Ibaraki-Fukushima-246

Oki region remains ambiguous. For example, Bassett et al. (2016) and Liu and Zhao (2018)247

argued that an altered forearc structure might have controlled the frictional behavior of248

the megathrust, thus effectively limiting the rupture extent to the shallow Ibaraki-Oki249

region. In this scenario, the forearc structure at the shallow southern section (ZS1) acts250

as a barrier to halt southern rupture. However, approximately one-third of the models251

locate significantly large slip in ZS1, such as model R3 in Figure 4b. Moreover, about252

one-fourth of the models suggest deeper rupture in the southern section (ZS2; Table 1)253

in a potentially disconnected secondary slip patch triggered by the main slip in ZC1 (e.g.,254

G4 in Figure 4a).255

We derive a median slip model (M) by taking the median slip value at the along-256

dip and along-strike directions of the 32 finite-fault models at each subfault (Figure 5).257

The median model has a simple slip distribution with a smooth, circular patch up-dip258

of the hypocenter (ZC1). The lateral extent of the slip is predominantly confined between259

37◦ to 39◦ along the strike direction. Regarding the dip direction, the model suggests260

significant slip extending to the trench, although the maximum slip, valued at 38.0 m,261

occurs approximately 5 km away from the trench (Figure 5).262

The standard deviation of the 32 collected slip distributions highlights the variabil-263

ity among the finite-fault models (Figure 5). The standard deviation peaks at more than264

20 m near the trench in ZC1, suggesting that the shallow slip of the Tohoku-Oki earth-265

quake is poorly resolved. Depending on the inversion strategies, some models have likely266

tapered the slip towards the trench. Therefore, we categorize the models into two groups267

based on the near-trench slip (Figure 1) and compute their standard deviations sepa-268

rately. We find that the respective standard deviations within each of the two groups269

remain greater than 15 m near the trench, indicating variations in either the peak-slip270
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location or the peak-slip amplitude at the trench (Figure 5). The standard deviation dis-271

tributions and the relative standard deviation (defined as standard deviation over me-272

dian slip) also suggest widespread slip uncertainties–greater than 2.5 m and 100% me-273

dian slip–in the northern region up to 40◦ north, southern region, and down-dip regions274

up to 60 km depth (Figure 5b and Figure 5d), although the major slip area in the me-275

dian model has low relative standard deviation (Figure 5d).276

3 Model Comparison277

All finite-fault models suggest large near-trench slip in ZC1 (Figure S1), where a278

large slip deficit had been estimated prior to the Tohoku-oki earthquake (Hashimoto et279

al., 2012; Loveless & Meade, 2011). This slip feature is the most consistent attribute among280

the models, with primary differences arising in secondary features, such as slip distribu-281

tions in zones away from ZC1 (Lay, 2018). Within zone ZC1, model differences mani-282

fest as peak slip locations or variations in the heterogeneity of the slip distributions (Sun283

et al., 2017). We caution that peak slip may not be well resolved in these finite-fault mod-284

els due to varying fault parameterization and varying selected Earth structural models285

(Lay, 2018; K. Wang et al., 2018).286

The models obtained using single data types have different limitations, mainly re-287

flecting their sensitivities to offshore slip and network configurations (Lay, 2018; Uchida288

& Bürgmann, 2021). For example, geodetic models tend to have smooth slip distribu-289

tions with their peak slip patch located near the hypocentral region (K. Wang et al., 2018).290

Models using tsunami data may be influenced by spurious seafloor deformation and sec-291

ondary sources, including inelastic off-fault deformation and possible submarine land-292

slides (Du et al., 2021; Kodaira et al., 2021; Uchida & Bürgmann, 2021; K. Wang et al.,293

2018). However, tsunami data has an advantage over onshore observations due to its sen-294

sitivity to slip near the trench (Lay, 2018; Kodaira et al., 2021). Differential bathymetry295

and near-trench turbidities can directly constrain the occurrence and amplitude of the296

near-trench slip, and post-earthquake surveys suggest that the main coseismic slip was297

limited to the south of 39.2◦ (Ikehara et al., 2016; Kodaira et al., 2020, 2021). Models298

obtained from joint inversions using multiple datasets may best represent the various ob-299

servations of the Tohoku-Oki earthquake (Lay, 2018; Uchida & Bürgmann, 2021). How-300

ever, the slip distributions of the joint-inversion models are significantly more complex301

than those of other models. These complexities may be affected by incomplete isolation302

of the coseismic signals, inaccurate assumptions about signal sources, and the strategies303

of combining different geophysical datasets (Lay, 2018; K. Wang et al., 2018).304

Razafindrakoto et al. (2015) qualitatively compared the overall variability of 21 finite-305

fault models by computing multi-dimensional scaling statistics, including a grey-scale306

matrix. Their statistics show large variability among the models, likely reflecting the dif-307

ferent underlying dataset types (Razafindrakoto et al., 2015). Specifically, their grey-scale308

matrix suggests that models obtained using tsunami data are more variable when com-309

pared to models developed using other data types (Razafindrakoto et al., 2015). Since310

their model comparison is drawn from statistical metrics, it is challenging to delineate311

specific slip features, leaving the spatial differences of the slip distributions unclear. Sun312

et al. (2017) focused on the near-trench slip characteristics of 45 finite-fault models and313

compared an along-depth slip profile at 38◦N. Their comparison identified a high level314

of variability among the models (Sun et al., 2017).315

In this section, we design a new model-comparison framework to quantitatively ex-316

tract coherent and unique slip features of the finite-fault models at varying length scales.317

We also quantify the model variability of the five model groups by examining the wave-318

length power-spectral densities of their respective median models. Without certainty about319

the actual rupture process of the Tohoku-Oki earthquake, we consider all models equally320

feasible since they can explain their respective datasets; we do not rank the models.321
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3.1 Slip Heterogeneity322

To investigate variability in smaller-scale heterogeneity of the finite-fault models,323

we compute the spatial power spectra of each slip distribution. We apply a 2D Fourier324

transform to obtain a 2D power spectral density. By performing a circular mean over325

the wave number range (k =
√
k2s + k2d, ks and kd are the along-strike and along-dip326

wave numbers), we derive a 1D power spectral density of each slip distribution (Goda327

et al., 2014; Mai & Beroza, 2002). We then compute the respective median spectra for328

the five model groups. We use these median spectra to evaluate the variations in slip het-329

erogeneity associated with each data type (Figure 6). Their decay rates are related to330

the smoothness of the slip distributions and reflect the relative heterogeneity in slip dis-331

tributions at different spatial scales (Mai & Beroza, 2002).332

The power spectra density of the slip models show that the spectra variability in-333

creases with the wave number, suggesting an increase in model complexities with smaller334

features (Figure 6). The model spectra show good agreement in the wavelength range335

below 1/80 km−1, which reflects that all models have a significant slip patch approxi-336

mately 80 km in dimension. However, we find systematic differences in the spectra for337

different groups in the wave number range of 1/80 to 1/10 km−1 (Figure 6). This vari-338

ability in spectra results in different spectrum decay rates of the five groups, ranging from339

-2.1 to -3.0. The tsunami and joint-inversion groups have decay rates around -2.2, in-340

dicating that these models are enriched in heterogeneous small-scale features, such as341

more than one major slip patch or sporadic near-trench slip (Figure 2). In contrast, smooth342

models, such as those from the geodesy and regional-seismic data groups, are character-343

ized by faster spectra decays with corresponding rates around -3.0 (Figure 6). Models344

developed from teleseismic data have decay rates of approximately -2.7, reflecting their345

one or two major smooth patches with few secondary features. Within each group the346

variability of the spectra varies among different groups, indicating inconsistent model347

features even when using the same data type.348

3.2 Model Correlation at Multiple Scales349

We quantitatively evaluate the similarity between models by computing a corre-350

lation coefficient for each pair of models. This correlation coefficient is the inner dot prod-351

uct of two normalized slip-vector fields, which is the sum of each vector dot product. A352

slip-vector includes the along-strike and along-dip slip values, and a slip-vector field char-353

acterizes the final slip distribution of a finite-fault model. We define the correlation-coefficient354

Rij , similar to a Pearson correlation, as:355

Rij =
⟨Φi,Φj⟩√

⟨Φi,Φi⟩⟨Φj ,Φj⟩
(1)356

where i and j are model indices, and Φi and Φj are the corresponding slip models with357

the unified parameterization configuration. The resulting correlation-coefficient Rij ranges358

from -1 to 1: a coefficient of 1 indicates that the two slip-vector fields share an identi-359

cal spatial pattern, although their absolute values may differ; a coefficient of 0 indicates360

no correlation between the slip-vectors.361

Our unified models all have a subfault size of 1 km, and the model correlation-coefficients362

range from 0.61 to 0.95 (Figure 7) with an average and median value of 0.79 and 0.79,363

respectively. This broad range of values indicates clear differences in the slip distribu-364

tion among the models. Generally, the geodetic group (G) shows the highest coherence365

among their finite-fault models compared to other groups, with an average and median366

correlation value of 0.83 and 0.81, respectively. Most of these models consist of a smooth,367

single slip patch located at the up-dip area near the hypocenter, such as models G3, G5,368

and G6 (Figure 2), which leads to very high inter-model correlation. Model G2, how-369

ever, significantly differs from other geodetic models with an average correlation value370
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of 0.73 with other models. The model suggests a southern slip patch at the up-dip hypocen-371

ter region in zone ZC1. The regional seismic group (R) shows high coherence among their372

finite-fault models compared to other groups. In comparison, the teleseismic group (S)373

shows a broad range of correlation values, generally lower than those of groups G and374

R (Figure 2b). Teleseismic models show large variations in secondary slip features, such375

as the extended slip in different zones.376

Intriguingly, models developed using tsunami data, both T and J groups, show con-377

siderable variability within their respective groups and when compared to models of other378

groups. These models comprise a more heterogeneous slip distribution with complex slip379

features in their distribution and values, causing the observed low correlation values. We380

find that the median model, M, highly correlates with all other models, with a median381

correlation value of 0.89. This high correlation reflects that the main feature of the me-382

dian model–the slip in ZC1–is captured by all models. The results also suggest that the383

dominant slip area likely centers around a single slip patch in ZC1, since more complex384

slip features of the models do not impact the correlation values very much.385

Our 1-km model parameterization is much smaller than the typical subfault sizes386

used in finite-fault inversion (Ide, 2007). Subfault dimensions are often set to be around387

16, 32, and 64 km for geodetic, seismic, and tsunami finite-fault inversions, respectively388

(e.g. Iinuma et al., 2012; Wei et al., 2012; Satake et al., 2013). Therefore, we downscale389

the slip models to increase the subfault sizes from 1 km to 16, 32, and 64 km and then390

compare the variability of slip features at different length scales (Figure 8). We apply391

a 2D discrete wavelet transform to the slip distributions using the Daubechies’ first wavelet392

(Daubechies, 1990). The wavelet transform allows us to isolate slip features at varying393

spatial scales by filtering out higher-order wavelets (Figure 8). For example, inversely394

transforming a low-pass filtered wavelet spectrum results in a lower-resolution slip dis-395

tribution. This wavelet transform process is similar to an image compression technique396

using Daubechies’ first wavelet group (Daubechies, 1990). Importantly, our downscal-397

ing process preserves the overall moment, moment centroid location, and spatial distri-398

bution of the slip features at the selected wavelength scale.399

We apply the downscaling procedure to each 1 km subfault-size model to 16, 32,400

and 64 km subfault sizes, and process the slip distributions of the along-strike and along-401

dip directions separately (Figure S2–S4). The 64 km length scale approximates the wave-402

length of a 10 s period crustal P wave at subduction zones, and the displacements of these403

10 s period P waves are commonly used in teleseismic finite-fault inversions (e.g Ammon404

et al., 2005; Kubo & Kakehi, 2013; Yue et al., 2014). As an example, Figure 8 shows the405

slip distribution of model S3 and the median model at scales of 1, 16, 32, and 64 km. The406

original S3 model consists of two major along-strike slip patches shallower than 20 km,407

along with complex small-scale patches at around 40 km depth. These deeper patches408

have spatial scales of less than 32 km, and the 64 km scale model primarily retains the409

dominant, large-scale shallow slip features. Thus, our wavelet-based downscaling pro-410

cedure effectively removes the small length-scale features of the finite-fault models.411

The correlation coefficients between the models increase as the subfault size increases,412

confirming that the model variability primarily originates from small-scale features (Fig-413

ure 9a–c). At the 64 km scale, the median and average correlation-coefficients are 0.89414

and 0.88, respectively. This coherent pattern is present in all model pairs, regardless of415

the datasets used (Figure 9c). Much like at the 1-km scale, all models show a high cor-416

relation with the median model at larger scales (Figure 9d). Our results reveal a coher-417

ent pattern emerging among all the projected models: a primary slip patch that occurred418

up-dip of the hypocenter around 10 km depth during the Tohoku-Oki earthquake. How-419

ever, the model features are inconsistent at the 16 and 32 km length scales, either in their420

locations or amplitudes. The correlation results from 1 km to 16 km scales largely re-421

main the same (Figure 7,9), indicating that the original model resolutions were limited422

to around 16 km.423
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4 Model Validation424

Previous model-comparison studies primarily focused on identifying coherent and425

unique slip features (e.g., Ide, 2007; Razafindrakoto et al., 2015; K. Wang et al., 2018,426

2020). Here, we systematically examine the sensitivity of four commonly-used datasets427

to the variability in the finite-fault models (Figures 10–16), including geodetic (Section 4.1),428

teleseismic (Section 4.2), regional seismic-geodetic (Section 4.3), and tsunami data (Sec-429

tion 4.4). We compute synthetics for all models using the same Green’s functions. Then,430

we compare the synthetics with observations using the correlation-coefficient and variance-431

reduction metrics. We test the models not only by comparing their respective data types432

used in obtaining the models but also by inspecting the fit to datasets not included in433

their finite-fault inversions.434

Our comparison evaluates both the data sensitivity to model variability and the435

data capability to resolve smaller-scale features. We examine the data sensitivity to the436

slip features identified in Section 3, including the contrasting rupture extent in differ-437

ent zones. Additionally, we compare synthetics with observations, as well as with each438

other, using slip distributions at varying scales.439

4.1 Onshore and Offshore Geodetic Data440

We test the geodetic data type using both onshore and offshore static-displacement441

measurements. We compute the synthetic static displacements for each site using Green’s442

functions from Hori et al. (2021), applied to models at the 16, 32, and 64 km spatial scales.443

These Green’s functions are numerically computed using a 3D velocity structural model444

and realistic topography at approximately 1 km resolution of the Japan region. Specif-445

ically, we compute the synthetics for the onshore GEONET network, which includes 365 sta-446

tions, and the eight offshore GNSS-A sites (Table S1; M. Sato et al., 2011; Kido et al.,447

2011). Additionally, we examine vertical displacement data recorded by six pressure gauges448

operated by Tohoku University (Hino et al., 2011; Y. Ito et al., 2011) and the Univer-449

sity of Tokyo (Maeda et al., 2011b). Our primary focus are the correlation-coefficients450

between the synthetics and observations instead of the variance reduction metric. The451

variance reduction metric is strongly influenced by synthetic amplitudes, which depend452

on the assumed velocity models and the finite-fault parameterization. For example, us-453

ing a 3D velocity structure to compute synthetics from models obtained using 1D struc-454

tures may reduce the overall amplitudes (K. Wang et al., 2018). The correlation-coefficient,455

on the other hand, evaluates the coherence between synthetic and observed displacement456

fields and is better suited to compare slip distributions with large spatial heterogeneities.457

However, the variance reduction metric can be a useful tool for differentiating models458

as long as the models are resolved using the same Green’s function for an objective com-459

parison (e.g., Figure S8).460

We find that neither the onshore nor the offshore geodetic observations can distin-461

guish between the slip models at the same scale (Figure 10). For example, the four mod-462

els in Figure 10 at the 16 km scale, including the median model (M), can all explain the463

observed displacement fields well, with correlation-coefficients greater than 0.91 between464

their synthetics and the observations. The median model has a simple distribution with465

only one slip patch in ZC1 (Figure 10d), while the other three models have distinct, in-466

coherent features, such as model R3 ruptures in ZS1 (Figure 10e), model J5 ruptures in467

ZN1 (Figure 10f), and model S3 ruptures in ZC2 (Figure 10a), respectively. For the on-468

shore stations, the limited data resolution likely results from the 150 km distance between469

the epicenter of the offshore earthquake and the nearest coastal station of the GEONET470

network. Even for models with significant down-dip slip in ZC2, the coastal GEONET471

stations remain too far to resolve the down-dip slip features conclusively due to the in-472

creasing depth of the megathrust (Figure S9).473
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The offshore geodetic network, consisting of GNSS-A and pressure gauge stations,474

cannot resolve the differences in the slip distributions or the peak-slip locations (Figures 10h,475

S9–S10). For example, models G3 to G6 can all generate synthetics with correlation-coefficients476

≥0.97. However, some models locate the peak slip near the trench (G4), whereas oth-477

ers place the peak slip around the hypocenter (G3, G5, and G6). Additionally, secondary478

slip features, such as slip in ZS1 and ZN1, do not impact the offshore synthetics signif-479

icantly. The median model and model J5 can explain the offshore displacements equally480

well, while model J5 is remarkably more heterogeneous than the median model. The lim-481

ited resolution of the offshore geodetic network is likely due to the fact that most of its482

stations are located in the central Miyagi-Oki section. Only 13 stations were deployed483

in this 150 km by 150 km area prior to the earthquake. This offshore network configu-484

ration determines that the offshore observations were primarily controlled by the slip di-485

rectly beneath these stations. Given that all projected models coherently resolve a large486

slip patch in ZC1, they can all reasonably explain the offshore observations. We empha-487

size that the location of the offshore geodetic network covered the center of the Tohoku-488

Oki earthquake rupture area, playing a critical role in resolving the largest slip patch,489

although its sparse configuration limited its capability in resolving secondary slip fea-490

tures.491

We find negligible differences in the geodetic synthetics among the same models492

at the 16, 32, and 64 km scales. The correlation values between the observations and the493

synthetics remain consistently high (> 0.90) for all models across all scales, for both on-494

shore and offshore geodetic data (Figure 10). These results suggest that the resolution495

of the geodetic dataset is likely lower than 64 km for the offshore slip distribution and496

that the data cannot differentiate slip features at smaller scales. For example, the syn-497

thetic onshore-geodetic static displacements from model S3 show no differences across498

the three scales (Figure 10a–c, synthetics in red and observations in black). The offshore499

synthetics show similar patterns, suggesting marginal resolution differences across scales,500

even though all models inverted from geodetic datasets included part or all of the off-501

shore data and their original models have subfault sizes much smaller than the 64 km502

scale.503

We compute the variance reductions for the finite-fault models with respect to the504

geodetic datasets (Figure S8). The variance reduction metric shows a higher sensitiv-505

ity to slip distribution variability than the correlation coefficient. Most of the models have506

≥80% variance reduction, with the exception of four models. The variance reduction pat-507

tern of the onshore geodetic data shows a similar pattern as the model correlation with508

the median model (Figure 9d). This suggests that onshore geodetic data can generally509

well-resolve slip features at the 64 km spatial scale. In addition, there is a difference in510

variance reduction for offshore data between the 32 and 64 km scales for most models.511

However, these differences in variance reduction are negligible when comparing the same512

models at the 16 and 32 km scales. These results show that the amplitudes of offshore513

displacement under the present conditions are sensitive to localized slip features, sug-514

gesting that the offshore geodetic data might have higher spatial resolution than 64 km515

when evaluated using the variance reduction metric.516

4.2 Teleseismic Data517

Teleseismic waves are one of the most commonly used observations to invert finite-518

fault models of large earthquakes (e.g., Ji et al., 2002; Yagi & Fukahata, 2011a; Okuwaki519

et al., 2020). They have relatively simple waveforms and can effectively characterize the520

temporal evolution of earthquake rupture processes (Okuwaki & Fan, 2022). Different521

from computing geodetic synthetics, both the slip distribution and slip-rate functions522

are required for synthesizing teleseismic waveforms. Slip-rate functions characterize the523

temporal moment release for each individual subfault (Ide, 2007). To focus on compar-524

ing the slip distribution variability, we first test, validate, and identify a slip-rate func-525
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tion type. We assume a single-time-window slip-rate function with a uniform duration526

for all subfaults. We test a range of slip-rate functions, such as the cosine and Yoffe func-527

tions, and then apply the best-performing one to all models to compute teleseismic syn-528

thetics. The best-performing slip-rate function is defined as the one resulting in the high-529

est variance reduction in fitting teleseismic P waves. With this replaced uniform slip-530

rate function, our comparison focuses on the impact of the slip distribution variability.531

The slip-rate function is paired with the peak-slip-rate time (PSRT) distribution from532

model S3 to synthesize teleseismic seismic waves, including both body and surface waves.533

The peak-slip-rate time distribution of model S3 is used because the model is obtained534

using the single-time window method and inverted from both body waves and surface535

waves. We justify the procedure in Sections 4.2.1–4.2.3.536

We compute teleseismic synthetic displacement waveforms using Instaseis (van Driel537

et al., 2015). This method uses pre-computed Green’s function databases, calculated us-538

ing the anisotropic version of the Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM) and the539

AxiSEM method up to 2 s period band (Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981; Nissen-Meyer540

et al., 2014). The teleseismic synthetics are compared with three-component broadband541

records at 40 stations from the II and IU networks, located within an epicentral range542

of 30◦ to 90◦ and covering all azimuths (Figure 11a; see Open Research for details). We543

remove the instrument response from the observations, integrate velocity waveforms into544

displacement waveforms, and decimate the data to a 1 Hz sampling rate. Both the ob-545

servations and synthetics are filtered using a 4th-order Butterworth band-pass filter to546

the appropriate period band before the comparison: body waves are filtered in the 10–547

150 s period band and surface waves are filtered in the 100–200 s period band. We com-548

pare the windowed body waves from -20 to 230 s relative to their PREM-predicted ar-549

rival times and surface waves from 500s to 3300 s relative to the Tohoku-Oki earthquake550

origin time. These frequency ranges are comparable to the teleseismic analysis used in551

the S models, as well as in teleseismic finite-fault models of the Mw 8.8 Maule earthquake552

and the Mw 9.1 Sumatra earthquake (e.g. Ammon et al., 2005; Kubo & Kakehi, 2013;553

Yue et al., 2014). Before comparing the waveforms, we cross-correlate the synthetics with554

the observations and apply an empirical time correction to account for the arrival time555

uncertainty due to the 3D Earth structure. We adopt the same correlation value met-556

ric to compare the waveforms and use the median correlation value for each wave type557

as a representative metric to compare the finite-fault models.558

4.2.1 Geometric Effects559

We explore and validate the effects of fault geometry on teleseismic synthetics. We560

use model S3 as an example and compare the synthetics obtained from the original multi-561

planar fault configuration and the projected S3 model onto a realistic megathrust ge-562

ometry. The projected model has the same number of subfaults as the original model,563

and the slip-rate functions of the subfaults remain the same. The synthetics from both564

models are nearly identical, leading to almost the same correlation coefficients of 0.90565

with the observations. For example, the P wave synthetics (blue) using the realistic megath-566

rust geometry, those from the original configuration (red), and the observed P waves (black)567

share a high resemblance, as illustrated in Figure S17. We conclude that the projection568

scheme does not significantly impact the teleseismic synthetics (Table S2). This exer-569

cise validates the idealized planer parameterization in most finite-fault models of the Tohoku-570

Oki earthquake. The results suggest that the 2011 Tohoku-Oki teleseismic waves are not571

very sensitive to geometry changes, likely due to that the majority of the observations572

are located far away from the nodal planes with down-going rays (Figure S14). We ex-573

pect insignificant geometric effects on geodetic observations as well because all the mod-574

els can explain the observed offsets equally well with high correlation values (Figure 10).575
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4.2.2 Slip-rate Function Effects576

The original model S3 uses a cosine function as its slip-rate function, with rise times577

varying from 6 to 24 s and durations ranging from 12 to 48 s. We replace these origi-578

nal slip-rate functions of the projected S3 model with a regularized Yoffe function (Tinti,579

Fukuyama, et al., 2005; Yoffe, 1951), characterized by a rise time of 16 s and a duration580

of 40 s for all subfaults to compute teleseismic synthetics. The rest of the finite-fault pa-581

rameters remain the same to isolate the effects of a chosen slip-rate function. We select582

the regularized Yoffe function as the slip-rate function because it is compatible and con-583

sistent with the traction and slip evolution of the dynamic propagation of earthquake584

ruptures (Tinti, Spudich, & Cocco, 2005). The varying rise time and decay rates of the585

Yoffe function resemble the results from both dynamic simulations and laboratory ex-586

periments (Ohnaka & Yamashita, 1989; Tinti, Spudich, & Cocco, 2005).587

The two sets of synthetics are nearly identical, and they both can satisfactorily ex-588

plain the observations (Figure S18). The synthetics obtained using the replaced slip-rate589

function have fewer high-frequency signals compared to the synthetics using the origi-590

nal model (Figure S18), likely due to the absence of rise-time variations. Nonetheless,591

the model adopting the replaced slip-rate function can fit the observed seismograms with592

a median correlation coefficient of 0.84 for P waves (Table S2). Similarly, the SH and593

SV waves with the uniform slip-rate function can fit the observed seismograms with a594

median correlation of 0.77 and 0.81. These findings validate our proposed strategy of com-595

puting teleseismic synthetics.596

We explore a range of slip-rate functions, including cosine, triangular, and differ-597

ent Yoffe slip-rate functions with durations of 40 and 55 s (Text S2; Figure S16). The598

teleseismic synthetics are insensitive to these variations, and the median correlation co-599

efficients are all greater than 0.82 for the P waves (Table S2). Furthermore, we test vary-600

ing durations for the suite of slip-rate functions and find that the slip-rate duration does601

not significantly impact the synthetic amplitudes as long as the duration is less than 40 s602

for the given subfault parameterization (Figure S18 and S20). For longer durations, the603

associated synthetic body waves have lower amplitudes than those using slip-rate func-604

tions with shorter durations (Figure S21). With the same spatial configuration, the vari-605

ation in duration relates to the variation in the apparent rupture-front propagation, the606

effects of which will be evaluated in the next Section 4.2.3. Overall, the results confirm607

that the chosen regularized Yoffe function, with a rise time of 16 s and a duration of 40 s,608

can effectively represent the slip-rate functions for computing and comparing teleseis-609

mic synthetics from the set of finite-fault models.610

4.2.3 Rupture Propagation Effects611

The earthquake rupture propagation significantly impacts teleseismic synthetics612

(Figure S19). To evaluate this effect, we vary the rupture propagation parameters to com-613

pute the onset times of each slip-rate function and corresponding teleseismic synthet-614

ics and keep the remaining finite-fault setup the same as the original model S3. We first615

assume a constant rupture velocity, resulting in a circular rupture front as shown in Fig-616

ure S14c. With an assumed rupture speed of 2 km/s, the synthetic P waves cannot ex-617

plain the observed waveforms between 30 to 80 s (Figure S19), and the median corre-618

lation value drops to 0.65 for P waves (Table S2). We then assume a slower speed of 1.5 km/s619

for the first 100 km of rupture propagation and a rupture speed of 2 km/s for the remain-620

ing rupture process, following finite-fault inversion schemes used in some of the teleseis-621

mic models (e.g., Ammon et al., 2011; Lay et al., 2011; Shao et al., 2011). Teleseismic622

synthetics obtained using this two-step rupture propagation cannot explain the obser-623

vations either, resulting in a median correlation value of 0.65 for P waves (Figure S19).624

In our experiment in Section 4.2.2, we use a single, regularized Yoffe function con-625

strained by the S3 onset time distribution for computing teleseismic synthetics. Here,626
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we align the onset times of the slip-rate functions with the peak-slip-rate times (PSRT)627

in model S3 for each subfault. The associated synthetics are nearly identical to those from628

the original S3 model, with correlation-coefficient differences less than 0.02 (Table S2).629

The PSRT configuration improves the data fitting to the observed waveforms more than630

the original onset time configuration when using the uniform, single slip-rate function631

approach (Figure S18). Specifically, the PSRT synthetics can produce the high-frequency632

waveforms that is missing in the onset-time synthetics (Figure S18).633

We validate our approach using slip distributions and peak-slip-rate times from other634

finite-fault models. To test the effects of different PSRT distributions, we also apply the635

PSRT approach to models S6 and J3 using their respective distributions (Figure S23).636

This analysis yields satisfactory P-wave data fitting with correlation coefficients of 0.75637

and 0.75 for the two models (Figure S24), respectively, while synthetics from their orig-638

inal models have correlation coefficients of 0.71 and 0.73 with the observations, respec-639

tively. We then use the S3 PSRT and slip distributions from models S6 and J3 at the640

16 km scale to generate teleseismic synthetics (Figure S22). The synthetics can explain641

the observations with correlation coefficients of 0.77 and 0.76 (Table S2), which are around642

0.05 different from those of the model S3 synthetics at the same scale (Table S2). This643

validation demonstrates that the model S3 PSRT distribution can be used to pair with644

other slip distributions to compute teleseismic synthetics. Therefore, we use the model645

S3 PSRT distribution and the selected single Yoffe slip-rate function to compute tele-646

seismic synthetics for all 32 finite-fault models. We note that our analysis does not con-647

sider complex rupture propagation effects, such as multiple slip episodes inferred from648

multiple time-window slip inversion (Lee et al., 2011; Melgar & Bock, 2015; Yue & Lay,649

2013) or in dynamic rupture scenario simulations informed from local strong ground mo-650

tions (Galvez et al., 2016, 2020).651

4.2.4 Sensitivity of Teleseismic Data to Finite-fault Model Variation652

We compute teleseismic synthetic waveforms using the final slip distributions at653

the 16, 32, and 64 km scales of all models. We employ the same procedure, using the model654

S3 PSRT distribution and a regularized Yoffe slip-rate function with a rise time of 16 s655

and a duration of 40 s, to compute the synthetic waveforms. When generating teleseis-656

mic synthetics with spatial scales greater than 16 km, the 32 or 64 km size subfault are657

divided into 16 km subfaults and each 16 km subfault has the same slip as the 32 or 64 km658

size subfault. We then use the same slip-rate and PRST distribution with this slip dis-659

tribution to generate synthetic waveforms. The synthetics include both body and sur-660

face waves. As an example, Figure 11 shows the resulting synthetic teleseismic waveforms661

from 16 km scale models at the II.BRVK, IU.COR, and IU.HNR stations, representing662

azimuths of 312◦, 51◦, and 158◦, respectively. Figure S11 and S12 show the resulting syn-663

thetic teleseismic waveforms from 32 km and 64 km scale models. For a quantitative com-664

parison, we compute correlation coefficients between the synthetics and the observed wave-665

forms for five wave types from each model, including the P, SH, SV, Rayleigh, and Love666

waves (Figure 12).667

We find that none of the five types of teleseismic waveforms is sensitive to varia-668

tions in the slip distribution (Figure 11c). Synthetic seismograms for the same stations669

are highly coherent with each other (red lines in Figure 11c,d). For example, Figure 11c670

shows body wave synthetics from all 32 finite-fault models and the median model at the671

16 km scale at stations II.BRVK, IU.COR, and IU.HNR, which are nearly identical to672

each other. These synthetics can all satisfactorily explain the body wave phases, such673

as fitting the complex P wave phases correctly. It is worth noting that these synthetics674

can achieve comparable misfit reductions (waveform fittings) to other teleseismic finite-675

fault inversion studies (e.g. Kubo & Kakehi, 2013; Yoshida et al., 2011). The S wave syn-676

thetics have similar correlation coefficients with those of P waves (Figure 12), and the677

two phases do not show distinctive sensitivities. Similarly, the surface wave synthetics678
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from different models are coherent with each other and can all explain the observations679

(Figure 11d and 12). These synthetic surface waves tend to have higher amplitudes than680

real observations, likely due to our simplistic 1D Green’s functions. In addition, we also681

find that the associated moment-rate functions of the models share a similar function682

shape (Figure 11b). We further compare the teleseismic synthetics with 32 and 64 km683

scales in Figure S2 and S3 and observe similar waveform fits. The synthetics of the five684

types of teleseismic waves show minor variations with different slip models. Our results685

reveal that with the same temporal evolution of the rupture propagation, variations in686

the slip distributions do not significantly impact the moment-rate function or teleseis-687

mic synthetics.688

We further quantify the sensitivity of teleseismic waves to the same slip models at689

the 16, 32, and 64 km scales. For each model, we compute the synthetics using three dif-690

ferent length scales and correlate the synthetics with the observations to examine their691

sensitivities (Figure 12). We find little difference in the synthetic waveforms for differ-692

ent scales, and they all correlate well with the observations. For example, the P wave693

synthetics have consistent correlation values around 0.70–0.80 for the same models at694

all scales. Similarly, the S waves and surface waves cannot resolve slip models at finer695

scales either (Figure 11). These results indicate that teleseismic finite-fault models likely696

have a spatial resolution of around 64 km for the Tohoku-Oki earthquake.697

4.3 Regional Seismic and Geodetic Data698

The 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake was recorded by densely distributed regional strong699

ground motion seismic and high-rate geodetic stations. Using regional seismic and geode-700

tic data often led to finite-fault models with a higher degree of rupture complexity, in-701

cluding multiple rupture episodes near the hypocenter (e.g., Lee et al., 2011; Melgar et702

al., 2013; Bletery et al., 2014). We follow the same setup as used in Section 4.2 to com-703

pute the regional seismic and geodetic synthetics and evaluate the sensitivity of the re-704

gional data to rupture propagation and slip distribution variations. We focus on 30 high-705

rate GNSS time series (Figure 13) from the GEONET network of the Geospatial Infor-706

mation Authority (GSI) of Japan and 25 K-NET and KiK-net three-component strong707

motion stations (Figure 14) from the National Research Institute for Earth Science and708

Disaster Prevention (NIED) data center. All stations are located within 350 km of the709

epicenter of the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake.710

We first validate our projection method by comparing the synthetics resulting from711

the original and projected model J4 (Supplementary Text S3). We find that the orig-712

inal and projected synthetics agree well when using the J4 original slip-rate functions,713

with the strong ground motion comparison in Figure S35 and high-rate GNSS compar-714

ison in Figure S39. This exercise validates the projection procedure for examining the715

two regional data types.716

To compare to high-rate GNSS data, we focus on horizontal components and low-717

pass filter the GNSS time series at 10 seconds. We compute high-rate GNSS synthet-718

ics following the same procedure as for obtaining the teleseismic synthetics (see Supple-719

mentary Text S3). We use the regularized Yoffe slip-rate function and the model S3 PSRT720

distribution (Section 4.2). This procedure is applied to each of the 33 slip models at the721

16, 32, and 64 km scales, respectively (e.g., Figure 13). The high-rate GNSS synthet-722

ics from different models share similar waveforms but have different amplitudes, includ-723

ing different static offsets. The amplitudes of the synthetic static offsets, here using the724

Instaseis method with a 1D velocity model (van Driel et al., 2015), are comparable to725

the results computed using the 3D Green’s function in Section 4.1. For example, Fig-726

ures S38 and S39 illustrate the agreement between the 1D and 3D synthetic offsets as727

well as between the observed and synthetic offsets for model J4. Figure S40 compares728

the variance reduction for static offsets at the 30 GNSS stations for all models at 16, 32,729
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and 64 km scales using 1D and 3D synthetics. We find that the variance reduction met-730

rics are different for the 33 models, although the correlation values are largely compa-731

rable.732

The static-offset differences between synthetics from the 33 models are highlighted733

in Figure 13. These synthetics correlate well with the observations with correlation co-734

efficients exceeding 0.9 on average. However, when their amplitudes are normalized, the735

high-rate GNSS synthetics are almost identical (Figure S41). This result indicates that736

the high-rate GNSS data may not be able to distinguish the small-scale spatial variabil-737

ity among the slip models. The amplitude differences primarily result from the varia-738

tions in the total seismic moment and in slip in the down-dip regions (e.g., ZC2). Mod-739

els with larger moments lead to higher static offsets in the synthetics (Figure S9). We740

note that the similarity between the normalized synthetics stems from using the same741

set of slip rate functions and PSRT distribution.742

We find that regional strong ground motion data may be more sensitive to the de-743

tails of earthquake rupture propagation than other regional observations. The coastal744

strong ground motion records have complex waveforms, and the vertical seismograms745

cannot be easily explained by the assumed, simplified model. In the 10-to-100-second746

period band, the original model J4 that includes re-rupturing episodes near the hypocen-747

ter can explain the three-component displacement records at the 25 strong motion sta-748

tions. The corresponding vertical synthetics have an average correlation value of 0.86 with749

the observations (Figure S35). In contrast, the assumed, simplified model using the J4750

slip distribution, the S3 rupture propagation without re-activation, and the regularized751

Yoffe slip-rate functions leads to an average correlation value of 0.65 between the asso-752

ciated synthetics and vertical observations (Figure S36). In distinction, the horizontal753

component strong motion data can be explained by the assumed, simplified model with754

an average correlation coefficient of 0.7, including stations MYGH03, MYGH08, and FK031755

that are close to the earthquake epicenter (Figure 14).756

To isolate the sensitivity of strong ground motions to the slip distribution variabil-757

ity, we compute three-component synthetics (10-to-100-second period band) using the758

same simplified rupture propagation and the slip distributions of the 33 models at the759

16, 32, and 64 km scales (e.g., Figure 14, Figure S43 and Figure S44), and then compare760

the synthetics with those from the median model (M). At the same spatial scales, the761

three-component synthetics have similar waveforms to those from the median model (Fig-762

ure 14d). For example, models J3 and J4 have distinct slip complexities (Figure S3 and763

Figure S4), but they generate similar synthetic waveforms. Additionally, the horizon-764

tal synthetics can match the observed displacement waveforms in the same period band.765

We find that the same slip models at 16, 32, and 64 km scales result in similar synthetic766

waveforms, with correlation values exceeding 0.9 on average (Figure 14d, Figure S36 and767

S37). These synthetic waveform tests indicate that the strong-ground motion records are768

less sensitive to small-scale variability in the slip models (Figure 14d).769

Our analysis implies that strong motion stations within 200 km of the 2011 Tohoku-770

Oki earthquake are likely most valuable in resolving both the earthquake rupture prop-771

agation and slip distribution. When comparing the synthetics with observations at dif-772

ferent distances, we find that the sensitivity of regional strong motion records decreases773

with increasing epicentral distance (Figure 15). The observations can be well explained774

by the synthetics obtained assuming the simplified rupture propagation model once the775

epicentral distance is larger than 300 km, with their correlation coefficients greater than776

0.7 on average, including the vertical components. These waveforms are less complex,777

comparable to those of teleseismic observations (Figure 14). In contrast, waveforms at778

stations within 200 km epicentral distance are complex and are challenging to model even779

when multiple rupture episodes are permitted, such as in the original model J4. While780

this model is obtained using the regional seismic observation and the multi-time-window781

method, its synthetic waveforms have an average correlation value of 0.71 for the ver-782
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tical component observations in comparison to a value of 0.95 for the east component783

(Figure S35).784

4.4 Tsunamigenic Seafloor Uplift785

The Tohoku-Oki earthquake generated a devastating and far-reaching tsunami across786

the Pacific Ocean. Tsunami data has a unique sensitivity to seafloor displacement, and787

the data recorded by offshore bottom-pressure gauges, Global Positioning System (GPS)788

wave gauges, and DART buoys are commonly used to invert for seafloor uplift models,789

which are then used to invert for earthquake slip distributions (e.g., M. Sato et al., 2011;790

Maeda et al., 2011a; Saito et al., 2011; Hossen et al., 2015; Dettmer et al., 2016; Jiang791

& Simons, 2016). This two-step procedure decouples the observed tsunami data from792

the assumed fault geometry and Earth structures, allowing the inverted seafloor displace-793

ment to be validated by other independent geophysical observations (Fujiwara et al., 2011;794

Kodaira et al., 2012).795

We take advantage of a published seafloor uplift model obtained using tsunami data796

(Jiang & Simons, 2016) and compute synthetics from the collection of slip models to com-797

pare with the smoothed uplift model of Jiang and Simons (2016). This model is obtained798

by inverting data from ocean bottom pressure gauges, seafloor cable pressure gauges and799

GPS gauges, and three open ocean DART tsunami meters. We use the smooth version800

of the seafloor uplift model (referred to as model SJS hereinafter) because of its reported801

lower uncertainty. This model shows a broad uplift region at the major slip area shown802

in the median model, albeit with a more heterogeneous spatial pattern (Figure 16a). Us-803

ing the procedure outlined in Section 4.1, we compute the vertical seafloor displacement804

at the same set of model grid points as in Jiang and Simons (2016). The displacements805

are obtained using the same Green’s functions from Hori et al. (2021) as we used for com-806

puting the onshore and offshore geodetic synthetics. We then compare the seafloor up-807

lift synthetics with model SJS by calculating their correlation-coefficients. We apply the808

comparison procedure to finite-fault models at the 16, 32, and 64 km scales for all 32 mod-809

els and the median model.810

The seafloor-uplift synthetics show clear differences among the finite-fault models,811

suggesting that seafloor uplift observations can distinguish their major features. For ex-812

ample, seafloor-uplift synthetics from five models in Figure 16 at the 16 km scale have813

large variations, reflecting the variations in their corresponding slip distributions (Fig-814

ures 16 and 2). In addition, models at different spatial scales would cause different seafloor-815

uplift fields, indicating that this type of data may have a spatial resolution of 32 km for816

the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake, such as the model J5 example in Figure 16. However,817

seafloor-uplift fields cannot distinguish the secondary features of the slip models, such818

as the contrasting shallow and deep rupture patches in the southern section of models819

R3 and G4, respectively (Figures 4 and 16). The southern secondary slips of both mod-820

els exceed 10 m. However, the corresponding seafloor uplifts are less than 2 m, an up-821

lift amplitude within the absolute uncertainty range of model SJS (Jiang & Simons, 2016).822

Despite the seafloor-uplift synthetics showing a clear distinction among different823

slip models, the synthetics do not correlate well with model SJS, with an average correlation-824

coefficient of 0.6. These low correlation-coefficients stem from the variability of the finite-825

fault models and may also reflect significant uncertainties in the tsunami-inferred seafloor826

uplift (Jiang & Simons, 2016). The variations in synthetics lead to a large range of cor-827

responding correlation coefficients comparable to the variations in the slip models. Our828

synthetic analyses also indicate that a well-resolved seafloor uplift field has the poten-829

tial to determine finite-fault slip distributions at a 32 km scale, a higher resolution than830

those of the teleseismic or geodetic datasets.831
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5 Discussion832

5.1 What Controls the Finite-fault Model Variability?833

We quantitatively compare the collection of finite-fault models for the Tohoku-Oki834

earthquake and find that they share a consistent feature regarding the location of the835

largest slip patch, updip of the hypocenter in the Miyagi-Oki shallow region (ZC1). At836

a spatial scale of 64 km, these models have an average correlation coefficient of 0.88. We837

generate a static net slip median model that effectively captures this coherent slip fea-838

ture, with correlation-coefficients ≥0.80 compared with other models at all spatial scales,839

from 1 to 64 km (Figure 9d). Furthermore, the median model does not have secondary840

features in other zones, and its 10 m slip contour only extends 220 km along the strike841

direction. Our data validation analyses show that the median model can explain the on-842

shore and offshore geodetic observations (Figure 10). The model can also explain tele-843

seismic observations when paired with an appropriate PSRT distribution (Figure 11–16).844

The excellent performance of the median model results from the averaging procedure,845

which can reduce both model-induced and data-induced errors (S. Minson et al., 2013).846

The averaging procedure is particularly effective when a large set of models obtained from847

a diverse set of datasets is available (Twardzik et al., 2012), as the Green’s functions lin-848

early connect the model to the data.849

Our model comparisons reveal considerable variability in secondary slip features850

among the models. Specifically, slip features with spatial extents less than 64 km are dis-851

tinctive across different models. We find that the degree of variability seems to corre-852

late with the types of data used in developing the models. Most models in groups R and853

S are characterized by one or two large slip patches in ZC1 without significant secondary854

features. This characteristic is reflected in the model correlation-coefficient histograms855

in Figure 7b, which display smaller spreads than other groups. Models in group G can856

vary greatly, leading to two separate subgroups, as shown in Figure 7b. Models in group857

T are highly heterogeneous, and their secondary features do not agree with each other,858

leading to nearly uniform correlation-coefficient distributions within the group and with859

other groups (Figure 7b). Models in group J are inverted from a variety of datasets, but860

they all have included tsunami and seismic data. These models show the least coherence861

within their group or compared to models of other groups (Figure 7b). As shown in Sec-862

tion 4, the available geodetic and seismic observations can constrain the models to ap-863

proximately a 64 km scale, while the tsunami data might provide sensitivity at a spa-864

tial scale of 32 km. This discrepancy in sensitivity may contribute to the observed com-865

plexities in the models developed using tsunami data, which is also reflected in the power866

spectra of the slip models in Figure 6.867

The rupture extent of the models differs among the five groups. The G, R and S868

groups have an average along-strike extent of 250 km for the 10 m slip contour, whereas869

the rest of the groups show rupture extents up to 300 km for the same slip contour range870

along the strike direction. The extended slip areas are shown as secondary slip features871

in models from the T, and J groups. The limited sensitivity of geodetic, regional seis-872

mic and teleseismic data to these small-scale features may account for these differences.873

However, secondary slip features in the T, and J group models disagree, and no consis-874

tent rupture extent can be extracted from these models, even within the same model group.875

Even though tsunami observations may have higher sensitivities to smaller slip patches,876

the inconsistent model features cannot support the notion that they are superior to those877

from the geodetic, regional seismic, or teleseismic data. Joint inversion of multiple datasets878

may balance the complementary sensitivities of different datasets to resolve more accu-879

rate finite-fault models. However, the localized, small-scale features in the J models are880

notably different from those of models from other groups, casting doubt on their relia-881

bility in capturing small-scale features.882
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The sensitivity of tsunami data to small-scale features likely results from the slow883

propagation speed of tsunamis. Assuming a tsunami wave speed of 200 m/s, a 32 km884

separation of slip patches would lead to an 1800-second separation in the recorded tsunami885

waves for an instantaneous rupture scenario. This temporal separation in the record would886

allow the tsunami data to record small-scale slip features. However, due to the space-887

time trade-offs for large earthquakes, the number and azimuth distribution of tsunami888

observations have critical controls in determining the seafloor displacement, which could889

cause model disparities when the observations are sparse.890

In addition, the inversion of tsunami data often involves multiple steps, which in-891

clude translating the recorded tsunamis into seafloor deformations, followed by invert-892

ing slip at the megathrust interface using the deformation estimates. For example, Hossen893

et al. (2015) and Dettmer et al. (2016) demonstrate that tsunami dispersion effects and894

accounting for source kinematics may lead to differences in the imaged seafloor uplift,895

notably in the northern region with extended uplift near the trench. Other timing dis-896

crepancies in the tsunami far-field may stem from solid Earth elasticity and ocean wa-897

ter compressibility (Tsai et al., 2013). Differences in model setup, effectively different898

Green’s functions, have strong controls in the seafloor deformation response, consequently899

resulting in discrepancies in the inverted slip distributions. K. Wang et al. (2018) un-900

derscores the influence of model assumption in the slip models, and the poorly constrained901

near-trench fault geometry and bathymetry would lead to large uncertainties in the mod-902

eled seafloor deformation.903

Another potential factor that may cause the large variability in models obtained904

using tsunami data is the possible existence of unaccounted secondary sources, such as905

submarine landslides, localized off-fault deformation, or splay fault slip, which can am-906

plify coseismic seafloor displacements and contribute to generating tsunamis (Y. Ito et907

al., 2011; Ide et al., 2011; Tsuji et al., 2011; Ma & Nie, 2019; van Zelst et al., 2022; Biemiller908

et al., 2023; Ma, 2023). The collection of finite-fault models assumes that all geophys-909

ical signals are solely stemming from earthquake slip across the megathrust. If subma-910

rine landslides or other events occurred during or shortly after coseismic rupture, they911

may bias the inferred slip models. In this case, strong additional sources would yield co-912

herent secondary slip features in the models derived from the tsunami data. However,913

our analyses show that the T and J groups contain the least coherent models at small914

scales. This observation does not appear to confirm the secondary source hypothesis.915

In addition to the data types, finite-fault inversion methods have a strong impact916

on the resulting models. For example, the collection of models shows pronounced dif-917

ferences in slip distribution near the trench. Some models feature tapered slips near the918

trench, potentially due to no-slip boundary conditions employed during the inversion.919

The peak-slip location is influenced by boundary conditions. For example, Zhou et al.920

(2014) demonstrated that the peak-slip location would shift away from the trench if a921

no-slip boundary condition is imposed during the inversion. For example, models T1 and922

S3 demonstrate strong taper slips to zero near the trench. Conversely, a free-slip bound-923

ary condition would lead to the peak-slip location being placed near the trench, includ-924

ing models G4 and G7 (e.g., Figure 1). Inversion techniques also influence the model vari-925

ability (Figure 2). Particularly, models from full Bayesian methods without employing926

smoothness or spatial correlation priors are more heterogeneous, such as models T1 and927

J2 in Figure 2, and averaging ensemble models does not equal to a smoothness prior (D. S. Sato928

et al., 2022; Yagi & Fukahata, 2011b; Zhou et al., 2014).929

The finite-fault model configuration, such as the fault geometry and subfault pa-930

rameterization, and the adopted velocity structures directly impact the model variabil-931

ity (K. Wang et al., 2018). Our analysis assumes a fixed fault geometry from Slab2.0 and932

uses a 1D velocity structure to compute Green’s function. This procedure allows us to933

explore the data sensitivity to different slip distributions but does not examine model-934

induced uncertainties, which may have contributed to the model variability (e.g., Bletery935
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et al., 2015; Funning et al., 2014; K. Wang et al., 2018; Ragon et al., 2018; Halló & Gallovič,936

2020; Agata et al., 2021).937

5.2 What Does the Variability Imply?938

The exact rupture extent of the Tohoku-Oki earthquake has both scientific and so-939

cietal implications, particularly the extent and amplitude of potential secondary slip fea-940

tures in the northern and southern sections. Based on the rupture extents of historical941

earthquakes, the Japan subduction zone was estimated to be capable of generating earth-942

quakes of a maximum magnitude of 8.2 prior to the Tohoku-oki earthquake (Uchida &943

Bürgmann, 2021). Ten of the 32 finite-fault models suggest that the Tohoku-oki earth-944

quake ruptured into zone ZN1 in the Sanriku-Oki region, which may have hosted the large945

tsunamigenic 1611 M8.5 Sanriku earthquake (Kawakatsu & Seno, 1983; Imai, 2015). Rup-946

ture in ZN1 has important implications for our understanding of the recurrence pattern947

of large earthquakes in the region. In the southern section, contrasting frictional and ma-948

terial behaviors of the upper plate may act as rupture barriers and limit the rupture ex-949

tent to the shallow Ibraki-Oki region (ZS1) (e.g. Bassett et al., 2016; Liu & Zhao, 2018).950

Subducted seamounts leading to a rough subduction interface at around 36◦N may also951

terminate the southern rupture (K. Wang & Bilek, 2014). However, 7 out of 32 finite-952

fault models show extended southern extended deep rupture (ZS2), and 11 finite-fault953

models show extended shallow rupture in the southern section (ZS1). The varying south-954

ern deep extended rupture may also penetrate the three 1936, 1937, and 1978 M7 or above955

Fukushima Shioya-Oki earthquake rupture areas (Abe, 1977; Yamanaka & Kikuchi, 2004;956

Simons et al., 2011; Nakata et al., 2016). Given the variability and uncertainty of the957

finite-fault models, and a lack of certainty of the mechanics of how earthquakes arrest958

(e.g., Kammer et al., 2015; Galis et al., 2017), physical controls of megathrust earthquake959

rupture extents are yet to be confirmed in the Japan subduction zone and globally.960

The scale and distribution of slip heterogeneity may reflect fault-zone heterogeneities,961

including in the pre-earthquake stress distribution, fault frictional properties, fault ge-962

ometry and roughness, pore fluid pressure or fault zone materials (Bassett & Watts, 2015;963

Gallovič et al., 2019; Moore et al., 2015; Madden et al., 2022; Tinti et al., 2021; K. Wang964

& Bilek, 2014). The observed slip complexities in the suite of models, if true, suggest that965

the seismogenic zone composes of a wide range of heterogeneity with spatial scales reach-966

ing tens of kilometers. Specifically, the J models suggest highly complex slip behavior967

in the hypocentral and near trench regions, which would require either very high initial968

stress build-up, strong co-seismic weakening, or other mechanisms to sustain the nucle-969

ation and dynamic rupture propagation (e.g., Goldsby & Tullis, 2011; Di Toro et al., 2011;970

Viesca & Garagash, 2015). However, we show that these small features cannot be con-971

fidently confirmed by the commonly used datasets. Future physics-based dynamic rup-972

ture or seismic cycling simulations are needed to explore these features in a self-consistent973

way.974

5.3 How to Better Evaluate Finite-Fault Models?975

Even though the collection of models suggests a variety of slip distributions, their976

moment-release distributions may bear a higher resemblance with each other (Lay et al.,977

2011). Slip distributions are impacted by the Green’s functions used in the finite-fault978

inversion, and there are trade-offs between the assumed velocity structure and the final979

slip distributions (Gallovič et al., 2015). The moment-release distribution is a compos-980

ite model that includes both the slip distribution and the local velocity structures, and981

it is better resolved in finite-fault inversions. Lay et al. (2011) compared two contrast-982

ing slip distributions, one obtained with and the other without shallow, weak sediments983

(a low shear modulus layer) near the trench. The model obtained with a low shear mod-984

ulus layer has a significantly larger slip near the trench, an effect confirmed in 3D megath-985

rust dynamic rupture simulations (Sallarès & Ranero, 2019; Ulrich et al., 2022). How-986
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ever, the moment-release distributions of the two models are almost identical. Compar-987

isons based on the moment-release distributions may lead to more consistent interpre-988

tations of the rupture process. However, such comparisons would require detailed doc-989

umentation of not only the finite-fault models but also the associated Green’s functions990

and near-source velocity structures.991

Our investigation of both the teleseismic and regional seismic synthetics shows that992

the spatial complexity in the final slip distribution does not significantly impact the wave-993

form fitting (Figures 12 and 14). However, the temporal evolution of the rupture front994

plays a critical role in explaining the data, and it cannot be approximated as a smooth995

propagation with one or two rupture speeds for the Tohoku-Oki earthquake. Specifically,996

we find that both regional seismic and teleseismic observations are highly sensitive to997

the peak-slip-rate-time distribution. We find that the peak-slip-rate-time distributions998

from different kinematic models agree on major slip episodes when using similar tele-999

seismic datasets. For example, Figures S14 and S15 show that peak-slip-rate-time from1000

models S3, S6, and J3 can explain the teleseismic observations equally well. These peak-1001

slip-rate-time distributions can also be represented as slip-rate snapshots in kinematic1002

finite-fault models, and Gallovič and Ampuero (2015) reported similar findings: finite-1003

fault models developed using seismic data agree well on their spatiotemporal evolution,1004

even when the final slip distributions are distinctively different. Additionally, regional1005

seismic observations, particularly the vertical component of the strong motion records1006

of the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake, are also sensitive to the slip-rate functions. A sim-1007

plified rupture propagation model with a single-time-window slip-rate function is insuf-1008

ficient to reproduce the observed strong motion waveforms.1009

5.4 Future Opportunities1010

Our seafloor uplift synthetics suggest that the seafloor displacement field can re-1011

solve megathrust slip distributions at a spatial scale of 32 km. The resolution can dis-1012

cern detailed slip patterns, which can provide critical insights into rupture dynamics and1013

faulting conditions. Although the offshore geodetic measurements during the Tohoku-1014

Oki earthquake can provide the most accurate displacement measurements, their sparse1015

distribution limits their resolutions to less than 64 km.1016

The Seafloor Observation Network for Earthquakes and Tsunamis along the Japan1017

Trench (S-net) has the potential to resolve future megathrust earthquakes in great de-1018

tail (Nishikawa et al., 2019). The S-net was developed after the Tohoku-Oki earthquake1019

and it covers the entire Japan subduction zone with 150 colocated pressure gauges and1020

accelerograms with a nominal inter-station interval between 30 and 60 km (Mochizuki1021

et al., 2018). It is a cabled network and transmits data back to onshore in real-time. The1022

network configuration suggests a high sensitivity to megathrust slip distributions. We1023

conduct a synthetic analysis following the procedure outlined in Section 4.1 to compute1024

static displacements at each S-net station. Specifically, we calculate the vertical uplift1025

synthetics using all slip models at different scales and compare the synthetics to those1026

from the median model at the corresponding scales. The correlation coefficients of the1027

synthetics show the sensitivity of S-net data to variations in slip features relative to the1028

median model.1029

We find that S-net can distinguish variability in the slip distributions (Figure 17).1030

The seafloor uplift synthetics in Figure 17 show clear differences among six example mod-1031

els at the 16 km scale. The synthetics can directly contour slip areas with slips of 5 m1032

or above. This resolution can accurately resolve secondary slip features that do not sig-1033

nificantly impact the geodetic or teleseismic synthetics. The synthetics vary for the same1034

model at different scales (e.g., Figure 17), suggesting a possible resolving ability of 16 km.1035

This resolution results from both the dense spatial coverage and the uplift amplitude sen-1036

sitivity of the instruments. Our synthetic experiment shows that large-scale, dense off-1037
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shore networks are critical to constraining megathrust slips and mitigating the associ-1038

ated hazards.1039

We find that teleseismic data are highly sensitive to the spatiotemporal rupture pro-1040

cess, such as the peak-slip-rate-time distribution. However, the data seems to have lim-1041

ited resolvability for small-scale slip features. This apparently paradoxical sensitivity is1042

likely due to the fact that the observed teleseismic displacement P-wave waveforms are1043

dominated by signals in the 20–30 s period band. In this case, the characteristic wave-1044

length of the waveforms would be around 120–180 km, and such long wavelengths limit1045

the data resolution. Therefore, higher frequency teleseismic observations may better con-1046

strain the spatial-temporal evolution of megathrust earthquakes. Specifically, velocity1047

P-wave waveforms have higher frequency signals than displacement records, and they1048

may potentially resolve the small-scale slip features at higher resolutions (Yagi & Fuka-1049

hata, 2011b). To explore this hypothesis, we conduct a similar teleseismic validation ex-1050

ercise using velocity waveforms at the same set of stations (Figures S23-S24 and Text S3).1051

We find that the synthetics do not correlate with the teleseismic velocity records as well1052

as the displacement records, suggesting a possible higher sensitivity to variations in the1053

finite-fault models. Similarly, we find that regional strong motion seismic records are sen-1054

sitive to the earthquake rupture propagation, and exploiting these observations, partic-1055

ularly observations within 200 km epicentral distance may yield finite-fault models with1056

an improved resolution.1057

6 Conclusion1058

We quantitatively compare and validate 32 finite-fault models of the 2011 Tohoku-1059

Oki earthquake. We first design a reparameterization framework to unify the models us-1060

ing a realistic megathrust geometry while preserving potency distribution at a 1 km scale.1061

We then downscale the models to 16, 32, and 64 km scales to compare their coherent and1062

unique features. We find that the models agree well at the 64 km scale but do not agree1063

on small-scale features, either regarding their locations or amplitudes. All unified mod-1064

els suggest that the Tohoku-Oki earthquake ruptured the updip megathrust near the hypocen-1065

ter in the Miyagi-Oki region, and large slip occurred near or at the trench. This coher-1066

ent feature is reflected in the median model, obtained by averaging the collection of mod-1067

els. We examine the sensitivity of the commonly used geodetic, teleseismic, regional seis-1068

mic and geodetic, and tsunami seafloor uplift datasets to the variability in the finite-fault1069

models. Our results suggest that geodetic. regional seismic, and teleseismic data have1070

a spatial resolution of 64 km for the final slip distribution, while the tsunami data might1071

have a higher sensitivity to slip features at 32 km scales. We find that both regional seis-1072

mic and teleseismic observations are highly sensitive to the earthquake rupture process.1073

However, teleseismic data are less sensitive to the slip-rate functions at each subfault.1074

We calculate synthetic vertical uplifts at the S-net offshore in Japan, and the results sug-1075

gest that the network can resolve megathrust earthquake slip distribution at a high spa-1076

tial resolution of 16 km. Our results show that near-field and uniformly gridded dense1077

offshore instrumentation networks are crucial for resolving complex earthquake rupture1078

processes and assessing their associated hazards.1079
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Figure 1. Thirty-two finite fault models used in our analysis, arranged by dataset type and

publication date (see Text S1 for details). Color blocks in the left-four columns indicate datasets

used to obtain each finite fault model with the color indicating the five model groups. Right-four

columns describe the fault geometry, Green’s function (HS: halfspace model, 1D: one-dimensional

velocity model, 3D: three-dimensional velocity model, EGF: empirical Green’s function), parame-

terization used and near-trench slip features (T: tapered slip, F: free slip to trench) of each finite

fault model, respectively.
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Figure 2. Slip distributions of the 32 finite fault models. Slip distributions and slip directions

are shown as color contours and vectors, respectively. Grey dots indicate the centers of each

model’s subfaults. USGS hypocenter location is shown as a white star. Slab2.0 megathrust ge-

ometry from Hayes et al. (2018) is shown as dotted contours with a 20 km depth interval. Japan

trench is shown as a black solid line and the Japanese coastline is shown as a grey solid line. All

model acronyms are defined in Figure 1 and detailed in Text S1.
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Figure 3. Illustration of the upscaling and projection scheme for an exemplary finite-fault

model, S3. (a) Original slip distribution and subfault parameterization of the planar fault geome-

try. (b) Projected model using the slab 2.0 megathrust geometry. (c) Up-scaled slip distribution

with densified subfault along dip and along strike four times respectively. (d) Final projected and

up-scaled slip distribution at a 1 km spatial scale. Numbers on the legend indicate the subfault

size.
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Figure 4. Division of the Japan megathrust into six zones and zone categorizations of four

example finite-fault models. Zones with ≥10 m slip features are highlighted using red dashed con-

tours. Table 1 summarizes the models with respect to their major slip features in each associated

zone.
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Figure 5. Median and standard deviations of the 32 finite-fault models. (a) Median model

slip distribution at 1 km spatial scale. (b) Standard deviation of slip distribution for all mod-

els. (c) Standard deviation of slip distribution for models with tapered slip towards the trench.

(d) Standard deviation of slip distribution for models with a free-slip boundary condition at

the trench. Number of models included in the groups are shown in subtitle parentheses. (e)

Standard deviation over median of the slip distributions. Solid black line delineates the region

below 1. Colored dotted lines indicate a 10m contour of the median slip distribution. Artifacts

in the standard deviation distributions are due to the original coarse fault parameterization of

the finite-fault models. Grey dotted lines indicate the zones listed in Figure4. Similar averaging

finite-fault models approach are also applied in K. Wang et al. (2018) .
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Figure 6. Normalized wavenumber (k) power spectra of the 32 finite-fault models and the

median model. (a) Color solid lines are the respective median spectra of each five model groups

and the grey dotted line is the spectrum of the median model (Figure 5). Power spectra of the

(b) geodetic group, (c) regional seismic group, (d) teleseismic group, (e) tsunami group and (f)

joint-inversion group. Color-shaded areas are the range of the minimum and maximum respec-

tive spectra of the models in each group. Solid colored line is the median spectra of each model

group. Grey lines represent the spectra of all 33 slip models. Decay rates of the models range

from -2.0 to -4.0, with -3.0 for the geodetic group median, -3.0 for the regional-seismic group

median, -2.8 for the teleseismic group median, -2.3 for the tsunami group median, and -2.1 for

the joint-inversion group median.
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Figure 7. Correlation coefficients for finite-fault models at a 1 km scale. (a) Correlation coef-

ficients matrix of the 32 finite-fault models and the median model, with each entry representing

the correlation coefficient between two respective models. Background color of each entry indi-

cates the correlation coefficient value. Matrix rows follow the same sorting order as in Figure 1

with the last row added+ for the median model (M). (b) Correlation coefficient histograms of the

five model groups and the median model: solid lines show the correlation coefficient distribution

of models within the group; filled histograms show the correlation coefficient distribution of mod-

els with other model groups. Light grey solid lines indicate the median value of the correlation

coefficients within the respective group and dashed grey lines indicate the median value of the

correlation coefficients with other model groups. Median model histogram shows its correlation

with the 32 finite-fault models. Median values of the correlation coefficients within the groups:

Geodetic (G), 0.81; Regional seismic (R), 0.81; Teleseismic (S), 0.78; Tsunami (T), 0.78; Joint

(J): 0.75. Median value of the correlation coefficients with the median model is 0.89.
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Figure 8. Example slip models at the 1, 16, 32, and 64 km spatial scales. (a) Model S3 at

the four spatial scales. (b) Median model at the four spatial scales. Models at larger spatial

scales lose fine-scale features, but the centroid locations are preserved. Hypocenter and centroid

locations are indicated as white and red stars, respectively.
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Figure 10. Onshore and offshore horizontal geodetic displacement observations (black arrows)

and synthetics (red arrows), and their correlation coefficient values. (a)–(c) synthetic (black) and

observed (red) horizontal geodetic displacements of model S3 at the 16 (a), 32 (b), and 64 km (c)

scales. (d)–(f) Geodetic synthetics and observations of model M (d), R3 (e), J5 (f) at the 16 km

scale. (g) Correlation coefficient values between the onshore geodetic synthetics and observations

at the 16, 32, and 64 km scales. (h) Correlation coefficient values between the offshore geodetic

synthetics and observations at the 16, 32, and 64 km scales.
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Figure 11. Comparison of teleseismic observations and synthetics at 16 km slip model scale.

(a) Map view of 40 II and IU stations used in the analysis. Red triangles are the stations in (c).

Dotted circles show epicentral distances of 30◦ and 90◦, respectively. (b) Normalized moment

rate functions of the original S3 model (blue), the 32 unified finite-fault models, and median

model (grey). (c) Synthetic and observed teleseismic waveforms. Black lines are the observed

waveforms; red lines are the synthetic waveforms from the 32 finite-fault models and the median

model. Five rows are P wave, SH wave, SV wave, Rayleigh wave, and Love wave, respectively.

Amplitudes of the observed waveforms are labeled at the lower-left corner of each waveform plot.
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Figure 12. Correlation coefficient values between the teleseismic observations and synthetics

at the 16, 32, and 64 km scales. (a) P wave. (b) SH wave. (c) SV wave. (d) Rayleigh wave. (e)

Love wave. Median correlation values between the synthetic and observed teleseismic waveforms

at the 40 teleseismic stations are taken as the characteristic correlation coefficient values for each

model. Three markers indicate the characteristic median values for models at the 16, 32, and

64 km scales. Error bars represent the associated standard deviation of correlation coefficient

values of the 40 stations.
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Figure 13. Comparison of high-rate GNSS observations and synthetics at 16 km slip model

scale. (a) Map view of the GEONET stations used in the study. Red triangles are the stations

in (b). Beach-ball focal mechanism represents the centroid location of the median model. Dotted

circles show the centroid distance of 250 km (b) Synthetics and observed waveforms. Black lines

are the observed waveforms; Red lines are the synthetics from the 32 finite-fault models and the

median model at the 16 km scale. (c) Correlation coefficient values between the observations and

synthetics at the 16, 32, and 64 km scale. Markers indicate the median correlation values of all

stations, with an error bar indicating the associated standard deviation.
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Figure 14. Comparison of regional strong-ground motion records (displacement) with syn-

thetics at 16 km slip model scale. (a) Map view of the strong-ground motion stations used in

the study. Red triangles are the stations in (b). The beachball focal mechanism represents the

centroid location of the median model. Dotted circles show the centroid distance of 250 km (b)

Synthetics and observed waveforms. Black lines are the observed waveforms; Red lines are the

synthetics from the 32 finite-fault models and the median model at 16 km scale. (c) Correlation

coefficient between the observations and synthetics at the 16, 32, and 64 km scale. (d) Cor-

relation coefficients between the median synthetics and all models at 16, 32 and 64 km scale.

Markers indicate the median correlation values of all stations, with an error bar indicating the

associated standard deviation.
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Figure 15. Strong ground motion synthetics correlation with respect to station distance.

Synthetics correlation at (a) East component, (b) north component, and (c) vertical component.

Colored error bars represent the median value and standard deviation of the correlation coeffi-

cient of all 33 model synthetics at each station. Cross and circle grey scatters are the correlation

coefficients of the J4 model original synthetics and projected geometry synthetics.
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Figure 16. Seafloor uplift model of Jiang and Simons (2016) (model SJS), seafloor uplift syn-

thetics from the finite-fault models, and their correlation coefficient values between the synthetics

with model SJS. Grey dots show the modeled grid points. (a) Model SJS. (b)–(d) Synthetic

seafloor uplift of model J5 model at the 16 (b), 32 (c), and 64 km (d) scales, respectively. (e)–(h)

Synthetic seafloor uplift of the median slip model, models G5, R4, and S3 at a 16 km scale. (i)

Correlation coefficient values between model SJS and synthetics of the 32 finite-fault models and

the median model at the 16, 32, and 64 km scales.
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Figure 17. S-net seafloor uplift synthetics and their correlation coefficient values with the

synthetics of the median model. S-net stations are shown as grey dots (Mochizuki et al., 2018).

(a) Synthetic coseismic seafloor uplifts of the median slip model at the 16 km scale. (b)–(d) Syn-

thetics seafloor uplifts of model S3 at the 16, 32, and 64 km scales. (e)–(h) Synthetics seafloor

uplifts of models G5, R4, T8, and S3 at the 16 km scale. (i) Correlation coefficient values be-

tween synthetics of the median model and the 32 finite-fault models at the 16, 32, and 64 km

scales.
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Table 1. Finite-fault model features in rupture zones

Zone (counts) Models

ZN1: Sanriku - shallow (10) R1, R2, R3, T5, T6, T8, J1, J2, J4, J5
ZN2: Sanriku - deep (4) G7, R4, S3, T1
ZC1: Miyagi - shallow (32) All models
ZC2: Miyagi - deep (26) G1, G2, G4, G6, G7, R1, R3, R4, S1, S2, S3,

S4, S5, S6, T1, T2, T3, T5, T6, T7, T8, J1,
J2, J3, J4, J5

ZS1: Ibaraki-Fukushima - shallow (11) G9, R1, R3, S3, T1, T5, T7, T8, J2, J3, J4
ZS2: Ibaraki-Fukushima - deep (7) G4, R5, S2, S4, T1, T5, J2

7 Open Research1081

The 32 finite-fault models are retrieved from a subset of Sun et al. (2017) collected1082

models, the SRCMOD database (Mai & Thingbaijam, 2014), online datasets shared with1083

referenced papers, and from authors sharing them directly. The GEONET GNSS data1084

was provided by the Geospatial Information Authority (GSI) (Sagiya, 2004). We com-1085

pared the teleseismic synthetics with the teleseismic data obtained from the Federation1086

of Digital Seismic Networks (FDSN) through the Incorporated Research Institutions for1087

Seismology (IRIS). Figures are generated with the python Matplotlib package (Hunter,1088

2007). We use SimModeler of the Simmetrix Simulation Modeling Suite to create the1089

geometry of the slab interface. We use Python throughout the analysis (Van Rossum &1090

Drake Jr, 1995). The median slip model is shared as Data Set S1.1091

The Green’s function library for subduction zones are provided by Hori et al. (2021),1092

which was created by JAMSTEC’s own modification of a computer program under de-1093

velopment by Earthquake Research Institute, The University of Tokyo. The library in-1094

cludes data modified from Japan Integrated Velocity Structure Model version 1 (JIVSM)1095

(Koketsu et al., 2009, 2012) and the Earth Gravitational Model 2008 (Pavlis et al., 2012).1096
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Text S1: Overview of the 32 Finite-fault Slip Models12

Model G1 is from Pollitz et al. (2011), which is obtained using geodetic measure-13

ments. The total moment of the model is 4.1×1022 N·m, equivalent to a Mw 9.01 earth-14

quake. The model includes a total of 5151 subfaults, with 101 and 51 subfaults along the15

strike and dip directions, respectively. Each subfault has an area of 7× 4.5 km2. The16

model is parameterized as three planar faults with strike and dip as 195◦ and 10◦, 195◦17

and 14◦, and 195◦ and 22◦ at the depth ranges of 3–21, 21–39, and 39–57 km. The rake18

angles of all subfaults are fixed at 90◦. The model composes of two major slip patches19

located updip and downdip of the hypocenter in zones ZC1 and ZC2, with peak slip away20

from the trench.21

Model G2 is from Ito et al. (2011), which is obtained using geodetic measurements.22

The total moment of the model is 4.1×1022 N·m, equivalent to a Mw 9.01 earthquake.23

The model includes a total of 525 subfaults, with 35 and 15 subfaults along the strike24

and dip directions, respectively. Each subfault has a varying area. The model is param-25

eterized as a non-planar fault. The model composes of a single slip patch at the updip26

area in zone ZC1. The major slip patch is slightly south of the hypocenter, located be-27

tween 37◦N to 38◦N.28

Model G3 is from Diao et al. (2012), which is obtained using geodetic measurements.29

The total moment of the model is 2.3×1022 N·m, equivalent to a Mw 8.84 earthquake.30

The model includes a total of 288 subfaults, with 24 and 12 subfaults along the strike31

and dip directions, respectively. Each subfault has an area of 20×20 km2. The model32

is parameterized as a non-planar fault. The model composes of a single smooth slip patch33

in zone ZC1.34

Model G4 is from Iinuma et al. (2012), which is obtained using geodetic measure-35

ments. The total moment of the model is 4.0×1022 N·m, equivalent to a Mw 9.00 earth-36

quake. The model includes a total of 806 subfaults, with 31 and 13 subfaults along the37

strike and dip directions, respectively. Each subfault is represented by bi-cubic B-spines38

with 20 km intervals. The model is parameterized as a non-planar fault. The model has39

the largest slip at the trench and extended along strike slip patch. The model consists40

of a secondary slip patch extending to the southern deeper region in zone S2.41

Model G5 is from C. Wang et al. (2012), which is obtained using geodetic measure-42

ments and InSAR measurements. The total moment of the model is 3.2×1022 N·m, equiv-43

alent to a Mw 8.94 earthquake. The model includes a total of 1080 subfaults, with 6044

and 18 subfaults along the strike and dip directions, respectively. Each subfault has an45

area of 11.7×11.1 km2. The model is parameterized as a varying dip angle fault with46

a striking angle of 195◦. The model has a single slip patch at the updip of the hypocen-47

ter in zone ZC1 with peak slip away from the trench.48

Model G6 is from R. Wang et al. (2013), which is obtained from geodetic measure-49

ments and displacement from integrated strong ground motion waveforms. The total mo-50

ment of the model is 2.9×1022 N·m, equivalent to a Mw 8.91 earthquake. The model51

includes 1920 subfaults with 64 subfaults along strike and 30 subfaults along dip. Each52

subfaults has a size of 10×10 km2. The model is parameterized as a non-planar fault.53

The model composes of a single slip patch at the updip of the hypocenter in zone ZC154

with peak slip away from the trench.55

Model G7 is from Zhou et al. (2014), which is obtained from probabilistic inver-56

sion of geodetic data. The total moment of the model is 3.8×1022 N·m, equivalent to57

a Mw 8.99 earthquake. The model includes 350 subfaults with 25 subfaults along the strike58

and 14 subfaults along the dip. Each subfault has a size of 25×18 km2. The model is59

parameterized as a varying dipping angle fault with a striking angle of 201. The model60

has a horse-shoe-shaped slip patch surrounding the hypocenter with peak slip at the trench61

in zones ZC1 and ZC1.62
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Model G8 is from Hashima et al. (2016), which is obtained from geodetic measure-63

ments. The total moment of the model is 4.0×1022 N·m, equivalent to a Mw 9.00 earth-64

quake. The model includes 256 subfaults with 32 along-strike subfaults and eight along-65

dip subfaults. Each subfaults has a varying subfault area. The model is parameterized66

as a non-planar fault. The rake angles of all subfaults are fixed with the incoming plate67

direction. The model has a board and smooth slip patch with slip peaking at the trench68

at the updip area of the hypocenter in zone ZC1.69

Model G9 is from Xie and Cai (2018), which applies stress inversion formulation70

for slip distribution from geodetic measurements. The total moment of the model is 4.5×71

1022 N·m, equivalent to a Mw 9.04 earthquake. The model includes 140 subfaults with72

20 along-strike subfaults and seven along-dip subfaults. Each subfaults has a 25 km×25 km73

subfault area. The model is parameterized as a non-planar fault. The model has a board74

and smooth slip patch with slip peaking at the trench in zone ZC1, with a slightly wider75

rupture than other geodetic models.76

Model R1 is from Lee et al. (2011), which is obtained by inverting regional veloc-77

ity waveform integrated from strong ground motion records (0.01 - 0.2 Hz), teleseismic78

P waves (0.005 - 0.2 Hz) and geodetic measurements. The total moment of the model79

is 3.7 × 1022 N·m, equivalent to a Mw 8.98 earthquake. The model includes 396 sub-80

faults with 33 along-strike subfaults and 12 along-dip subfaults. Each subfaults has a81

20×20 km2 subfault area. The model is parameterized as a planar fault with strike and82

dip as 195◦ and 14◦, respectively. The model shows a single smooth, slightly elongated83

slip patch at the updip in zone ZC1 and towards the north of the hypocenter with peak84

slip away from the trench in zone N1.85

Model R2 is from Suzuki et al. (2011), which is obtained by inverting regional ve-86

locity waveform integrated from accelerograms strong ground motion records (0.01 – 0.12587

Hz). The total moment of the model is 4.4×1022 N·m, equivalent to a Mw 9.03 earth-88

quake. The model includes 119 subfaults with 17 along-strike subfaults and seven along-89

dip subfaults. Each subfaults has a 30× 30 km2 subfault area. The model is parame-90

terized as a planar fault with strike and dip as 195◦ and 13◦. The model shows a sin-91

gle smooth, expanded, increasing slip from the hypocenter region to the trench in zone92

ZC1. The expanded slip reaches beyond 39◦N in zone ZN1.93

Model R3 is from Wei et al. (2012), which is obtained by inverting strong ground94

motion records, high-rate GPS (0 - 0.25 Hz) and geodetic measurements. The total mo-95

ment of the model is 5.3×1022 N·m, equivalent to a Mw 9.08 earthquake. The model96

includes 273 subfaults with 21 along-strike subfaults and 13 along-dip subfaults. Each97

subfault has an area of 25×20 km2. The model is parameterized as a planar fault with98

strike and dip as 201◦ and 10◦. The model shows a major slip patch in zone ZC1, with99

peak slip located away from the trench. Significant shallow slip extends to the south-100

ern ZS1 region, reaching 36◦N.101

Model R4 is from Yue and Lay (2013), which is obtained by inverting high-rate geode-102

tic data and teleseismic data. The total moment of the model is 4.2×1022 N·m, equiv-103

alent to a Mw 9.02 earthquake. The model includes 120 subfaults with 15 along strike104

subfaults and 8 along dip subfaults. Each subfaults has a size of 30×30 km2. The model105

is parameterized as a dip-varying planar fault with the strike as 202◦. The slip distri-106

bution is characterized by two major slip patches, with one located at the updip of the107

hypocenter in zone ZC1 and a similar one located at the down dip of the hypocenter in108

zone ZC1.109

Model S1 is from Ide et al. (2011), which is inverted slip distribution from verti-110

cal broadband seismograms with a high-pass filter above 200 s using the empirical Green’s111

function method. The total moment of the model is 4.5×1022 N·m, equivalent to a Mw112

9.04 earthquake. The model includes 231 subfaults with 21 along-strike subfaults and113
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11 along-dip subfaults. Each subfaults consist of bilinear spline basis functions with 10 km114

node separation. The model is parameterized as a planar fault with strike and dip as 190115

and 15.3. The model has a widespread slip distribution from the downdip at around 50 km116

depth to the trench in zone ZC1 and ZC1. The near trench slip extends from 39.5◦N to117

36.5◦s.118

Model S2 is from Hayes (2011), which is the initial USGS model inverted from tele-119

seismic body waves of P, SH with a period range of 1 to 200 s and surface waves in a pe-120

riod range of 200 to 500 s. The total moment of the model is 4.9× 1022 N·m, equiva-121

lent to a Mw 9.06 earthquake. The model includes 325 subfaults with 25 along strike sub-122

faults and 13 along dip subfaults. Each subfault has an area of 25×20 km2. The model123

is parameterized as a planar fault with strike and dip as 194◦ and 10◦. The model shows124

a major slip patch at the updip of the hypocenter in zone ZC1 and a secondary slip patch125

at the down-dip of the hypocenter in zone ZC1.126

Model S3 is from the revised USGS finite-fault model of the Tohoku-oki earthquake,127

with the last update in 2018 (Goldberg et al., 2022). The model is inverted from tele-128

seismic body waves of P, SH with a period range of 1 to 200 s and surface waves in the129

period range of 200 to 500 s. The total moment of the model is 4.8×1022 N·m, equiv-130

alent to a Mw 9.05 earthquake. The model has 325 subfaults, with 25 along strike sub-131

faults and 13 along dip subfaults. The model is parameterized as a varying strike pla-132

nar fault with strike and dip as 198 and 8, 198 and 15, and 198 and 21 at the depth ranges133

of 3–15, 15–33, and 33–52 km. The model shows a distinctive two major slip patch with134

one at the north of the hypocenter and one at the south of the hypocenter. The over-135

all slip distribution is elongated along the strike with two minor deeper slip patches at136

the down-dip and north of the hypocenter in zone ZC1, reaching 50 km.137

Model S4 is from Ammon et al. (2011), which is obtained by inverting teleseismic138

P waves with relative source time function inverted from Rayleigh waves and high-rate139

GPS recordings (lowpass 30s). The total moment of the model is 3.6×1022 N·m, equiv-140

alent to a Mw 8.98 earthquake. The model has 560 subfaults, with 50 along strike sub-141

faults and 14 along dip subfaults. Each subfault has a size of 15×15 km2. The model142

is parameterized as a planar fault with strike and dip as 202◦ and 12◦. The model shows143

a large smooth single-slip patch with peak slip extending from the hypocenter to the south144

of the hypocenter, located in the zone ZC1 and ZC1.145

Model S5 is from Yagi and Fukahata (2011), which is obtained by inverting tele-146

seismic P waves in velocity with a period of 2.6 to 100 s. The total moment of the model147

is 5.7 × 1022 N·m, equivalent to a Mw 9.10 earthquake. The model has 250 subfaults148

with 25 along strike subfaults and 10 along dip subfaults. Each subfaults has a size of149

10×10 km2. The model is parameterized as a planar fault with strike and dip as 200150

◦ and 12◦. The rake angles of all subfaults are fixed at 90 ◦. The model shows a major151

slip patch at the updip of the hypocenter, with the peak slip extending towards the trench152

in zone ZC1. Slip extends towards the south and deeper region in zone S2.153

Model S6 is from Kubo and Kakehi (2013), which is obtained by inverting teleseis-154

mic P waves with a period of 10 to 100 s. The total moment of the model is 3.4×1022155

N·m, equivalent to a Mw 8.95 earthquake. The model has 108 subfaults with 18 along156

strike subfaults and six along dip subfaults. Each subfaults has a varying size. The model157

is parameterized as multiple planar faults with strike and dip 185◦ and 7 ◦, 197.5◦ and158

11◦, and 210◦ and 23◦ along strike. The model shows a very smooth slip patch with peak159

slip at the updip of the hypocenter reaching the trench in zone ZC1.160

Model T1 is from Simons et al. (2011), which is obtained by inverting tsunami and161

geodetic data. The total moment of the model is 7.8 × 1022 N·m, equivalent to a Mw162

9.19 earthquake. The model has 419 subfaults with varying subfault sizes. The model163

is parameterized as a curved geometry triangulated by the subfaults. The model shows164
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an elongated slip patch along the strike of the hypocenter in zones N1, ZC1 and ZC1.165

The elongated slip extends from 40◦ north to 37 ◦N. The model also shows a high level166

of heterogeneity with many smaller slip patches.167

Model T2 is from Fujii et al. (2011), which is obtained by inverting the tsunami168

data. The total moment of the model is 3.8×1022 N·m, equivalent to a Mw 8.99 earth-169

quake. The model has 40 subfaults, with ten along strike subfaults and four along dip170

subfaults. Each subfault has a size of 50×50 km2. The model is parameterized as a pla-171

nar fault with strike and dip as 193◦ and 14◦. The rake angles of all subfaults are fixed172

at 81◦. The model shows a single and concentrated slip patch at the updip hypocenter173

region with slip increases towards the trench in zone ZC1.174

Model T3 is from Saito et al. (2011), which is obtained by inverting the tsunami175

data. The total moment of the model is 3.8×1022 N·m, equivalent to a Mw 8.99 earth-176

quake. The model has 130 grid nodes, with 13 nodes along the strike and 10 nodes along177

the dip. Each node is represented by a Gaussian basis function. The model is param-178

eterized as a varying dip fault with a strike of 193 ◦. The model shows a major slip as-179

perity at the hypocenter region and extended slip towards the trench in zone ZC1.180

Model T4 is from Gusman et al. (2012), which is obtained by inverting tsunami181

and geodetic data. The total moment of the model is 5.1 × 1022 N·m, equivalent to a182

Mw 9.07 earthquake. The model has 45 subfaults with nine along strike and five along183

dip subfaults. Each subfault has a size of 50×40 km2. The model is parameterized as184

a varying dip fault with a strike of 202◦. The model shows a smooth single slip patch185

at the updip of the hypocenter with significant slip at the trench in zone ZC1.186

Model T5 is from Hooper et al. (2013), which is obtained by inverting tsunami and187

geodetic data. The total moment of the model is 4.0 × 1022 N·m, equivalent to a Mw188

9.00 earthquake. The model has 234 subfaults with 18 along strike subfaults and 13 along189

dip subfaults. Each subfault has a size of 25×20 km2. The model is parameterized as190

a dip varying fault with a strike of 194◦. The model has a major slip patch at the up-191

dip of the hypocenter in zone ZC1. Narrow and elongated slip features from 20 km to192

40 km extend near the hypocenter and towards the south of the hypocenter. A north-193

ern minor slip patch at the depth of 12 km in zone ZN1 also appears in the slip distri-194

bution.195

Model T6 is from Satake et al. (2013), which is obtained by inverting tsunami and196

geodetic data. The total moment of the model is 4.2 × 1022 N·m, equivalent to a Mw197

9.02 earthquake. The model has 55 subfaults, with 11 along strike subfaults and five along198

dip sub faults. Each subfault has a size of 50×50 km2. The model is parameterized as199

a dip-varying planar fault with a strike of 193◦. The model shows a smooth large expand-200

ing slip patch in the updip of the hypocenter with increasing slip toward the trench in201

zone ZC1.202

Model T7 is from Romano et al. (2014), which is obtained by inverting tsunami203

and geodetic data. The total moment of the model is 5.7 × 1022 N·m, equivalent to a204

Mw 9.10 earthquake. The model has 398 subfaults. The model is parameterized as a curved205

fault with the subfaults subdivided into patches of variable size: 24 km×14 km, 24 km×24206

km, 35×35 km2 at depth ranges of 2-15, 15-40, 40-60 km. The model shows a similar207

overall slip structure as model G6 with a large expanding slip patch in the updip of the208

hypocenter with increasing slip toward the trench in zone ZC1. The model shows a high209

level of slip heterogeneity with many small slip patches.210

Model T8 is from Kubota et al. (2022), which is obtained by inverting Tsunami211

and geodetic data. The total moment of the model is 5.1 × 1022 N·m, equivalent to a212

Mw 9.07 earthquake. The model has 434 subfaults triangulating the 3D fault surface,213

with the length of each side of the triangle about 10 km. The model shows a smooth large214
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slip patch at the updip of the hypocenter with increasing slip towards the trench in zone215

ZC1. The model shows near trench slip at the northern section in zone ZN1 reaching 39.5◦N.216

Model J1 is from Yokota et al. (2011), which is jointly inverted from geodetic, strong217

ground motion (0.01 - 0.1 Hz), teleseismic P wave (0.002 - 0.25 Hz) and tsunami obser-218

vations. The total moment of the model is 4.2×1022 N·m, equivalent to a Mw 9.02 earth-219

quake. The model has 96 subfaults, with 16 along strike subfaults and five along dip sub-220

faults. Each subfault has a size of 30 × 30 km2. A varying dip fault geometry is used221

with a strike angle of 200◦. The model shows a concentrated slip at the hypocenter along222

the 20 km depth in zones ZC1 and ZC1. The slip extends to the north, reaching 39.5◦N.223

Model J2 is from Minson et al. (2014), which is jointly inverted from the tsunami224

and high-rate GPS data (0.005 - 0.1 Hz). The total moment of the model is 5.3×1022225

N·m, equivalent to a Mw 9.08 earthquake. The model has 219 subfaults, with 24 along226

strike subfaults and nine along dip subfaults. Each subfault has a size of around 30×227

30 km2. The model is parameterized as a varying dip fault with a strike of 194◦. The228

model shows a major slip patch at the hypocenter in zones ZC1 and ZC1. Extensive near229

trench slip was also imaged by the model extending from 39◦N to 37◦N. The model also230

shows a higher level of slip heterogeneity with patches of slip across the major slip area231

and other parts of the fault.232

Model J3 is from Bletery et al. (2014), which is obtained by inverting the geode-233

tic, high-rate geodetic (0.01 - 0.08 Hz), strong ground motion (double-integrated to dis-234

placement and filtered between 0.01 and 0.08 Hz), teleseismic P (1.25-100 s) and SH waves235

(2.5-100 s) and tsunami data. The total moment of the model is 3.5×1022 N·m, equiv-236

alent to a Mw 8.96 earthquake. The model has 187 subfaults with varying subfault sizes.237

The model is parameterized as a curved fault. The model shows a patchy shallow slip238

distribution with most slip confined at the updip of the hypocenter region in zone ZC1.239

The near trench slip extends from 37◦N to 39.3◦N.240

Model J4 is from Melgar and Bock (2015), which is obtained by inverting the col-241

located seismogendetic recordings and tsunami data. The total moment of the model is242

5.5×1022 N·m, equivalent to a Mw 9.09 earthquake. The model has 189 subfaults, with243

21 along strike subfaults and nine along dip subfaults. Each subfault has a size of 25×244

25 km2. The model is parameterized as a curved fault. The model shows a major slip245

patch at the updip of the hypocenter with a confined large slip at the shallowest 10 km246

section of the fault in zone ZC1. Small near trench slip patches also appear in 40◦N and247

36◦N.248

J4 model uses 20 colocated seismo-geodetic stations to invert the slip distribution.249

The displacement and velocity data are filtered between 0 and 0.5 Hz to match their greens250

function. However, they discovered that the coherence greatly depleted for wave period251

shorter than 7-8 seconds.252

Model J5 is from Yamazaki et al. (2018), which is iteratively inverted from the geode-253

tic, teleseismic and tsunami data. The total moment of the model is 4.0 × 1022 N·m,254

equivalent to a Mw 9.00 earthquake. The model has 240 subfaults with 20 along strike255

subfaults and 12 along dip subfaults. Each subfault has a size of 20×20 km2. The model256

is parameterized as a varying dip fault. The model shows a major L shape slip patch at257

the updip of the hypocenter with a confined large slip at the shallowest 10 km section258

of the fault and extended slip to 20 km dip at the south of the hypocenter in zone ZC1.259

Secondary features of the slip include a near trench slip at 39.5 ◦N in zone ZN1 and slip260

reaching 40 km depth at 37 ◦N in zone S2.261
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Text S2: Teleseismic Displacement Waveforms Sensitivity Analysis262

We compute teleseismic synthetic waveforms using the single-time window method263

with an assumed slip-rate function. We systematically compare synthetics from differ-264

ent slip-rate functions with varying duration. We use cosine, triangular, and regularized265

Yoffe functions to compute the synthetics (Figure S16). We pair the slip-rate functions266

with the same peak-slip-rate-time distribution from model S3 model for a consistent com-267

parison. The comparison with the observations is summarized in Table S2.268

We find that the teleseismic synthetics are insensitive to the shape and duration269

of the slip-rate functions. The synthetics are highly similar to the observations, with a270

median ≥0.82 correlation coefficient for all slip-rate functions. Figure S20 compares the271

synthetics with Yoffe, cosine and triangle functions, all having the same rise-time of 16 s272

and duration of around 32 s. The synthetics show negligible differences, suggesting that273

teleseismic waveforms are insensitive to the shape of the slip-rate function, given sim-274

ilar rise-time and duration.275

We further compare the teleseismic data sensitivity to the decay rate and duration276

of the slip-rate function. We apply the Yoffe function with the same-rise time but with277

extended durations (40, 28, and 55 s), as shown in Figure S16. The synthetics show highly278

similar shapes with varying amplitudes (Figure S21). Particularly, the synthetics of the279

Yoffe function with varying duration show the same peak and trough timing in the syn-280

thetic waveforms. Hence, teleseismic waveforms seem to have limited sensitivity to the281

variation of the Yoffe function, confirming that our method with regularized Yoffe func-282

tion for all models can effectively describe the slip-rate function for computing the tele-283

seismic synthetics.284

We further examine the rupture propagation effects on the teleseismic waveforms.285

We compare and validate different models’ peak-slip-rate-time (PSRT) distributions, which286

describe the rupture front evolution of the respective models. We use three different slip287

models: Models S3, S6, and J5, all of which use teleseismic waveforms to invert slip dis-288

tributions. Model S3 uses the single-time window method to describe the slip-rate evo-289

lution, while models S6 and J5 use the multi-time window method. We extract the PSRT290

of each projected model and map it to the model S3 slip distribution at the 16 km scale.291

We use the uniform regularized Yoffe function for each subfault and align it with the peak-292

slip-rate time accordingly.293

The three PSRT distributions agree on major slip episodes but show varying com-294

plexity (Figure S23). Models S3 and J3 show a relatively smooth and regular expansion295

in the first 50 s, followed by a complex and irregular pattern for the rest of the rupture,296

associated with the major slip patch in ZC1. In contrast, model S6 shows a consistently297

smooth PSRT evolution. This smooth evolution continues through the major rupture298

area but with an increasing rupture speed. All three models show similar peak-slip-rate299

timing in the major slip patch. They suggest that the peak–slip-rate time for the ma-300

jor slip patch ranges from 40–80 s.301

Synthetics using the S6 and J3 PSRT distributions show satisfactory fitting with302

the observed seismograms (Figure S24), with both synthetics reaching a correlation co-303

efficient of 0.75. Comparatively, we compute the synthetics of models S6 and S3 using304

a uniform Yoffe function aligned with their peak-slip-rate time, respectively. The result-305

ing synthetics have correlation coefficients with the observations of 0.71 for model S6 and306

0.73 for model J3. The slight decrease in correlation results from our simplification of307

the complex slip-rate function from the multi-time-window method. Nevertheless, our308

comparison validates that the teleseismic waveforms are sensitive to the rupture prop-309

agation effects, and the peak-slip-rate time distribution of model S3 is effective in de-310

scribing the slip-rate evolution.311
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Text S3: Teleseismic Velocity Sensitivity Analysis312

Our teleseismic data validation test in Section 4.2 shows that teleseismic displace-313

ment data are insensitive to the small-scale slip features. The displacement synthetics314

of the body waves have a dominant period of 20–30 s, which corresponds to a 90–120 km315

wavelength (Figure 11). We further test the sensitivity of teleseismic velocity waveforms,316

which contain more higher-frequency signals than the displacement waveforms, with a317

dominant period of around 15 s for the body waves. We follow the same procedure in318

Section 4.2.319

We find that the teleseismic velocity waveforms have additional sensitivity to the320

fault geometry as compared to the displacement waveforms (Figure S26). We investi-321

gate the slip-rate function effects on the teleseismic velocity waveforms following the same322

procedure in Section 4.2.2. Our tests show that the velocity records have limited sen-323

sitivity to the slip-rate function (Figures S29 and S30). We explore the rupture prop-324

agation effects on the teleseismic velocity waveforms. We compare the slip-rate onset time325

alignment with the original S3 model onset time, peak-slip-rate time, and constant rup-326

ture velocity. We find that rupture propagation has a strong impact on the teleseismic327

velocity synthetics. Figure S29 shows synthetics using the original onset time alignment328

and a uniform Yoffe slip-rate function, resulting in a correlation of 0.52, while the orig-329

inal projected model has a correlation of 0.76. The synthetics using the PSRT alignment330

and a uniform Yoffe slip-rate function fit the observed waveforms, with a correlation of331

0.71 (Figure S28). Similar to the displacement waveforms, both the constant rupture speed332

and two-step rupture speed failed to produce reasonable waveform fits (Figure S28).333

We also apply the PSRT approach using the PSRT distributions from models S6334

and J3. Following the same procedure in Section 4.2.3, we compute the teleseismic ve-335

locity synthetics using the S3 slip distribution and the PRST distributions from mod-336

els S6 and J3. Both sets of synthetics can fit the long-period waveforms but not the short-337

period signals (Figure S32). We compute synthetics using the PSRT from model S3 and338

the slip distributions from models S6 and J3. The synthetics are similar to those from339

the S3 slip distribution.340

We follow the same procedure and compute teleseismic synthetics velocity wave-341

forms using the final slip distributions at the 16, 32, and 64 km scales for all models. Fig-342

ure S33 shows teleseismic body-wave velocity synthetics for all models at a 16 km scale.343

The synthetics fit the first-order features of the teleseismic velocity observations. For ex-344

ample, the synthetics show accurate peaks and troughs for SH and SV waves at station345

BRVK. However, synthetics variations are more significant in the teleseismic velocity wave-346

forms than the displacement waveforms. Synthetics SH waves from different slip mod-347

els show contrasting waveform shapes around 50–150 s from S wave arrivals at both sta-348

tions COR and HNR. The variations in velocity waveforms suggest a possible higher sen-349

sitivity for secondary slip features. We compute the correlation coefficients of the syn-350

thetic body waves with the observations. The velocity seismic synthetics of all models351

at three scales show a lower correlation ranges from 0.5 to 0.7, with the SH synthetics352

slightly better than P and SV synthetics. However, it is worth noting that the correla-353

tion value of the velocity waveforms is also compatible with typical inversion results (e.g.354

Melgar & Bock, 2015).355
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Text S4: High-rate GNSS and Strong-Ground Motion Sensitivity Anal-356

ysis357

We compute the High-rate GNSS and strong ground motion synthetics following358

the same procedure of Section 4.2 Teleseismic Data analysis. The synthetics are com-359

puted using the open-source software Instaseis (van Driel et al., 2015). This method uses360

pre-computed Green’s function databases, calculated using the anisotropic version of the361

Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM) and the AxiSEM method up to 2 s period362

band (Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981; Nissen-Meyer et al., 2014). Green’s function is con-363

voluted with the source time function either with the original finite-fault models or the364

unified source-time function, with the same Yoffee-slip rate function aligned with the S3365

peak-slip-rate time.366

The synthetics are compared with the strong-ground motion records and the hor-367

izontal high-rate GNSS record. The strong ground motion records are doubled-integrated368

into displacement and band-passed between 10-100s, while the high-rate GNSS records369

are lowpass-filtered at 10 seconds. The frequency range is compatible with the regional370

seismic and joint-inversion models’ data processing procedure.371

To validate the geometric effects of the projection, we compare the synthetics from372

the original J4 finite-fault model and the projected J4 finite-fault model. We use the orig-373

inal multi-time-window method to compute the synthetics. Figure S35 compares the dif-374

ferences between the two models. Both sets of synthetics demonstrate high similar wave-375

forms, suggesting the projected fault geometry can reproduce the observed regional seis-376

mic records.377

Similarily, we compare the original and projected J4 finite-fault models synthet-378

ics with the high-rate GNSS records (Figure S38). Both synthetics show overlapping wave-379

forms with the observations. In addition, we compare the synthetics with the static off-380

set computed by 3D Green’s function in Section 4.1, as shown by the dashed grey lines381

in Figure S38. All synthetics including the original J4 model, and projected J4 model382

show consistency with the observations and the deformation by 3D velocity structure Green’s383

function.384
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Table S1. Offshore geodetic stations

Station Longitude Latitude Depth [km] Eastward
displace-
ment [m]

Northward
displace-
ment [m]

Vertical
displace-
ment [m]

GJT3 143.483 38.273 3.281 29.500 -11.000 3.734
GJT4 142.833 38.407 1.445 14.000 -5.000 3.500
MYGI 142.917 38.084 1.700 22.100 -10.400 3.100
MYGW 142.433 38.153 1.100 14.300 -5.100 -0.800
FUKU 142.083 37.166 1.200 4.400 -1.700 0.900
KAMS 143.263 38.636 2.200 21.100 -8.900 1.500
KAMN 143.363 38.887 2.300 13.800 -5.800 1.600
CHOS 141.670 35.500 1.600 0.950 -0.950 0.400
TJT1 143.796 38.209 5.758 N.A. N.A. 5.093
P02 142.502 38.500 1.100 N.A. N.A. -0.801
P06 142.584 38.634 1.250 N.A. N.A. -0.975
TM1 142.780 39.236 1.500 N.A. N.A. -0.800
TM2 142.446 39.256 1.000 N.A. N.A. -0.300
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Table S2. Summary of teleseismic P wave displacement synthetics performance on changing

geometry, subfault size, slip-rate, and rupture front time-alignment.

Slip model subfault a slip-rateb slip-rate
alignmentc

P wave cor-
relation d

P wave variance
reduction d

Figure e

S3 original original original 0.90 (0.01) 80% (5%) FigS17
S3 projected original original original 0.89 (0.01) 68% (28%) FigS17
S3 projected original Yoffe16(40) original 0.84 (0.01) 65% (15%) FigS18
S3 projected original Yoffe16(40) S3 PSRT 0.88 (0.01) 74% (9%) FigS18
S3 projected original original Vr 2.0 km/s 0.65 (0.01) 27% (30%) FigS19
S3 projected original original Vr 1.5 &2.0

km/s
0.65 (0.01) 31% (12%) FigS19

S3 projected original Cosine16 S3 PSRT 0.88 (0.01) 71% (18%) FigS20
S3 projected original Tri 16 S3 PSRT 0.88 (0.01) 74% (11%) FigS20
S3 projected original Yoffe16(48) S3 PSRT 0.85 (0.01) 71% (5%) FigS21
S3 projected original Yoffe16(55) S3 PSRT 0.82 (0.01) 66% (2) FigS21

S3 projected 16 km Yoffe16(40) S3 PSRT 0.82 (0.01) 63% (17%) FigS22
S6 projected 16 km Yoffe16(40) S3 PSRT 0.77 (0.03) 47% (36%) FigS22
J3 projected 16 km Yoffe16(40) S3 PRST 0.76 (0.02) 48% (17%) FigS22
G4 projected 16 km Yoffe16(40) S3 PSRT 0.76 (0.04) 50% (24%) FigS25
R3 projected 16 km Yoffe16(40) S3 PRST 0.75 (0.04) 48% (73%) FigS25

S3 projected 16 km Yoffe16(40) S6 PSRT 0.75 (0.03) 49% (41%) FigS24
S3 projected 16 km Yoffe16(40) J3 PSRT 0.75 (0.02) 54% (18%) FigS24

a subfault size of the finite fault model, original S3 model subfault size is 25 km × 16.6 km
b Yoffe16(): Yoffe function with rise time 16s with duration in parentheses; Cosine16: Co-
sine function with rise time 16; Tri16: Triangle function with rise time 16. The slip-rate
functions are shown in Figure S16
c Vr km/s - Rupture onset by constant rupture speed; Rupture onset - follow model rup-
ture onset time; PSRT - peak slip rate time (Figure S15 and Figure S23).

d median (standard deviation)
e supplementary figure showing the synthetics and observed waveforms comparison
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Table S3. Summary of teleseismic P wave velocity synthetics performance on changing geome-

try, subfault size, slip-rate, and rupture front time-alignment.

Slip model subfault a slip-rateb slip-rate
alignmentc

P wave cor-
relation d

P wave variance
reduction d

Figure e

S3 original original original 0.81 (0.01) 55% (25%) FigS26
S3 projected original original original 0.76 (0.01) 44% (65) FigS26
S3 projected original Yoffe16(40) original 0.52 (0.02) 20% (1%) FigS27
S3 projected original Yoffe16(40) S3 PSRT 0.71 (0.02) 50% (8%) FigS27
S3 projected original original Vr 2.0 km/s 0.48 (0.01) 21% (2%) FigS28
S3 projected original original Vr 1.5 &2.0

km/s
0.54 (0.01) 22% (24%) FigS28

S3 projected original Cosine16 S3 PSRT 0.74 (0.02) 52% (21%) FigS29
S3 projected original Tri 16 S3 PSRT 0.72 (0.02) 50% (8%) FigS29
S3 projected original Yoffe16(48) S3 PSRT 0.68 (0.02) 45% (4%) FigS30
S3 projected original Yoffe16(55) S3 PSRT 0.67 (0.02) 42% (3) FigS30

S3 projected 16 km Yoffe16(40) S3 PSRT 0.62 (0.01) 32% (11%) FigS31
S6 projected 16 km Yoffe16(40) S3 PSRT 0.53 (0.02) 15% (19%) FigS31
J3 projected 16 km Yoffe16(40) S3 PSRT 0.56 (0.03) 23% (16%) FigS31

S3 projected 16 km Yoffe16(40) S6 PSRT 0.58 (0.02) 32% (13%) FigS32
S3 projected 16 km Yoffe16(40) J3 PSRT 0.55 (0.02) 28% (13%) FigS32

a subfault size of the finite fault model, original S3 model subfault size is 25 km × 16.6 km
b Yoffe16(): Yoffe function with rise time 16s with duration in parentheses; Cosine16: Co-
sine function with rise time 16; Tri 6: Triangle function with rise time 16. The slip-rate
functions are shown in Figure S16
c Vr km/s - Rupture onset by constant rupture speed; Rupture onset - follow model rup-
ture onset time; PSRT - peak slip rate time (Figure S15 and Figure S23).

d median (standard deviation)
e supplementary figure showing the synthetics and observed waveforms comparison
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Figure S1. Slip distribution of the 32 re-parameterized finite fault models with 1 km subfault

size. Slip distribution are shown as color contours. All model acronyms are defined in Figure 1

and detailed in Text S1. Grey lines indicate the six zones listed in Figure 4.
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Figure S2. Slip distribution of the 32 re-parameterized finite fault models with 16 km sub-

fault size. Same plotting style as Figure S1. Slip distributions are shown as color contours. All

model acronyms are defined in Figure 1 and detailed in Text S1.
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Figure S3. Slip distribution of the 32 re-parameterized finite fault models with 32 km sub-

fault size. Same plotting style as Figure S1. Slip distributions are shown as color contours. All

model acronyms are defined in Figure 1 and detailed in Text S1.
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Figure S4. Slip distribution of the 32 re-parameterized finite fault models with 64 km sub-

fault size. Same plotting style as Figure S1. Slip distributions are shown as color contours. All

model acronyms are defined in Figure 1 and detailed in Text S1.
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Figure S5. Comparison of (a) the original G7 model (Zhou et al., 2014), (b) the projected

model using the Brown method, and (c) the projection method of this study. Inset indicates

the total potency, defined as the slip times the subfault area. Solid line delineates the trench

location. Dashed lines indicate the Slab 2.0 model with a 20 km depth interval.
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Figure S6. Comparison of the onshore and offshore horizontal displacements by (a) the pro-

jected model using the Brown method, and (b) the projection method of this study. Black and

red arrows are the observations and synthetics respectively. Dotted line indicates the trench line.

Color-filled contour shows the projected slip distribution.
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Figure S7. Comparison of (a) the original J4 model (Melgar & Bock, 2015), (b) the projected

model using the Brown method, and (c) the projection method of the study. Inset indicates the

total potency, defined as the slip times the subfault area. Solid line delineates the trench loca-

tion. Dashed lines indicate the Slab 2.0 model with a 20 km depth interval. The J4 model was

obtained using the Slab 1.0 geometry.
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Figure S8. Onshore and offshore horizontal geodetic displacement observations (red arrows)

and synthetics (black arrows), and their correlation and variance reduction values. (a)–(c) syn-

thetic (black) and observed (red) horizontal geodetic displacements of model S3 at the 16 (a), 32

(b), and 64 km (c) scales. (d)–(f) geodetic synthetics and observations of model M (d), R3 (e), J5

(f) at the 16 km scale. (g) variance reduction values between the onshore geodetic synthetics and

observations at the 16, 32, and 64 km scales. (h) variance reduction values between the offshore

geodetic synthetics and observations at the 16, 32, and 64 km scales. (i) Correlation coefficients

between the onshore geodetic synthetics and observations at the 16, 32, and 64 km scales. (j)

Correlation coefficients between the offshore geodetic synthetics and observations at the 16, 32,

and 64 km scales.
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Figure S9. Onshore and offshore horizontal geodetic displacement observations (red arrows)

and synthetics (black arrows) of all 33 models in 16 km scale.
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Figure S10. Onshore and offshore vertical geodetic displacement observations (red arrows)

and synthetics (black arrows) of all 33 models in 16 km scale.
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Figure S11. Comparison of teleseismic observations and synthetics at 32 km scale. (a) Map

view of 40 II and IU stations used in the analysis. Red triangles are the stations in (c). Dotted

circles show epicentral distances of 30circ and 90circ, respectively. (b) Normalized moment rate

functions of the original S3 model and the other 32 finite-fault models and the median model. (c)

Synthetic and observed teleseismic waveforms. Black lines are the observed waveforms; red lines

are the synthetic waveforms from the 32 finite-fault models and the median model. Five rows

are P wave, SH wave, SV wave, Rayleigh wave, and Love wave, respectively. Amplitudes of the

observed waveforms are labeled at the lower-left corner of each waveform plot.
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Figure S12. Comparison of teleseismic observations and synthetics a 64 km scale. (a) Map

view of 40 II and IU stations used in the analysis. Red triangles are the stations in (c). Dotted

circles show epicentral distances of 30circ and 90circ, respectively. (b) Normalized moment rate

functions of the original S3 model and the other 32 finite-fault models and the median model. (c)

Synthetic and observed teleseismic waveforms. Black lines are the observed waveforms; red lines

are the synthetic waveforms from the 32 finite-fault models and the median model. Five rows

are P wave, SH wave, SV wave, Rayleigh wave, and Love wave, respectively. Amplitudes of the

observed waveforms are labeled at the lower-left corner of each waveform plot.
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Figure S13. Seafloor uplift model of Jiang and Simons (2016) (model SJS), seafloor uplift

synthetics from the finite-fault models, and their variance reduction values between the synthet-

ics with model SJS. Grey dots show the modeled grid points. (a) Model SJS. (b)–(d) Synthetic

seafloor uplift of model J5 model at the 16 (b), 32 (c), and 64 km (d) scales, respectively. (e)–(h)

Synthetic seafloor uplift of the median slip model, models G5, R4, and S3 at a 16 km scale. (i)

variance reduction values between model SJS and synthetics of the 32 finite-fault models and the

median model at the 16, 32, and 64 km scales.
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Figure S14. Azimuth and takeoff angle of the teleseismic stations used in the analysis with

the Tohoku-Oki earthquake moment tensor from GCMT.
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Figure S15. Rutpure onset time alignment for the teleseismic synthetics. Panel a shows the

original rupture onset time of the S3 model. Panel b shows the alignment with the peak-slip-rate

time (PSRT) of the S3 model. Panel c shows the alignment with the constant 2.0 m/s rupture

velocity.
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Figure S16. Normalized slip-rate functions evaluated in the teleseismic synthetics. Slip-rate

functions include three sets of Yoffe slip-rate functions (reds) with the same rise-time of 16 s and

varying duration of 40, 48, and 55 s, and a cosine function with a 16 s rise time (blue) and a

symmetrical-triangular function with a rise time of 16 s (grey).
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Figure S17. Comparison of the Teleseismic P wave on changing fault geometry. P wave syn-

thetics of the S3 original model (red) and S3 projected model (blue) and observations (black)

for all 40 stations in Figure 11. The waveform is filtered between 10–200s period and aligned

with maximum cross-correlation value. Overall correlation and variance reduction value with the

observations are labeled at the top-right corner of the figure. Medians and standard deviations

of the correlation value of the original model and projected model synthetics are 0.9 and 0.01,

and 0.89 and 0.01, respectively. The median variance reduction of the original model is 80%, and

the projected model is 68%, respectively. Distance in degree and back azimuth of the station

are shown at the bottom-left corner of each waveform plot. Station trace ID and amplitude are

labeled at the upper-left corner of each waveform plot.
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Teleseismic P waves in displacement (10.0-200.0s)

Figure S18. Comparison of the Teleseismic P wave on unifying slip rate function with Yoffe

function and rupture front alignment. Same plotting as Figure S17. P wave synthetics of the S3

projected model [S3p] (blue), S3 projected unified slip rate model [S3p FixSR](orange), S3 pro-

jected unified slip rate model aligned with S3 peak slip rate time [S3p FixSR PSRT](green) and

observations (black) of all 40 stations.
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Teleseismic P waves in displacement (10.0-200.0s)

Figure S19. Comparison of the Teleseismic P wave on aligning rupture onset with constant

rupture velocity. Same plotting as Figure S17. S3 projected with fix 2.0 km/s rupture velocity

model [S3p Vr 20km/s](blue), P wave synthetics with two steps 1.5 km/s and 2.0 km/s rupture

velocity model [orange] (blue) and and observations (black) of all 40 stations.
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Figure S20. Comparison of the Teleseismic P wave with varying slip-rate function. Same

plotting as Figure S17. P wave synthetics with Yoffe slip-rate function (orange), synthetics with

cosine slip-rate function (blue), synthetics with triangular slip-rate function (red), and observa-

tions (black) of all 40 stations.
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Figure S21. Comparison of the Teleseismic P wave with varying Yoffe slip-rate function.

Same plotting as Figure S17. P wave synthetics with Yoffe function rise time and duration of 16

and 40 s (orange), synthetic with Yoffe function rise time and duration of 16 and 48s (blue), syn-

thetics with Yoffe function rise time and duration of 16 and 55s (red), and observations (black) of

all 40 stations.
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Teleseismic P waves in displacement (10.0-200.0s)

Figure S22. Comparison of the Teleseismic P wave with slip model S3, S6 and J3 at 16 km

resolution. Same plotting as Figure S17. P wave synthetics of slip model S3 (blue), synthetics

of slip model S6 (orange), synthetics of slip model J3 (green), and observations (black) of all 40

stations.
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Figure S23. Comparing models peak slip-rate time. Color contours show the (a) S3, (b) S6,

and (c) J3 models’ peak slip-rate time, respectively. Model S3 slip distribution is shown as the

color-filled contour. The peak slip-rate time of models S6 and J3 are spatially limited due to the

different fault parameterization of these two models. Hypocenters of these models are also shifted

due to the projection onto the realistic geometry
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Figure S24. Comparison of the Teleseismic P wave with rupture front alignment with the

peak-slip-rate time of S6 and J3 models with S3 slip model at 16 km resolution. Same plotting

as Figure S17. P wave synthetics with rupture front align with S6 peak-slip-rate time (blue),

synthetics with rupture front align with J3 peak-slip-rate time (orange), and observations (black)

of all 40 stations.
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Teleseismic P waves in displacement (10.0-200.0s)

Figure S25. Comparison of the Teleseismic P wave with slip model G4, R3 and S3 at 16 km

resolution. Same plotting as Figure S17. P wave synthetics with G4 model slip distribution

(green), synthetics with R3 model slip distribution (blue), synthetics with S3 model slip distribu-

tion (red), and observations (black) of all 40 stations.
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Teleseismic P waves in velocity (10.0-200.0s)

Figure S26. Comparison of the Teleseismic velocity P wave with original S3 finite-fault model

and projected S3 finite-fault model. Same plotting as Figure S17. P wave synthetics of the orig-

inal S3 finite-fault model (blue), synthetics of the projected S3 finite-fault model (orange), and

observations (black) of all 40 stations.
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Teleseismic P waves in velocity (10.0-200.0s)

Figure S27. Comparison of the Teleseismic velocity P wave with unified slip-rate function

with original onset-time alignment and peak-slip-rate time alignment. Same plotting as Fig-

ure S17. P wave synthetics of unified slip-rate function with original onset-time alignment (blue),

synthetics of unified slip-rate function with peak-slip-rate time alignment (orange), observations

(black) of all 40 stations.
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Figure S28. Comparison of the Teleseismic velocity P wave with onset-time alignment with

constant rupture speed of 2.0 km/s and two-step rupture speed with S3 slip distribution. Same

plotting as Figure S17. P wave synthetics of constant rupture speed of 2.0 km/s (blue), synthet-

ics of two-step rupture speed (orange), observations (black) of all 40 stations.
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Teleseismic P waves in velocity (10.0-200.0s)

Figure S29. Comparison of the Teleseismic velocity P wave with cosine slip-rate function and

triangular slip-rate function. Same plotting as Figure S17. P wave synthetics of cosine slip-rate

function (blue), synthetics of triangle slip-rate function (orange), observations (black) of all 40

stations.
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Teleseismic P waves in velocity (10.0-200.0s)

Figure S30. Comparison of the Teleseismic velocity P wave with varying Yoffe function.

Same plotting as Figure S17. P wave synthetics of the Yoffe function with 48s duration (blue),

synthetics of the Yoffe function with 55s duration (orange), and observations (black) of all 40

stations.
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Teleseismic P waves in velocity (10.0-200.0s)

Figure S31. Comparison of the Teleseismic velocity P wave with different model slip distribu-

tion and S3 model PSRT onset-time alignment. Same plotting as Figure S17. P wave synthetics

of S3 slip model (blue), synthetics of S6 slip model (orange), synthetics of J3 slip model (green),

and observations (black) of all 40 stations.
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Teleseismic P waves in velocity (10.0-200.0s)

Figure S32. Comparison of the Teleseismic velocity P wave with different model PSRT onset-

time alignment and S3 model slip distribution. Same plotting as Figure S17. P wave synthetics of

S6 model PSRT (blue), synthetics of J3 model PSRT (orange), and observations (black) of all 40

stations.
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Figure S33. Comparison of teleseismic velocity observations and synthetics a 16 km scale.

Synthetic and observed teleseismic waveforms. Black lines are the observed waveforms; red lines

are the synthetic waveforms from the 32 finite-fault models and the median model. Three rows

are P wave, SH wave and SV wave, respectively. Amplitudes of the observed waveforms are

labeled at the lower-left corner of each waveform plot.
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Figure S34. Correlation coefficient values between the teleseismic velocity observations and

synthetics at the 16, 32, and 64 km scales. (a) P wave. (b) SH wave. (c) SV wave. Median cor-

relation values between the synthetic and observed teleseismic waveforms at the 40 teleseismic

stations are taken as the characteristic correlation coefficient values for each model. Three mark-

ers indicate the characteristic median values for models at the 16, 32, and 64 km scales. Error

bars represent the associated standard deviation of correlation coefficient values of the 40 sta-

tions.
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Figure S35. Comparison of strong ground motion observations and synthetics of original and

projected J4 model. Black lines are the observations. Red lines are the synthetics from J4 origi-

nal subfault geometry. Blue lines are the synthetics with the projected J4 model. The correlation

values of each component are shown on the top right and bottom right of each waveform subplot.

Station name and distance from the centriod location are shown in top left and bottom left of

each waveform subplot. The overall median variance and the correlation value of the two sets of

synthetics are shown at the top right of the figure.
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Figure S36. Comparison of strong ground motion observations and synthetics of projected

and unified slip-rate J4 model at 16, 32 and 64 km scale. Black lines are the observations. Dark

red, red, and yellow lines are the J4 synthetics of 16, 32, and 64 km scale, respectively. The cor-

relation values of each component are shown on the top right and bottom right of each waveform

subplot. Station name and distance from the centroid location are shown in top left and bottom

left of each waveform subplot. The overall median variance and the correlation value of the two

sets of synthetics are shown at the top right of the figure.
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Figure S37. Comparison of strong ground motion observations and synthetics of projected

and unified slip-rate J3 model at 16, 32 and 64 km scale. Black lines are the observations. Dark

red, red, and yellow lines are the J4 synthetics of 16, 32, and 64 km scale, respectively. The cor-

relation values of each component are shown on the top right and bottom right of each waveform

subplot. Station name and distance from the centroid location are shown in top left and bottom

left of each waveform subplot. The overall median variance and the correlation value of the two

sets of synthetics are shown at the top right of the figure.
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Figure S38. Comparison of high rate-GNSS observations and synthetics of original and pro-

jected J4 model. Black lines are the observations. Red and blue lines are the J4 synthetics of the

original finite-fault model and the projected model. The grey dashed line is the static offset using

the 3D velocity structure Green’s function. The correlation values of each component are shown

on the top right and bottom right of each waveform subplot. Station name and distance from

the centroid location are shown in top left and bottom left of each waveform subplot. The overall

median variance and the correlation value of the two sets of synthetics are shown at the top right

of the figure.
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Figure S39. Comparison of static offset between Model J4 HrGNSS synthetics using 1D

Green’s function, Model J4 static offset synthetics using 3D Green’s function and observations.
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Figure S40. Geodetic offset variance reduction comparison with (a) 3D Green’s function and

(b) 1D Green’s function High-rate GNSS static offset with the observations for 33 models at 16,

32, and 64 km scale. Markers indicate the variance reduction of the static offset between the

synthetics and the observations.
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Figure S41. Comparison of normalized high-rate GNSS observations and synthetics at 16 km

slip model scale. (a) Map view of the GEONET stations used in the study. Red triangles are the

stations in (b). Beach-ball focal mechanism represents the centroid location of the median model.

Dotted circles show the centroid distance of 250 km. (b) Black lines are the observed waveforms;

Red lines are the synthetics from the 32 finite-fault models and the median model at the 16 km

scale, with their amplitude normalized with the observed amplitude. (c) Correlation coefficient

values between the observations and synthetics at the 16, 32, and 64 km scale. Markers indicate

the median correlation values of all stations, with an error bar indicating the associated standard

deviation.
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Figure S42. Comparison of high rate-GNSS observations and synthetics of projected and uni-

fied slip-rate J4 model at 16, 32 and 64 km scale. Black lines are the observations. Dark red, red,

and yellow lines are the J4 synthetics of 16, 32, and 64 km scale, respectively. The correlation

values of each component are shown on the top right and bottom right of each waveform subplot.

Station name and distance from the centroid location are shown in top left and bottom left of

each waveform subplot. The overall median variance and the correlation value of the two sets of

synthetics are shown at the top right of the figure.
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Figure S43. Comparison of regional strong-ground motion records (displacement) with syn-

thetics at 32 km slip model scale. Same plotting style with Figure 14.
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Figure S44. Comparison of regional strong-ground motion records (displacement) with syn-

thetics at 64 km slip model scale. Same plotting style with Figure 14.
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